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We are very pleased to publish the proceedings of the memorable sym-
posium “László Moholy-Nagy: Translating Utopia Into Action,” held in 
John M. Clayton Hall at the University of Delaware on 20 October 1995, 
just a few months after the centenary of László Moholy-Nagy’s birth. 
(figs. 1-5) The Symposium, co-sponsored by the University Gallery 
and the Department of Art History of the U. of D., was spear-headed 
by the principal organizer of the exhibition and the editor of its cata-
logue lászló moholy-nagy: from budapest to berlin 1914-1923, Gallery 
Director Belena Chapp.1 (figs. 6, 7) Chapp also took on the task of edit-
ing the papers presented for publication,2 but when she left her posi-
tion as Director, she passed it on to Hattula Moholy-Nagy, who in turn 
recruited Oliver Botar to share in the work.

While we, the editors, had transcriptions of the proceedings at our 
disposal, we decided to give the Symposium’s speakers the choice of how 
they wished to be represented in these Proceedings. Eleanor Hight chose 
to use her paper as the basis for what is essentially a new article (though 
one related to her fine book on Moholy-Nagy’s photography), which 
she generously pre pared for publication. Alain Findeli had held a talk 
that was built around slides and an outline rendered only in point form. 

László Moholy-Nagy: 
Translating Utopia into Action

INTRODUCTION

Oliver A. I. Botar and Hattula Moholy-Nagy
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He used the transcription of his presentation as the basis for a text that 
“should be read as the personal Festschrift of a design educator rather 
than as a scholarly essay,” as he put it.3 Krisztina Passuth kept her text as 
it was presented, but the editors worked to improve on the translation of 
the Hungarian original into English. Because the material of his talk was 
soon incorporated into his Ph.D. dissertation, after which it appeared in 
a heavily revised form in an anthology,4 Oliver Botar also chose to render 
his text essentially as he delivered it, adding references only to quoted 
sources. Lloyd Engelbrecht chose to do the same. Éva Forgács, Victor 
Margolin and Jeffrey Meikle engaged in relatively light editing of their 
pre senta tions, adding endnotes in the process. We were lucky enough 
to have recordings available to us of most of the two question-and-an-
swer periods at the Symposium. (Stephen Mansbach’s Intro duction is 
missing from these recordings, but he is represented by his further par-
ticipation in the question period, including his concluding remarks.) 
The editors have kept to the transcription as closely as possible in order 
to capture some of the flavour of the event. Thus, what we hope to have 
produced here is a relatively accurate account of what transpired on that 
fall day so many years ago, a worthy—if belated— companion to Über 
Moholy-Nagy [On Moholy-Nagy], the volume of essays based on the 
International Moholy-Nagy Sym posium held in Bielefeld, Germany on 
the centenary of the artist’s birth.5

The editors have maintained the original order of the speak-
ers’ presenta tions in the present volume. We begin therefore with Lloyd 
Engel brecht’s introduction to and overview of the artist’s career. The re-
maining presentations may be divided roughly into two groups: the first 
of these groups focuses on Moholy-Nagy’s work and career in Germany 
and the second on Moholy-Nagy as a design theorist and educator in 
the United States. Krisztina Passuth’s paper discusses Moholy-Nagy’s 
contribution to International Con structi vism. Eleanor Hight, who had 
originally spoken on “Vision in Motion: The Photographs and Films 
of Moholy-Nagy,” chose to keep her discussion focused on Moholy’s 
“Vision in Motion,” but this time via an examination of the artist’s Light 
Prop for an Electric Stage. Oliver Botar chose to present his proposed 
re-evaluation of the artist’s thinking and oeuvre in light of the results 
of his research on Moholy-Nagy’s engagement with what Botar terms 
“Bio centrism.” In a related move, Éva Forgács’s paper takes a first look 
at Moholy-Nagy’s engagement with German Reform Pedagogy. The sec-
ond group of papers has as its main theme Moholy-Nagy’s approach 

to design and design education. Alain Findeli, whose dissertation on 
Moholy-Nagy’s pedagogy at his Chicago schools appeared that same 
year in book form,6 teases some Postmodern themes out of Moholy-
Nagy’s decidedly Modernist thinking and oeuvre, underlining the ways 
in which his work was still relevant to design education in 1995. Both 
Jeffrey Meikle and Victor Margolin chose to focus on Moholy-Nagy’s 
approach to design, particularly American design. While Margolin traced 
the utopian-idealist thread in Moholy’s thinking throughout his career 
(an examination he soon incorporated into his excellent volume on this 
subject),7 Meikle examines how Moholy’s thinking about design fit into, 
or rather clashed with the business-oriented framework of American 
design theory and practice. In the discussion a number of themes were 
raised, including the usage of the terms “biomorphic” and “biocentric,” 
and the effect that Moholy-Nagy’s pedagogy had on the American scene. 
We feel that these papers made a valuable contribution to Moholy-Nagy 
studies when they were first presented in 1995, and we maintain that 
they are relevant to Moholy-Nagy studies today. 

We conclude this special issue of the HSR with the three known 
short stories that Moholy-Nagy published during his lifetime, including 
scans of the original Hungarian publications and translations of the 
stories into English. We believe that these three texts will underline the 
fact of Moholy’s literary ambitions during the early years of his career as 
an artist, and that their content will cast light on both his aesthetic and 
social thinking during this period.

NOTES

 1 Belena S. Chapp, ed., lászló moholy-nagy: from budapest to berlin 1914–1923 
(Newark, Delaware: University Gallery, University of Delaware, 1995), including essays 
by Lloyd C. Engelbrecht, Levente Nagy, Pamela J. Warner, Júlia Szabó, Éva Bajkay, 
Krisztina Passuth, Oliver A. I. Botar and Antonella Carbone. The volume also published 
English translations of a selection of Moholy-Nagy’s poems.
 2 Eleanor M. Hight, Picturing Modernism: Moholy-Nagy and Photography in 
Weimar Germany (Cambridge MA: The MIT Press, 1995).
 3 Alain Findeli, email communication with Hattula Moholy-Nagy, 9.12.2006.
 4 Oliver A. I. Botar, “Prolegomena to the Study of Biomorphic Mo dern ism: 
Biocentrism, László Moholy-Nagy’s ‘New Vision,’ and Ernő Kállai’s Bioromantik,” 
Ph.D. dissertation, University of Toronto, 1998 and The Roots of László Moholy-Nagy’s 

Oliver A. I. Botar and Hattula Mohly-Nagy Introduction
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It is now just over one hundred years ago, on July 20, 1895, that László 
Moholy-Nagy was born in Bácsborsód, a small village in southern 
Hungary. This international symposium, “László Moholy-Nagy: Trans-
la ting Utopia into Action,” and the related exhibition, “László Moholy-
Nagy: From Budapest to Berlin, 1914-1923,” pay tribute to Moholy on the 
centenary of his birth, and we in turn are all honoured to have with us 
today his daughter, Hattula Moholy-Nagy. Moholy died relatively young 
in 1946 at age 51, and surely he gave little thought to what kind of a trib-
ute might be appropriate for future generations. Nevertheless, it is hard 
to imagine anything more appropriate than this: an exhibition shedding 
light on aspects of his creative output not yet widely known, and this sym-
posium discussing his career and its continuing relevance for us.

I have been studying Moholy for more than twenty-five years: 
making notes and Xerox copies of letters and documents, talking to 
people who knew him, talking with scholars who have studied his career, 
and visiting sites where he lived and worked. One of the things I have 
learned is that an open mind is essential: one never knows when sur-
prises are in store. As an example, I had been dimly aware of Moholy’s 
World War I-era drawings on postcards through a few published black 
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and white reproductions, but I never gave them much thought. It was 
only recently, through Belena Chapp, that I became aware of the exten-
sive number of postcards preserved, the range of subjects of the drawings 
on these postcards, and the lively colour harmonies that Moholy used. 
And as another example, just over two months ago Hattula Moholy-Nagy 
shared with a symposium audience in Alexandria, Virginia, a collection 
she had recently acquired of previously unknown colour slides from her 
father’s Chicago period. Hence a new understanding is now possible of 
Moholy’s work in photography during the last decade of his career.

But of course understanding Moholy involves more than dis-
covering additional aspects of his work. He once wrote that: “A human 
being is developed by the crystallization of the whole of his experience.” 
What this many-sided symposium will do is crystallize a broader under-
standing for us of Moholy’s life and work.

During the next few minutes, I want to outline Moholy’s career 
very briefly and discuss his uniqueness. And I want to add a few words 
about the contributions of his two wives.

Moholy lived in several small villages during his young years in 
addition to Bácsborsód, including a village called Mohol, now in Serbia, 
but still part of Hungary during Moholy’s youth. He later adopted the 
name of that town as part of his compound surname. He attended a gym-
nasium, or university-preparatory school, in Szeged, then Hungary’s 
second largest city. He studied law at the University of Budapest before 
his service as an artillery officer in the Austro-Hungarian army during 
World War I. He sustained an injury to his left hand on July 1, 1917. 
Although he returned to his legal studies after the war, he filled much of 
his time with literary and artistic activities. He left law school to return 
to Szeged to become an artist. Ironi cally, in view of the fact that he spent 
much of life as a design educator, Moholy had no formal training in 
design, and very little formal instruction in art. He exhibited his art 
in Szeged shortly before the end of 1919, just before leaving Hungary. 
After a brief stay in Vienna, Moholy moved to Berlin and lived there 
from 1920 to 1923, and again from 1928 until 1934.

From 1923 until 1928 Moholy taught at that innovative de-
sign school known as the Bauhaus, first in Weimar and then in Dessau. 
Moholy’s work at the Bauhaus can be summarized in six categories: 
(1) practice and theory of the foundation course; (2) service as head of the 
metal workshop; (3) photography; (4) graphic design; (5) co-editing, with 
Walter Gropius, of the Bauhaus journal and books; and (6) his writings. 

I should add that there were no formal courses in photography or graphic 
design until after Moholy had left the Bauhaus, but his own work in these 
fields stimulated interest on the part of the students.

Moholy used his base in Berlin to carry out design commissions 
in Germany and in other European countries, including Holland and 
Belgium, before moving to London in 1935. He left London for Chicago 
in 1937, where he founded the New Bauhaus and its two successor 
schools, the School of Design in Chicago and the Institute of Design. 
His design practice was continued in the United States, where his clients 
included the Parker Pen Company and U. S. Gypsum.

Moholy is unique in twentieth-century culture because of the 
range of his creative activities. He was active as a painter, sculptor, 
designer, print maker, photographer, filmmaker, writer, and teacher. 
As a designer he worked in the areas of industrial, interior, graphic, 
exhibition, and theatre design. His theatre designs were for grand opera 
as well as for the spoken stage. He also worked closely with architects 
and planners. But a dilettante he was not. He excelled in a wide range of 
creative activities, and, in fact, was always on the cutting edge.

Another thing I would like to summarize, as will be apparent 
in the course of this symposium, is that Moholy worked closely with 
some of the major figures of the twentieth century, and had signifi-
cant contact with many more. A partial list might sound like a patter 
song from an operetta from Old Vienna, but it could include filmmak-
ers Sergei Eisenstein and Alexander Korda, semanticist and politician 
S. I. Hayakawa, musician and composer John Cage, poet and critic 
Sir Herbert Read, biologist Julian Huxley, psychiatrist Franz Alexander, 
industrialists Walter Paepcke and Kenneth Parker, sculptors Barbara 
Hepworth and Henry Moore, painters Piet Mond rian, Theo van 
Doesburg and Kazimir Malevich, art historian Sigfried Gie dion, Chicago 
Daily News critic C. J. Bulliet, and architects Walter Gropius, George 
Fred Keck, Ralph Rapson, and Frank Lloyd Wright (Wright was actually 
invited to teach at the New Bauhaus, but declined). The one thing this 
diverse group of people and Moholy had in common is that all worked 
on the cutting edge.

Moholy managed to cram a lot of activity into his days. From 
the beginning of his work on the postcards, he continued to be active 
as an artist throughout his career, although being an artist was his sole 
occupation only for very brief periods.

Finally, I want to supplement the material presented by the other 
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speakers by pointing to the supportive role played by each of Moholy’s 
two wives.

Moholy’s first wife, Lucia (Schulz) Moholy, was born near Prague 
on January 18, 1894. (fig. 8) Although her native language was Czech, 
she had a much better command of German than did her husband, 
and she used this ability to aid Moholy in his writing. Also, she learned 
English at an early age and helped her husband when he occasionally 
needed to use that language in his early career. She had also studied 
philosophy and art history at the University of Prague. She became in-
terested in photography at an early age, and after their marriage in 1921, 
she helped Moholy begin his work with photograms, and continued to 
help Moholy with photography over the years. She had a background in 
book editing and production, and she provided editorial and produc-
tion assistance to Moholy during the period when he co-edited those 
fourteen Bauhaus books.

Lucia Moholy’s activities as a photographer extended well 
beyond the collaboration and assistance offered to her husband. While at 
the Bauhaus, she was the photographer primarily responsible for docu-
menting the Bauhaus buildings in Dessau, as well as the work of the 
faculty and students. Many of these photographs were published in 
Bauhaus publications and elsewhere. Hence the mental images we all carry 
in our heads about the Bauhaus and its activities stem largely from her. 
After leaving the Bauhaus, she taught photog raphy in Berlin for a few 
years. But her approach to photography was diff erent from that of her 
husband. Except for her collaboration with him on photograms, she 
used photography for documentary rather that expressive pur poses, 
although her skill and insight as a photographer resulted in photog raphs 
interesting in themselves.

Lucia Moholy was already living in England when Moholy 
arrived there. Although they had separated around 1928, and Moholy 
had already remarried, Lucia continued to aid him with his photography. 
Moholy later tried, without success, to help her get a visa to enter the 
United States by offering her a teaching post at his School of Design in 
Chicago.

In England Lucia Moholy was a pioneer in developing methods 
of microfilming when this procedure was still new. Some of her work in 
this area was as a staff member of UNESCO.

While living in England, Lucia Moholy wrote a pioneering history, 
A Hundred Years of Photography, to celebrate the centennial of that medium. 

After moving to Zurich in 1957, she wrote a bilingual book, Marginalien 
zu Moholy-Nagy/Moholy-Nagy, Marginal Notes, in which she attempted 
to set the record straight on numerous points about her and Moholy 
that had been garbled in various publications over the years. Marginal 
Notes appeared in 1972. Lucia Moholy died in Zurich on May 17, 1989.

Sibyl Moholy-Nagy, Hattula’s mother, was born in Dresden on 
Octo ber 29, 1903. She learned English at an early age, and spoke and 
wrote it with ease. Sibyl Moholy-Nagy began her career as an actor, 
appearing in a variety of roles from Shakespeare to light comedies, 
and appeared in a silent film, “Mädchenschicksale” [Girls’ fates] of 1928. 
She moved on to head the scenario office of Tobis, a motion-picture 
production company, and then turned to writing.

Sibyl Moholy-Nagy met her future husband in Berlin in 1931. 
(fig. 9) They soon began collaborative efforts as she added some practi-
cal knowledge to Moholy’s work as a filmmaker. During the early years 
of their marriage, most of her literary efforts went in to helping him 
with his publications. In Chicago much of her energy went into helping 
him with the Institute of Design, in particular with the operation of a 
summer school at Somonauk, Illinois. Her first book, a novel entitled 
Children’s Children, appeared in 1945, with a dust jacket designed by 
her husband. This was a novel in which she, an ardent anti-Nazi, exam-
ined her troubled relationship with her father and brother, both Nazi 
sympathizers.

Sibyl Moholy-Nagy also wrote extensive essays, still unpublished, 
in which she examined her relationship with her husband, including 
vivid descriptions of some troubling dreams she had during the years 
following his death. Not much of this found a place in her 1950 biogra-
phy, Moholy-Nagy, Experiment in Totality. By the time the book came 
out, she had already turned to the academic life, teaching humanities 
at the Institute of Design until 1948, and then moving on to Bradley 
University and the University of California in Berkeley. She taught for 
almost 20 years at Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, and for briefer periods at 
Columbia University and the University of Houston.

Sibyl Moholy-Nagy also lectured widely in her later years, both 
in the United States and in Germany. She carried on an extensive cor-
respondence with figures such as the theologian Paul Tillich and the 
writer Hannah Arendt.

A number of publications marked Sibyl Moholy-Nagy’s years 
as an academician. Besides a large number of articles in periodicals, 
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she wrote Native Genius in Anonymous Architecture (1957), Carlos Raul 
Villanueva and the Architecture of Venezuela (1964), Matrix of Man: 
An Illustrated History of Urban Environment (1968), and she collabo-
rated on The Architec ture of Paul Randolph (1970). She also helped 
to set up a number of exhibi tions of Moholy’s work, and fostered 
Moholy’s continuing reputation by donating good examples of his work 
to important museums.

Sibyl Moholy-Nagy died in New York on January 8, 1971.
Since both of these women played key supporting roles in 

Moholy’s career, I wanted to include some recognition of their contribu-
tion at today’s symposium. And I would like this contribution to be part 
of that process of crystallization that occupies us today.

Thank you very much.

By 1923, the year that Moholy-Nagy accepted the professorship offered 
to him by Walter Gropius at the Bauhaus in Weimar, Germany, he was 
a prominent figure in the international avant-garde. Moholy-Nagy 
was twenty-seven years old at the time, with no academic training in 
fine art and with an insufficient command of the German language 
to enable him to write articles on his own or to hold public lectures. 
His international artistic career had begun a mere three years previous, 
in the spring of 1920.

Nevertheless, he was selected for this key position in prefer-
ence to prominent candidates such as Theo van Doesburg and Lazar El 
Lissitzky, who were both interested in working at the Bauhaus, the best, 
or perhaps the only, avant-garde art school in Central Europe. If we are 
to believe the recollections of Franciska Clausen, Moholy-Nagy’s Danish 
student in Berlin, he was not at all enthusiastic about moving from the 
exciting cosmopolitan city of Berlin to a sleepy town in central Germany. 
His economic insecurity forced him, how ever, to accept the position of-
fered by Gropius, causing him to abandon the romantic role of a starv-
ing and independent avant-garde artist in favour of a small-town college 
lecturer with a steady, even rather handsome, income.

László Moholy-Nagy
AND THE INTERNATIONAL AVANT-GARDE

Krisztina Passuth

Lloyd C. Engelbrecht Hungarian Studies Review, Vol. XXXVII, Nos. 1–2 (2010)
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While one can easily accept Moholy-Nagy’s decision to com-
pro mise, Gropius’ decision to appoint him requires some explanation. 
Gropius had, at least in principle, several candidates from whom to 
choose, including van Doesburg and El Lissitzky. Yet Gropius entrusted 
the job to a twenty-seven-year-old émigré painter from Hungary, a deci-
sion he never came to regret. On the contrary, the friendship and soli-
darity that evolved between the two during the course their relationship 
and collaboration was such that, when Gropius resigned, Moholy-Nagy 
also left his job, ready to return to the life-and-death struggle for sur-
vival he had known in Berlin.

The qualities that attracted Gropius to Moholy-Nagy were pre-
cisely those that others might have held against him: his dilettantism and 
his aloofness from any schools, academies, or groups in Germany except 
one (an important one in the eyes of Gropius), the circle of Herwarth 
Walden and his cultural journal Der Sturm. Almost single-handedly, the 
1922 and 1923 exhibitions held at the Galerie Der Sturm established 
Moholy-Nagy’s reputa tion as an artist, convincing Gropius that this 
young man, exiled from his homeland and with only his unquestionable 
talent to his name, was in fact the right choice for the Bauhaus.

But what did his talent consist of? What was it that allowed him 
to overcome the formidable obstacles in his path that might have pre-
vented him from being hired to the Bauhaus and from having a success-
ful career there from 1923 to 1928? Recollections and com men taries, 
both friendly and hostile, clearly indicate that, above anything else, it was 
his personal—per haps his Eastern European—charm that was respon-
sible. Moholy-Nagy, who had no special predi lections for Hungarian 
folk traditions, enchanted the Bauhäusler with his ability to dance the 
Hungarian “csárdás” [czardas]. A part of his charm was no doubt his 
striking youthfulness and his ability to play the roles of both profes-
sor and student.(Frontispiece) His relentless energy, his unquenchable 
thirst for knowledge, and his fundamental openness to anything new 
distinguished him from such fellow-professors as Paul Klee or Wassily 
Kandinsky, who, having been engulfed in the halo of their earlier artistic 
achievements, went their own sovereign ways, remaining inattentive to 
any ideas and suggestions that would come from others.

His fellow Bauhaus professors, including Paul Klee, Lyonel 
Feinin ger, Wassily Kandinsky and Oskar Schlemmer, had more or 
less reached the zenith of their artistic careers. Moholy-Nagy’s talents, 
on the other hand, unfolded then and there for everyone to see, 

under the guardianship of Lucia Moholy. Moholy-Nagy’s best and most 
mature works were made bet ween 1923 and 1926, when the delicate 
balance between the artist’s internal momen tum and his external condi-
tions facilitated the emergence of works that were both harmonious and 
unquestionably avant-garde.

And so, untangling the threads one by one, we gradually 
approach not only the motives behind Gropius’ decision, but also the 
secret of Moholy-Nagy’s success. In addition to the obvious charm of 
his personality, Moholy-Nagy was a thoroughly avant-garde artist in 
every aspect of his character. The essence of the contemporary avant-
garde movement was evident in all of his writings (manifestos, brief 
announcements and theoretical articles), in the freshness of his ideas, 
as well as in the intricate web of his international con nec tions.

Those Bauhaus members who took a dislike to Moholy-Nagy 
(Lothar Schreyer, for example), saw him as a representative of Russian 
Constructivism as practiced by El Lissitzky. What was curious about this 
view is that the only direct contact with things Russian that Moholy-Nagy 
had had up to that point were his personal connections with Russian 
Constructivist artists in Berlin, and with the Russian Constructivist pub-
lications he saw in Berlin or to which he gained access through Lajos 
Kassák in Vienna. As far as artworks were concerned, he had seen some 
Russian Constructivist works in studios, private collections, and Berlin 
exhibitions, but generally he gained access to the visual information 
through black and white reproductions and photographs. Thus, what he 
knew about Russian or Soviet art he had—for the most part—gathered 
indirectly from lectures, publications and from the personal accounts 
of Russian émigré artists. It was in this way that the Hungarian painter 
became a “Russian avant-garde artist.” Most importantly, he had done 
so with  out believing in the ideology these works came to represent after 
1922. It is only in articles mistakenly attributed to Moholy-Nagy, such as 
“Con structi vism and the Proletariat,” that one finds the Communist rhet-
oric typical of Russian Constructivism in his writings. In other instances, 
such as the mani festo appearing in the 1923 issue of the Hungarian émi-
gré Communist peri odical Egység [Unity], Moholy-Nagy added his name 
to texts written by others, such as Alfred Kemény (Durus) or Ernő Kállai. 
In only one case did Communist phraseology appear in Moholy-Nagy’s 
writing. It was in an article entitled, “On the Problem of New Content 
and New Form,” which he publi shed in 1922 in the Hungarian émigré 
journal, Akasztott Ember [Hanged Man] when he wrote:
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We, who today have become one with the necessity and the condition 
of class struggle in all respects, do not think it important that a 
person should find enjoyment in a picture, in music, or in poetry. 
… One thing is certain. If all of us who are fighting for the realization 
of a Communist way of life would band together and concentrate our 
energies on solving the problems facing us, instead of contending 
with each other, we would arrive at that goal much sooner.1

It is clear that rather than reflecting his own convictions, 
this text was meant to pave the way for his cooperation with this 
Communist little magazine. (fig. 10)

Thus, I would argue that there was hardly any political charge to 
Moholy-Nagy’s so-called “Soviet Constructivism,” and what there was 
only applied to a very brief period. Yet his works were clearly made in 
the artistic spirit of this Russian movement. The paintings, the reliefs, 
the assemblages, the so-called “telephone-pictures,” the surviving sculp-
tures, even the collages, the linocuts, and the photograms, not to men-
tion his students’ compositions at the Bauhaus, all were made in tune 
with Constructivist concepts.

Moholy-Nagy’s activities ranged from artistic production to work 
he did as a teacher, writer, and editor. The spirit he applied to his activities 
in these other fields can be discovered in the qualities inherent in his works 
from this period: the liberated and simplified geometric forms, the com-
plex relationships between planes, weightlessness and gravity, massiveness 
and transparency, and the distinctly “Moholyian” interpretation of inter-
secting planes and axes. (fig. 11) In this way the Hungarian artist expanded 
the narrow Soviet interpretation of tone to a lighter shade. He was close 
to El Lissitzky, so much so that he borrowed from him the technique of 
rotating compositional elements freely in space. (fig. 12) In spite of this, 
Lissitzky’s cubic forms (of sturdier composition than the Hungarian’s) 
seem to dissolve in the luminescent atmosphere of Moholy-Nagy’s 
pictures. The architectonic structures in El Lissitzky’s compositions, usually 
depicted either from overhead or as rotating, represent a distinct version of 
the original Russian movement; several almost imperceptible grades and 
variations of the transition from the rational to the irrational. By contrast, 
in most of his works Moholy-Nagy surrendered any pronounced rational-
ity, thus also dismissing the parallel application of rational and irrational 
elements. Instead he produced the almost timeless aesthetic sensation 
created by diagonals, dark disks, and interpenet rating glass planes.

If Gropius held Moholy-Nagy’s painting in high esteem, 
then presu mably he also appreciated Moholy’s reconfigured Russian 
Constructivism, with its weightless and transparent qualities. Because 
of these qualities, at least to some, Moholy-Nagy represented one of the 
most radical versions of Russian avant-garde art, but he did so in a way 
that stripped it of its political content and artistic radicalism, thus mak-
ing it a more acceptable art form, an example to be followed by Central 
European artists.

The apparent counterpart to the Russian Constructivist concept 
of art was that of the Hannover Dadaist Kurt Schwitters. Moholy-Nagy 
learned much from this artist, in spite of his earlier opinions of his work, 
which had been based primarily on an exhibition at the Galerie Der 
Sturm, for example, a rubber stamp drawing entitled The Critic, which 
Schwitters execu ted for Der Sturm in 1921.

Over and over again, in endless variations, Schwitters produced 
collages of unparalleled virtuosity. By comparison Moholy-Nagy pro-
duced few collages, and in fact this medium had no special significance 
in his oeuvre. Strangely enough, it was not the technique of collage per 
se that Moholy-Nagy learned from Schwitters, but rather the previously 
untapped expressive possibilities of the medium. In fact Moholy-Nagy 
employed collage more as a compositional method than as a technique; 
the simple forms arranged on canvas, nettle cloth, or paper in his works 
stand out clearly and with great plasticity against their back grounds.

His works, even the works on paper, are usually much larger 
in scale than Schwitters’, and can therefore be enjoyed from a distance. 
With their often concentric compositions based on a diagonal structure 
and with their logical system of interpenetrating planes, Moholy-Nagy’s 
works are funda mentally related to Schwitters’. This also applies to the 
small groups of letters and digits occasionally inserted between the geo-
metric elements. They fit into Moholy-Nagy’s composition, such as the 
Large Railway Painting of ca. 1921, just as organically as they do into 
Schwitters’ works. (fig. 5)

The alphabetic, numeric, and particularly the structural ele-
ments resembling fragmentary metal structures, telegraph poles, and 
railway bridges, were of central importance in Moholy-Nagy’s early and 
abstract oeuvre. These works show quite clearly the influence of Dada, 
most notably that of Francis Picabia. 

In order to create his unique visual language of recombined 
machinery parts, Francis Picabia employed illustrations from a popular 
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science maga zine. It was a language in which the carefully but some-
what naively drawn machine elements were presented in an intercon-
nected system. (fig.14) Moholy-Nagy must have known these works 
from Picabia’s album, Fille née sans mère [Girl born without a mother], 
from the Dada magazine, 391, for which Picabia designed a cover, or from 
the illustrations that Moholy-Nagy himself selected for the May 1922 
issue of the Hungarian avant-garde periodical, MA [Today].

Moholy-Nagy was influenced both by Picabia’s simplified draw-
ing style and his idea of arbitrarily linking mechanical elements. He em-
ployed these elements in his artworks during 1921 and 1922, before his 
arrival at the Bauhaus. Yet there was something that fundamentally dis-
tinguished his art from that of Picabia: the lack of humour. In Moholy-
Nagy’s case, the mecha nical elements were never anthropomorphic 
as they are, say, in Picabia’s Portrait of a Young American Girl in a State 
of Nudity of 1915. On the contrary, works by Moholy-Nagy such as 
Kinetic Constructive System of 1922 (reworked in 1928), proclaimed the 
modern era as powerful, exciting, and restless, without ridiculous or 
absurd features.

Unlike Picabia, Moholy-Nagy really believed in machines. 
He believed that with the help of the new machine civilization, human-
ity could embark upon a new era. For this reason he invested machinery 
parts with heroism and a monumental power of expression appropriate 
to the heralding of the new age. Perhaps it was precisely because he took 
everything—machinery, Constructivism, and his teaching—so seriously, 
that he never became a Dadaist. Nevertheless, Dada, or at least the ver-
sion of it represented by Schwit ters, Picabia, and even Raoul Hausmann, 
became an organic part of Moholy-Nagy’s artistic conception, and it is 
probably fair to say that, without assimilating their Dadaism, he would 
never have been able to produce works such as Architektur I of about 
1922 (fig. 15) or Eisenbahnbild mit Ackerfelder [Railroad Picture with 
Fields] of late l920 or early l921. 

Therefore, when Moholy-Nagy arrived at the Bauhaus he 
represented not an art movement of more or less definite direction, 
but rather a combina tion of apparently conflicting tendencies with the 
help of which he was able to create his own autonomous visual lan-
guage. This language, now known as “Inter national Constructivism,” 
can be regarded as a characteristic Central Euro pean development of 
Russian Constructivism. While International Con structivism was very 
close to being a simple epigone of the original Russi an movement, 

it developed a new spirit, without the political charge and obliga tory, 
politically directed art theory of the original tendency. This produced 
a new current, replete with fantasy and imagination. International 
Constructi vism was widely dispersed and was practised by neither a co-
herent group nor by artists working in teams. Nevertheless, their expres-
sion and spirit of inno vation linked the International Constructivists to 
each other. From the early twenties until the mid-thirties one of their 
prominent represen tatives was László Moholy-Nagy.

NOTE

 1 The translation appeared in Krisztina Passuth, Moholy-Nagy, (London: 
Thames and Hudson, 1985), 287–288.
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In late 1929 the German Foreign Office commissioned the Deutsche 
Werkbund to create a German section for the Exposition de la Société 
des artistes décorateurs français to be held in the Grand Palais in Paris 
the fol lowing May. This was the first opportunity since World War 
I for the recu pera ting nation to participate in this important interna-
tional design event. A society of industrialists, architects, and design-
ers founded in 1907 to strength en Germany’s position in the interna-
tional marketplace, the Werkbund was a logical choice. Identified with 
the Bauhaus and functionalism during the late 1920s, the Werkbund 
sponsored innovative designs for industrial products and architecture 
through exhibitions and publications, and thus became the visible arbi-
ter of a new “modern style” in Germany. Walter Gropius, founder of the 
Bau haus and a leader of the Werkbund, was given the task to develop the 
German contribution to the exhibition. Gropius appointed three former 
Bau häusler—László Moholy-Nagy, Marcel Breuer, and Herbert Bayer— 
to help him organize the five “German” rooms (Moholy and Breuer 
were in fact Hun garians), which ended up being the most developed 
and cohesive display to date of the goals of the Bauhaus under 
Gropius’s tenure (1919-1928). In addition, the Paris exhibition offered 

“Vision in Motion”:
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Moholy-Nagy, a former Bauhaus teacher and close friend of Gropius, 
the opportunity to realize his dreams of creating kinetic light art through 
the fabrication and display of his most important work, the Lichtrequisit 
einer elektrischen Bühne [Light Prop for an Electric Stage]. (fig. 16) 

Later known as The Light-Space Modulator, the Lichtrequisit was 
displayed in the Paris exposition from May 14 to July 13, 1930, and it 
now resides in the Busch-Reisinger Museum (Harvard University Art 
Museums) in Cambridge, Massachusetts.1 The work consists of a variety of 
metal, plastic, and wood parts in three vertical group ings, each of which 
is attached to a circular metal disk at the base. These three groups are set 
in motion as the disk rotates when activated by a motor housed in the 
base. Though the sculpture has undergone some changes during restora-
tions over the years—chromed metal parts, an added stabilizing frame, 
the replacement of a glass spiral element with a metal one, changes to the 
base and motor, to name a few—one can still see the configuration and 
sizes of the disks, metal screens, and other parts as originally intended.2 
In the Werkbund installation in Paris, the Lichtrequisit was housed in a 
box lined with white and coloured lights. A circular opening in the box 
enabled the work to be glimpsed and reflected light to be projected when 
it was in motion. Moholy described its installation in an article in the 
Werkbund’s journal Die Form in 1930, and a photograph published in 
that article provides us with further information on it.3 (fig. 17)

Although the Lichtrequisit is discussed in most surveys of twen-
tieth-century art and sculpture, it has curiously received only cursory 
attention. Exceptions to this are the pioneering essays written in the early 
1970s by Nan (Piene) Rosenthal and Hannah Weitemeier.4 Three decades 
later, the work is recognized for its contributions to kinetic sculpture, 
light art, and abstract film in the 1920s. Yet, how could a kinetic con-
structivist work of art represent the architectural ethos of the Bauhaus? 
Why did the German exhibition rooms in Paris have a section devoted 
to the Bauhaus experimental stage, the section in which the Lichtrequisit 
was displayed? Did Moholy conceive of the work as a sculpture at all, 
or more specifically as a light prop for the theatre as its title implies? 
Examining the development of Moholy’s theory and work in sculpture, 
photography, film, and theatre during the 1920s provides insights into 
these issues and, in doing so, demonstrates the Lichtrequisit’s centrality 
to both Moholy’s work and to the goals of the Bauhaus. Moholy adapted 
his theories about kinetic sculpture and light art to stage design in the 
late 1920s and as a result was poised to capitalize on the opportunity the 

Paris exhibition offered in order to realize this complicated and inno-
vative marriage of engineering and art. Like Gropius, Moholy believed 
in bringing together vari ous fields of creative endeavour, including 
architecture, to find new spatial rela tionships that could be used in 
building a humane environment in a tech no  logical era.

In terms of Moholy’s own work, the Lichtrequisit was the most 
complete realization of his ideas about the creation of a new art incor-
porating modern technology, light, and kinetics. This art was founded 
on Moholy’s concept of “Vision in Motion,” the title of his last book 
and the theory that shaped the core of his artistic vision. (fig. 18) In the 
introduction to the book, published the year after his death, Moholy 
offered this definition: “vision in motion is a synonym for simultaneity 
and space-time; a means to comprehend the new dimension … is seeing 
while moving.”5 Simultaneous representation and the visual analogue of 
movement over time were rooted, Moholy explained, in Cubism, Italian 
Futurism, and Russian Constructivism. In addition, recent develop-
ments in science, including Einstein’s theories of relativity, examined the 
movement of bodies and light through space. Mindful of these develop-
ments in art and science, Moholy directed his own ongoing experimen-
tation with media and techniques toward the representation of motion, 
simultaneity, and space-time in his paintings, photography, films, and 
sculpture during the decade of the 1920s.

By 1921, a year after his immigration to Berlin, Moholy had 
developed his own style of geometric abstraction, utilizing overlap-
ping, often transparent planes of colour that float on a solid coloured 
ground—a style clearly influenced by the Russian artists Kazimir 
Malevich and El Lissitzky. (fig. 12) Moholy also began to work in the 
medium of sculpture, first making relief assemblages on wooden boards 
and then polished metal sculptures. His sculpture Nickel Con struc tion 
with Spiral of 1921, now in the Museum of Modern Art, New York, 
is the only surviving example of his metal sculpture from the 
early 1920s.6 (fig. 46) Here Moholy combined vertical and horizontal 
elements in a stable, architectonic structure, but he upset its stabil-
ity with the implication of movement created through the addition of 
a spiral attached from the top of the vertical form to the base of the 
sculpture. The geometric forms, spiral element, and highly polished 
metal in Nickel Construction indicate Moholy’s interest in an abstract, 
non-static art in tune with the industrial age. When Moholy repro-
duced the sculpture in the English edition of his book, Von Material 
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zu Architektur [From Material to Architecture], published in 1929, 
his caption called it a “freeing of material from its weight.”7 (fig. 19) 
Exhibitions of Moholy’s paintings and sculpture secured his promi-
nence in Berlin as a leader of what came to be known as International 
Constructivism; it was this prominence that brought him to the attention 
of Gropius, who offered Moholy a position at the Bauhaus in late 1922.

The year after creating his Nickel Construction, Moholy turned 
to the medium of photography, and his first published photographs, 
the abstract photograms made without a camera, were experiments 
made to test and develop his theories concerning creating images with 
light. (fig. 47) These theories were outlined in the article “Production-
Reproduction,” written in 1922 with the collaboration of his first wife, 
Lucia Moholy.8 The Moholys explored the idea of using new media— 
the phonograph, photography, and film—creatively, productively, rather 
than using them, as generally was the case, to reproduce recognizable 
objects or sounds from nature. They defined photography as the fixation 
of “light phenomena” on light-sensitive materials, and they argued that 
it should be used in new ways; therefore, many experi ments needed to 
be conducted. The overlapping transparent planes and clean geometric 
forms—often floating in a seemingly infinite space—in Moholy’s pho-
tograms relate directly to the forms in his paintings of the mid-1920s.9

However, for Moholy the photograms also served as an artistic 
analogy of the scientific world. They were created with a medium, 
photography, and a specific technique, the photogram, both used ex-
tensively in science.10 Moholy emphasized this connection in his book, 
Malerei, Photographie, Film [Paint ing, photography, film], published in 
1925, by employing scientific pho tographs, such as those of a starry sky 
and a spiral nebula, to substantiate his claim that photography was the 
most important medium of visual expres sion because it offered a new, 
modern way of seeing.11 (fig. 20) Scientific photo graphs revolutionized 
the way people see the world, he argued, and could thus expand their 
awareness and knowledge of it. “Astronomical pictures (taken through 
telescopes) and X-ray pictures,” he said, “were interesting forerunners in 
this field.”12 Other scientific photographs found in the book include one 
of a discharge of an electric current and three of lightning. The immate-
rial forms in these photographs were made with light, just as a star is an 
image of light projected through the vast space of the universe. In the 
same way, Moholy’s photograms also depict light forms freed from grav-
ity moving through an unlimited space.

Moholy’s photogram experiments came at a time when the most 
promi nent developments in science concerned the movement of light 
through space. In 1900, with the aid of newly developed spectroscopic 
equipment that could measure radiation, the German scientist Max 
Planck formulated the basis for Quantum Theory, that light was com-
posed of quanta, or discrete increments of energy. In 1905 and 1915 
Einstein published his theories of relativity in which he hypothesized 
that light particles moved in groups and could be affected by gravity. 
This controversial theory was tested in an experiment conducted in May 
of 1919 during a total eclipse of the sun, when photographs showed that 
light waves from stars were bent by the gravitational field of the sun. 
In 1907 the German mathematician Hermann Minkowski postulated 
that Einstein’s model of the universe had a fourth dimension, that is, in 
addition to height, width, and length, there was a dimension of time that 
caused objects to change shape as they moved through space. The com-
bination of time and three-dimensional space was commonly referred 
to as space-time, a term that appears repeatedly in Moholy’s writings. 
The intense interest of both scientists and the public in such theories, 
and also in new conceptualizations of space travel, made an impact 
on a number of avant-garde artists who were trying to make their art 
relevant to this new age. Moholy responded to these develop ments in 
science by making light and kinetics the focus of his art.

After his arrival at the Bauhaus in the spring of 1923, Moholy’s 
experi ments with creating and recording light formations using the 
photogram technique undoubtedly benefited from exposure to the 
moving light displays of the students Ludwig Hirschfeld-Mack and Kurt 
Schwerdtfeger, in conjunc tion with master craftsman Josef Hartwig. 
The importance of their Lichtspiele [light plays or light displays] to his 
theories on the potentials of the film medium and on the use of light 
itself for creative expression can be seen in the attention he gave their 
work in Malerei, Photographie, Film. Produced inde pendently of any 
specific course or workshop at the school, these kinetic coloured light 
experiments utilized cut-out templates through which moving coloured 
lights were projected onto a screen. Some of Moholy’s photograms 
from the Dessau period have the appearance of light displays on a 
projection screen, an analogy Moholy made in Von Material zu 
Architektur [From material to architecture]. He captioned one of his 
photograms: “Photographic surface treatment by light: a ‘photogram,’ 
made without a camera. This is the recording of light as it hit a projection 
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screen—in this case, the sensitive layer of the photographic paper.” 
In the accompanying text Moholy declared “from the standpoint of 
technical development—that a picture painted by hand is surpassed by 
the physically pure, ‘unblemished’ light projection.”13

However, Moholy viewed his photograms as only an experimental 
step toward the creation of a more important new art form: abstract film. 
He thought that the future of visual expression would be found not in 
photography but in film because of the latter’s potential for depicting 
the movement of light through space. In “Production-Reproduction,” 
his first published essay on photography and film, he wrote that “the 
main task [of film] is the formation of motion as such … the most per-
fect works are those of Eggeling-Richter.”14 In 1922, the same year the 
article appeared, Moholy reproduced several drawings for abstract films 
by the Swedish artist Viking Eggeling and the German Hans Richter, 
both of whom were friends of the Moholys at the time, in the Buch neuer 
Künstler [Book of new artists], which he published with Lajos Kassák 
in 1922.15 (fig. 21) He again turned to Eggeling and Richter in the sec-
tion of Malerei, Photographie, Film entitled “Static and Kinetic Optical 
Composition,” now discussing their work in terms of the artistic inte-
gration of light, motion, and time in film:

In Eggeling’s hands the original colour-piano became a new instrument 
which primarily produced … the articulation of space in motion [Moholy’s 
emphasis]. His pupil Hans Richter has—so far only theoretically—
emphasized the time-impulse even more strongly and has thus come near 
to creating a light-space-time continuity in the synthesis of motion. This 
beginning, long out-dated in theory, has so far failed to handle “light” … 
The next task: light films which could be shot conti nuously were intro-
duced in the form of the photogram as made by Man Ray and myself.16

Moholy felt that Eggeling and Richter used film “productively,” 
creatively, rather than ”reproductively,” in order to integrate light, motion, 
and time. However, they essentially used animation to set their hand-
drawn geometric forms into motion. Instead, Moholy thought that film 
should build more directly on the photogram technique to capture the 
essence of motion without resorting to animation. As will be discussed 
below, Moholy was able to achieve his goal of creating and recording on 
film moving light displays with his kinetic sculpture the Lichtrequisit 
einer elektrischen Bühne.

Undoubtedly inspired by the Italian Futurists and the Russian 
avant-garde, especially Fortunato Depero, Vladimir Tatlin, and Naum 
Gabo, Moholy began to develop ideas for kinetic sculpture in the early 
1920s. However, only a few drawings exist to document any works created 
in this area before 1929. As Loïs Relin has pointed out, the road for the 
creation of kinetic sculpture had been paved by the Italian Futurist 
sculptor Fortunato Depero in his now destroyed sculpture Motorumorist 
Coloured Plastic Complex of 1914-15 (fig. 22).17 Constructed of industrial 
materials and parts, the sculpture was actually motorized, rather than 
merely referring to movement. Depero built the work as a study for the 
Futurama, a kind of mechanical fantasy park proposed by Depero and 
Giacomo Balla in their manifesto “The Futurist Reconstruction of the 
Universe” of 1915.18 This early motorized sculpture takes the medium in 
a direction also advocated earlier by the leading Italian Futurist sculptor, 
Umberto Boccioni, in his “Technical Manifesto of Futurist Sculpture” 
(1912), but never realized. Boccioni proclaimed: “We cannot forget that 
the tick-tock and the moving hands of a clock, the in-and-out of a piston 
in a cylinder, the opening and closing of two cogwheels with the con-
tinual appearance and disappearance of their square steel cogs, the fury 
of a flywheel or the turbine of a propeller, are all plastic and pictorial ele-
ments of which a Futurist work must take account.”19 Although Moholy 
was probably unaware of Depero’s sculpture or the manifesto he wrote 
with Balla, he was definitely familiar with Boccioni’s ideas and art, 
as they were discussed and illustrated in various publications, including 
the Buch neuer Künstler.

In this book, Moholy and Kassák also published another, more 
clearly influential work involving geometric forms, mechanized move-
ment, and film: Tatlin’s 1920 model for the Monument for the Third 
International. This fantastic, obviously unrealizable vision of a build-
ing consisted of a spiral containing stacked geometric forms that would 
each house a specific govern mental body and would rotate at different 
speeds. The news services located at the top of the Monument would 
project films into the sky. The great soaring height and the alignment 
of the moving parts with the length of a day, month, and year point to 
Tatlin’s interest in the laws of the cosmos. Seemingly the paradigm of 
engineering, the Monument was projected to be taller than the Eiffel 
Tower. However, it was known in Europe primarily in the form of a ren-
dering, and thus it could easily have served as a model for a sculpture 
much smaller than the Monument itself. 
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Equally pertinent to the development of Moholy’s ideas about 
kinetic sculpture was the work of another Russian artist, Naum Gabo. 
Although Moholy and Gabo have often been discussed as two of the earliest 
sculptors to work with kineticism, Gabo’s impact on Moholy needs more 
careful study.20 Gabo’s sculpture, Kinetic Construction, 1919-1920, now in 
the Tate Gallery, was included in the Erste russische Kunst austellung [First 
Russian Art Exhibition] in Berlin in 1922 that Gabo helped to organize.21 
Gabo’s sculpture consisted of a vertical rod attached to a box housing a 
motor. When the rod was set into motion, it created a virtual volume 
through the optical pheno menon of the rod’s movement. Commonly 
known as Standing Wave, but shown in Berlin with the subtitle Zeit als 
neues Element der Plastischen Künste [Time as a new element of the plastic 
arts], Gabo’s sculpture is often erroneously cited as the first abstract kinet-
ic sculpture. Like Depero’s work, Gabo’s Kinetic Construction was created 
to illustrate a theory, specifically that laid out in the “Realistic Manifesto” 
written by Gabo in 1920. This manifesto was published in Hungarian in 
the periodical Egység [Unity] in 1922, and Moholy quoted it extensively in 
Von Material zu Architektur in 1929. “The realization of our perceptions 
of the world in the forms of space and time is the only aim of our pictorial 
and plastic art,” Gabo proclaimed. “We affirm in these arts a new element, 
the kinetic rhythms as the basic forms of our perception of real time.”22 
This excerpt indicates the influence of the contem porary debate about 
the space-time continuum on Gabo’s artistic practice, as Gabo had clearly 
turned to physics for his sources. In 1910–1914 Gabo studied medicine, 
engineering, and physics in Munich, where he lived with his older brother 
Alexei Pevsner, who was studying physics as part of his education as a 
scientist.23 Gabo said that he was very interested at the time in the proper-
ties of what in physics is referred to as a “standing wave,” a type of wave 
movement seen when a stretched string is put into motion.24

Moholy himself seems to have turned his attention to kinetic 
art in 1922. His 1922 drawing Kinetic Constructive System now in the 
Bauhaus-Archiv in Berlin, offers direct parallels to Tatlin’s schema in 
its spiral and diagonal axis. When seen in isolation, the purpose and 
meaning of the drawing are unclear, but seen in conjunction with the 
essay of the same title he published that year with the Hungarian art-
ist Alfréd Kemény, the drawing becomes an exploration of an artistic 
theory.25 Moholy later included the essay in a section of Von Material 
zu Architektur devoted to what is surely the earliest history of kinetic 
sculpture. The following passage sets out his own goals:

… Constructivism means the activation of space by means of a 
dynamic-constructive system of forces, that is, the constructing 
within one another of forces actually at tension in physical space, 
and their construction within space, also active as force (tension)…. 
The first projects looking toward the dynamic-constructive system 
of forces can be only experi mental, demonstration devices for the 
testing of the relations between man, material, power and space. Next 
comes the utilization of the ex peri men tal results for the creation of 
freely moving … works of art.26

The opportunity and the funding needed to realize Moholy’s 
ideas about kineticism and light art suddenly arose in 1929 when he was 
asked by Gropius to install one of the five rooms devoted to German 
industrial products and architecture at the 1930 Exposition de la Société 
des artistes décorateurs in Paris. Moholy’s “Room 2” included lamps 
designed in the metal workshop he supervised at the Bauhaus, photo-
graphs, theatre designs, and the Licht requisit einer elektrischen Bühne.27 
Moholy’s designs for the Lichtrequisit and its installation were drawn up 
by István (Stefan) Sebök, a Hungarian architect who joined Gropius’s 
office in 1927, and the sculpture itself was fabricated by Otto Ball in 
Berlin with financial support from the theatre department of the AEG, 
the Allgemeine Elektrizitätsgesellschaft [General Electric Com pany].28 
In the Paris installation Moholy placed the Lichtrequisit in a box ap-
proximately 1.2 meters on each side, with a large circular opening on 
one face (fig. 17). The sculpture was illuminated by coloured and white 
lights located around the opening and on the inside of the box.29

Like the works of Depero, Gabo, and Tatlin, the Lichtrequisit 
challenged the most basic concepts of traditional sculpture. It was not 
a solid mass rooted by gravity to its pedestal. As a kinetic sculpture 
made up of numerous parts, it was not an immediately comprehensible 
form. With this work, Moholy seemingly answered Boccioni’s call to 
use “transparent planes, glass, sheets of metal, wires, outside or inside 
electric lights” to “indicate the planes, inclinations, tones, and half tones 
[sic] of a new reality” in a “sculpture of envi ron ment.”30 And the sculp-
ture could have fit happily into Balla and Depero’s Futurama. Yet the 
Lichtrequisit also fulfilled other, even more radical goals in keeping with 
the development of Moholy’s ideas and art in the 1920s, as discussed 
above. The sculpture functioned as a vehicle for pro ducing mobile light 
displays, and in doing so made it possible for Moholy to create his only 
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abstract film, Ein Lichtspiel schwarz weiss grau [A Lightplay black white 
gray] of 1930. 

The surviving footage is only around seven minutes long, even 
though Moholy had created a script for a longer, more complex film.31 
Nevertheless, the film embodies Moholy’s highest aspirations for art. 
In the film we are always aware of the Lichtrequisit’s unique Constructivist 
forms set in motion—the sculpture is clearly the star of the film—but 
more importantly, the film can be seen as a veritable moving photo-
gram. Moholy’s use of what the Russians called faktura—the manipula-
tion of materials with a variety of textures — to create a diversity of light 
effects, is the closest Moholy came to using film as a medium by which 
to record moving light forms. 

Yet, rather than presenting the work as a kinetic sculpture or a 
machine to create kinetic light displays, at its inaugural exhibition in 
Paris, Moholy chose to identify the work with the stage. Its original title, 
Lichtrequisit einer elektrischen Bühne, identified it as an appropriate ad-
dition to the theatre section of his Room 2 in Paris. Likewise, his 1922 
drawing, Kinetic Con struc tive System, had the following text, probably 
added later by another hand, on its verso: “Design for a Light Machine 
for Total Theatre.” His interest in kinetics and light displays was thus also 
tied to recent developments in Russian and German avant-garde theatre, 
yet another area he could not resist expounding upon once immersed 
in the environment of the experimental Bauhaus stage. In his 1924 essay 
“Theatre, Circus, Revue,” published in 1925 in the Bauhaus Book Die 
Bühne im Bauhaus [Theatre of the Bauhaus], Moholy discussed his ideas 
for a “Theatre of Totality,” which he described as having “multifarious 
complexities of light, space, plane, form, motion, sound, man—and 
with all the possibilities for varying and combining these elements....”32 

Moholy’s involvement with the theatre at the Bauhaus was 
minimal, even though he discussed stage production and theatre 
design experiments by others in his publications. (He wrote his contri-
bution for Die Bühne im Bauhaus little more than a year after he arrived.) 
Once again, it was his close relation ship with Gropius that enabled him 
to expand into this area through his writings and his work outside the 
Bauhaus. Gropius was a staunch supporter of experimental theatre, and 
it is clear that at least in the beginning, Gropius was more than willing to 
have the theatre department play a major role in the school. In his 1923 
essay “Theory and Organization of the Bauhaus,” Gropius described 
the experimental stage as a place where “the special problems of space, 

of the body, of movement, of form, light, colour and sound”—issues 
pertinent to architecture—could be explored.33 Later, in his introduction 
to the English translation of Die Bühne im Bauhaus published in 1961, 
Gropius had the following to say about this unusual department’s place 
in the interdisciplinary curriculum at the school:

During the all too few years of its existence, the Bauhaus embraced 
the whole range of visual arts: architecture, planning, painting, 
sculpture, industrial design, and stage work. The aim of the Bauhaus 
was to find a new and powerful working correlation of all the 
processes of artistic creation to culmi nate finally in a new cultural 
equilibrium of our visual environment … Teachers and students as a 
working community had to become vital participants of the modern 
world, seeking a new synthesis of art and modern technology.34

Gropius went on to praise Moholy’s “theoretical laboratory 
experiments at the Bauhaus.”35

However, the driving force in this area was not Moholy but 
rather Oskar Schlemmer, through productions of his acclaimed Triadic 
Ballet and his leadership in the Bauhaus theatre department. Due to the 
lack of a suitable theatre in Henry van de Velde’s Bauhaus building at 
Weimar, the Bauhäusler staged a number of productions in the theatre 
renovated in 1922 by Gropius in the nearby city of Jena. Gropius made 
sure to design a stage for the new Bau haus buildings that opened in 
Dessau in 1926. In 1927 with his Hungari an assistant Sebök, Gropius 
also designed a “Total Theatre” for the director Erwin Piscator that 
incorporated a turntable stage, film projections, and flexible seating 
configurations.36 This project was never realized, but Moholy included 
Gropius’s plans and models for it, along with Schlemmer’s costume 
designs for the Triadic Ballet, in his Room 2 of the Paris exhibition.37

By 1927 the importance of the stage to the Bauhaus curriculum 
was waning. This was due in no small part to the split between those in-
terested in a mechanical theatre (including the three Hungarians Molnár, 
Moholy, and Andor Weininger, as well as Kurt Schmidt) and Schlemmer’s 
continued interest in incorporating the figure into his productions. 
Nevertheless, through Gropius’s connections, Moholy was able to find 
work in experimental Berlin theatres during the late 1920s, after he left 
the Bauhaus, including the State Opera (the Krolloper) and the Piscator-
Bühne [Piscator Stage]. Of his realized designs, we now have only 
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photographs, such as those for Offenbach’s opera Tales of Hoffmann of 
1929 that were included in the Werkbund installation in Paris, to remind 
us of Moholy’s inventive contribu tions to avant-garde theatre.38 (fig. 23)

The theatre was only one area that demonstrated the potential 
for the realization of Moholy’s vision of a new environment in tune with 
the latest developments in science and technology. Everywhere Moholy 
looked, it seems, he found inspiration for his kinetic light environments. 
The ingenious connections between his ideas and the urban environ-
ment can be seen in the illustrations to Von Material zu Architektur (later 
published in the English edition, The New Vision), for example in the 
photographs of fireworks and of what he called the virtual volume of a 
spinning carousel (fig. 24). Moholy explained his interest in such images:

Ever since the introduction of the means of producing high-powered, 
intense artificial light, it has been one of the elemental factors in art 
creation, though it has not yet been elevated to its legitimate place. 
The night life of a big city can no longer be imagined without the 
varied play of electric advertisements, or night air traffic without 
lighted beacons along the way. The reflectors and neon tubes of 
advertising signs, the blinking letters of store fronts, the rotating 
coloured electric bulbs, the broad strip of the electric news bulletin 
are elements of a new field of expression, which will probably not 
have to wait much longer for its creative artists.39

In both Malerei, Photographie, Film and Von Material zu 
Architektur, he also included an image recording light patterns made 
by moving traffic lights at night.40 In Chicago, toward the end of his life, 
Moholy made nume rous colour photographic slides of the patterns of 
moving traffic and lit signs at night.41 Moholy, the great synthesizer, was 
somehow able to integrate the essence of recent scientific discoveries, 
Bauhaus stage experiments, modern ity, and his restless nature into a 
visionary art form for the future.

While the German rooms of the Paris exhibition generally 
received favourable reviews for their modernity—for the clean, sleek 
industrial forms—almost no mention was made of the Lichtrequisit. 
Moholy counteracted this lack of press by publishing an article on it 
in the Werkbund’s journal Die Form.42 However, in Germany the reac-
tion to Gropius’ exhibition was not unanimously positive and, in fact, 
was cause for a heated debate among Werkbund members at a meeting 

in Stuttgart in October 1930.43 The debate was symptomatic of the 
political division within the Deutsche Werkbund at the time between 
a conservative, nationalistic faction and a more liberal group, the latter 
the proponents of international modernism. The conservatives were 
enraged that in Paris the “Bauhaus style” should represent the Werkbund 
and indeed Germany as a whole. The irony of this debate is that the 
National Socialists appropriated the international style of architecture 
and turned it into the reactionary modernism of Hitler’s regime, while 
at the same time they accused the Werkbund of “internationalism.” 

The importance of the Lichtrequisit to Moholy is underscored 
by the effort required of the Moholys to move the cumbersome object 
with them to London in 1935 when they fled Nazi Germany, and then 
to Chicago in 1937 when he became the director of the New Bauhaus. 
Indeed, the Lichtrequisit represents a kind of summa of the ideas the dis-
placed Hungarian artist deve loped at the Bauhaus, where stage experi-
ments provided the model for a new art integrating industrial materials 
and light. The sculpture also reminds us of his foresight in believing that 
the future of visual expression would be in kinetics, multi-media, envi-
ronmental art, and film. Conceptualized as a kinetic sculpture, but first 
exhibited in Paris as a stage prop, it has now become a Constructivist 
sculpture. As the most impressive realization of László Moholy-Nagy’s 
concept of “Vision in Motion,” ironically the Lichtrequisit today stands 
mostly at rest in Harvard’s Busch-Reisinger Museum, its structure too 
fragile to withstand frequent operation. Nevertheless, it still serves as an 
active if enigmatic reminder of that era of scientific discovery and artistic 
experimen tation of the 1920s in which Moholy figured so prominently.

NOTES

 1 The original sculpture was given by Sibyl Moholy-Nagy, the artist’s widow, 
to the Busch-Reisinger Museum at Harvard in 1954. Two replicas were built by Woody 
Flowers at MIT in 1968 and are now at the Bauhaus-Archiv in Berlin and the Stedelijk 
van Abbemuseum in Eindhoven, Netherlands. In 2006 a third replica, intended only for 
lending to exhibitions, was constructed for the Tate Modern’s show, “Albers and Moholy-
Nagy: From the Bauhaus to the New World.” It is also stored at the Busch-Reisinger 
Museum. For the various dates and other names given to the work, including the Light-
Space Modulator and the Light-Display Machine, see Lucia Moholy, Marginalien zu 
Moholy-Nagy, Marginal Notes (Krefeld: Scherpe Verlag, 1972), 79–84. The sculpture can 
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be viewed in motion on the website, Extra Ordinary Every Day: The Bauhaus at the 
Busch-Reisinger, Harvard University Art Museums, http://www.artmuseums.harvard.
edu/sites/eoed/index.html. 
 2 Some of the changes, such as the addition of the stabilizing frame and the 
metal spiral, were made before the Lichtrequisit came to the Busch-Reisinger. Other 
changes, such as the chroming of the surfaces, which obliterated the variety of textures 
of the original parts and subsequently altered the light reflections produced, were made 
by William Wainwright during a restoration of the work in 1966. From notes in the files 
of the Busch-Reisinger Museum, Harvard University Art Museums.
 3 “Lichtrequisit einer elektrischen Bühne,” Die Form 5 (7 June 1930), 297–299.
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Out there—war. Here its thunder dully thuds. 
A bird chirps and the myriad sounds and
Fleeting hues of gossamer life rise.
The swallow flies, the fork-tailed swallow!
The shadow’s violet silk spreads out.
A thrush’s whistling like gurgling gold
Honey flows from the rotten rind
And the delicate seed bursts
 Fruitful and happy.

Clouds, those marvellous plants of my life,
Float in blue froth and flower
Their wispy petals on high,
As if on a velvet gown of some maiden’s dream.1

You have heard an excerpt from my translation of László Moholy-Nagy’s 
poem “Forest. May. War,” published in 1918. Andreas Haus and János 
Bren del have written of the effect that Monist scientists such as Wilhelm 
Ostwald, Ernst Mach and Raoul Francé had on Moholy’s thinking. 
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Monism is the Vitalist philosophy revived by Ernst Haeckel in the late 
19th century which held that matter and spirit, life and non-life are one. 
Building on their work, today I argue against the common view that 
Moholy rejected nature early in his career. I maintain rather that his 
oeuvre is informed by an affinity to nature rooted, as we just heard, 
in Naturromantik [Nature Romanticism] and expres sed in Germany 
through the discourse of Biozentrik [Biocentrism]. This is the German 
term for the early 20th century worldview which, based on scientific 
trends such as Darwinism and biological determinism, and on a kind 
of materi alist Nature Romanticism, rejected the anthropocentric view 
of the world, and espoused an ecological and environmental view of the 
world instead. And I have to emphasize here that Moholy would have 
rejected the use of the term “spiritual” to refer to his thinking, as would 
have most biocentrically inclined individuals. For the sake of simplicity, 
organicism, vitalism and Haeckelian Monism can all be subsumed 
under the rubric of “biocentrism.” I begin by invoking British environ-
mental historian Anna Bramwell’s conceptual frame work for the discus-
sion of biocentrism or “ecolo gism,” as she terms it. I then place Moholy’s 
German debut into its pro per context of the German Jugendbewegung 
[Youth Movement], specifically the Freideutsche Jugend [Free German 
Youth], an outgrowth of the Wandervögel. After an exposition of 
Moholy’s interest in the work of the Austro-Hungarian populariser of 
biocentrism in Germany, Raoul Heinrich Francé, I offer an alternative, 
biocentric reading of Moholy’s theory of New Vision. I conclude with 
sugges tions for new readings of his art.

In her 1989 book Ecology in the 20th Century: A History Anna 
Bram well notes the inability of current political taxonomies to deal 
with biocentric thinkers given the variability of their attachments to the 
political Left and Right. Neo-Marxists tend to judge such views as 
“totalizing,” “a-historical” or “anti-dialectic;” as antithetical to a “progres-
sive” social conscious ness. Conser vative historians identify Biozentrik 
with the vitalist camp of the vitalist /mechanist debate, the side discred-
ited by mainstream biology since World War II. Because a few National 
Socialists were biocentric, both camps tend to associate biocentrism 
with Fascism even though there were traditions of Leftist and Anarchist 
biocentrism. Despite misgivings about aspects of her book, I think it 
crucial that Bramwell addresses this historical conundrum. She writes: 
“The apparent contradictions of the ecological movement can be re-
solved by seeing it as forming a political category in its own right, with 

a history, right wings and left wings, with leaders, followers and an epis-
temological niche all to itself.”2 In 1932 Moholy’s friend, the critic Ernő 
Kállai proposed the term Bioromantik [Bioromanticism] to refer to bio-
centric Moder n ist art. I see Bioromantik as the art-historical equivalent 
of ecologism, my work as the writing of its history, and Moholy’s late 
biomorphic abstract style as itself bioromantic.

 Moholy’s poem gives evidence of both his Pacifism and his keen 
observation of nature by 1918. Apart from the intensity of his colour 
aware ness and his onomatopoeia, one notes in the passage I read the 
richness of his nature imagery and organic metaphors. This, as well as 
his review of the Hunga rian poet Árpád Garami’s poems on a boy’s 
sexual awakening, demonstrates that Moholy—due to his education 
in the German classics and his partici pation in the Budapest Galileo 
Circle—was familiar with the discourses of Naturromantik and 
Bergsonian Vitalism by 1918. He writes: “Employing a cosmic vision 
[Garami] transforms the sterile lover into the purposive, creative Earth, 
that the curse might finally be lifted. This self-redemptive and self-con-
soling feeling is manifest little by little in the desire for a mythic union 
with nature.”3 By 1918-19 Moholy was involved in Lajos Kassák’s 
circle, inspired by the Leftist and Anarchist politics, Pacifism, and 
Expressionism of German Activism.

 Thus when he landed in Berlin in 1920 and came into con-
tact with members of the Youth Movement such as Reinhold Schairer, 
Friedrich Vorwerk, and Lucia Schulz, he was receptive to the Anarcho-
Pacifism and biocentrism he encountered. (fig. 8) An environmental 
consciousness was central to the German Youth Movement as illustrated 
by the fact that at the 1913 founding gathering of the Freideutsche Jugend, 
the philosopher of biocentrism Ludwig Klages, delivered a rousing eco-
logical manifesto entitled “Man and Earth.” But as German social his-
torian Joachim Wolschke-Bulmahn has documented in his 1990 book 
Auf der Suche nach Arkadien, most influen tial in this regard was Raoul 
Heinrich Francé (Francé Henrik Rezső), who preached that “harmony” 
within ecosystems is the “biological goal.” (fig. 25) The idealism and 
environ mentalism of the Youth Movement was expressed through hiking, 
the various “new age” practices referred to as Lebensreform [the reform 
of life], and through the founding of agricultural communes.

 Moholy’s contacts Vorwerk, Schairer and Schulz, had links to what 
German historian Ulrich Linse has referred to in his 1983 book Zurück o 
Mensch zur Mutter Erde, as the second, i.e. post-war wave of the German 
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communard movement, that dominated by the Freideutsche Jugend. 
Schairer, Moholy’s mentor, and organizer of student relief in Berlin, 
was close to the “Neuwerk” group, which established a commune in the 
Rhön mountains southeast of the city of Fulda, a remote area favoured by 
communes related to the Youth Movement. Schairer passed Moholy onto 
Vorwerk, who secured Moholy’s lodgings in his own rooming house. 
Vorwerk was in the left wing of the Freideutsche Jugend. This wing was 
inspired by pacifist Anarchists such as Gustav Landauer, Leo Tolstoy, the 
artist Heinrich Vogeler, and the bio centric Anarchist philosopher Prince 
Kropotkin. It was through Vorwerk that Moholy met Lucia Schulz. (fig. 8)

 As art historian Rolf Sachsse has shown, Schulz had been in-
volved with the Bohemian Wandervögel from an early age, and she grav-
itated towards the equivalent milieu in Germany. Schulz and Vorwerk 
met at Bar ken hoff, Worpswede, Vogeler’s biocentric Anarchist commune 
where they spent time in 1918-19. Like Vorwerk, known for radical 
pronouncements made at a 1919 Freideutsche Jugend meeting, Schulz 
took an active part in the movement’s intellectual life. Not only did she 
work for the Freideutsche Jugend co-founder and publisher Adolf Saal, 
she wrote an article entitled “Symbole” for the movement’s journal in 
which she displayed a Monist world view, and under the pseudonym 
“Ulrich Steffen,” she contributed to the Barkenhoff commune’s news-
letter Neubau. Besides Schulz and Vogeler, Ernst Fuhrmann the self-
described “Biosoph” and a theorist of German biocentrism, wrote for 
Neubau. Fuhrmann also spent time at Barkenhoff in 1919 and Vogeler 
came to value Fuhrmann’s ideas highly. Thus at Barkenhoff and in the 
Freideutsche Jugend, Schulz and Vorwerk were exposed to the ideas of 
Kropotkin, Klages, Francé and Fuhrmann, who were, besides the per-
vasive Goethe, Fichte, Haeckel, Bergson, and Nietzsche, those most in-
fluential on the development of Biozentrik. Moholy, living with Vorwerk 
and then Schulz, had ample opportunity to absorb their knowledge. 

 As Sachsse, and as Veit Loers, in his 1991 catalogue on Moholy-
Nagy published in conjunction with the Moholy-Nagy exhibition in 
Kassel that year, have shown, Lucia did not give up these contacts or her 
practice of spending vacations hiking and staying at communes after 
she teamed up with Moholy. She continued to heed Vogeler’s directive: 
“We abandoned the grey cities and stepped into the forest. The living 
unity of the desire for community unnerved and moved us. We lay on 
the beach of the sea; an intangible longing awoke in us to be at one 
with the eternal natural rhythms which signify the shift toward unity.”4 

During the 20s the Moholy-Nagys regularly vacationed in the Rhön. 
Of this time Lucia wrote: “It almost went without saying that we then 
spent our vacations several times in the Rhön, living in one of the many 
little granny-flat cottages with views of fields and mountains. We soon 
met numerous other people who, in this, at the time little-frequented area, 
had also found there the rhythm of their lives.”5 Colour rhythms were 
at the centre of László’s interest when he painted his Ackerfelderbilder 
[farm field pictures] on an as yet undocu mented vacation, which took 
place in the Rhön, during the summer of 1921, I suspect. These pictures 
also reflect his fascination with the presence of trains and tractors in the 
rural landscape, an inscription of the technical onto the natural char-
acteristic of Francé’s Monist biocentrism. Monism served to legiti mize 
László’s enthusiasm for technology within an ecological world view.

 The Moholys certainly spent their vacation of July 1922 in the 
Rhön, at the Schule für Körperbildung Loheland, an anthroposophically 
inspired women’s commune and gymnastics school founded in 1919. 
This is indicated by the fact that Weyhers, the village in which they 
roomed, is a mere three-kilometre walk southeast of the school. According 
to Lucia it is here that they developed their photogram practice and that 
they formulated ideas published as “Production-Reproduction” in the 
September 1922 issue of De Stijl. Loers points out that in 1926 László 
acknowledged his adaptation of the photogram from a woman at 
Loheland who was making them using translucent plants. (fig. 47)

 The core idea of “Production-Reproduction”—and, as Alain 
Findeli argues, of Moholy’s entire oeuvre—is both holistic and peda-
gogical. It concerns the education of the senses through art and reflects 
biologically-based educational theories of the early 20th century 
German Schulreform bewegung [school reform movement] played out 
in the Youth Movement. Moholy writes: “The human construct is the 
synthesis of all its functional apparatuses, i.e. man will be most perfect 
in his own time if the functional apparatuses of which he is composed—
his cells as well as the most sophis ticated organs—are conscious and 
trained to the limit of their capacity. Art effects such a training….”6 
In his 1929 pedagogical treatise Von Material zu Architektur [From 
material to architecture] (fig. 19) Moholy indicates his debt to the peda-
gogy of the Youth Movement, to Vogeler and the commune schools, 
which instead of just inculcating knowledge, attempted to teach 
awareness of each student’s place in the cosmos. As the Freideutsche 
peda gogical reformer Marie Buchold wrote: “By physical education, 
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we mean the awareness of the human organism within the world 
organism.” 7 The ideas in “Production-Reproduction” reflect concepts 
encountered through Buchold and her partner Elisabeth Vogler (no re-
lation to Heinrich) whom the Moholys met in the Rhön, perhaps in 
1922, and whom they befriended. In the fall of 1923 Buchold and Vogler 
founded a women’s commune and school at Schwarz erden 10.5 km east 
of Loheland. The Moholys spent the following summer, and that of 1926 
there, rooming at Neuwart, two kilometres west of the commune. Lucia 
participated in the summer program at Schwarzerden, which involved 
lectures and workshops in pedagogy, literature, music, massage, gym-
nastics, psychology, holistic health, breathing, reformkost [health food]; 
in other words, in Lebensreform, and Vogler remembers that László 
joined them.

Reflecting upon this experience in 1929 László wrote: “The vari-
ous pedago gical and youth movements have certainly achieved results 
of importance, just as the body and breathing gymnastics and naturo-
paths have.”8 László’s participation in the life of the commune is docu-
mented by his design, probably in 1926, for the colour scheme of the 
Gymnastics Hall. Indeed he is the only artist mentioned by Elizabeth 
Vogler in her account of Schwarzerden. In July 1926 Moholy wrote 
to Theo van Doesburg how much he loved being “in the Rhön again, 
among our truly beautiful mountains.”9 The effect Buchold’s pedagogy 
had on him is suggested by a text of that same year: “Man is the micro-
cosm. Over him and in him universal laws hold sway. His whole being 
and accomplishment is a singular attempt to give form to these laws.”10 
With the Moholys’ holiday habits in mind, their last vacation together, 
a 1927 stay at Ascona near Monte Verità in Switzerland, the original 
counter-culture com mune, takes on added resonance. As late as 1931 
László was still a regular visitor to the Wannsee nudist colony near Berlin.

It is in the early 20s that the Moholys encountered the writings 
of the Dresden music teacher Heinrich Jacoby, the most important influ-
ence on László’s pedagogy. (fig. 26) In 1927 László praised Jacoby’s idea 
of “the common biological basis of all formation” as “one of the most 
important intellectual achievements of our time.”11 While they might 
have encountered Jacoby’s ideas at Loheland, Lucia had been exposed to 
Youth Movement peda gogy through her employer Adolf Saal, who pub-
lished its writings, and through her experience with Heinrich Vogeler. 
Given their interest in Reformpädagogie it is possible that the Moholys 
attended talks given in Berlin in the early 20s by Vogeler, Jacoby and 

others organized by the Bund Entschiedene Schulreformer [League of 
Determined School Reformers], an outgrowth of the Freideutsche Jugend. 
Not only did Moholy derive his idea of the biological bases of expres-
sion from Jacoby, he adopted Jacoby’s insight that everyone is talented, 
that rather than inculcating knowledge, the teacher’s job is to actual-
ize the abilities inherent in every healthy person. The clearest state-
ment of Moholy’s normative biocentric pedagogy is in the introduction 
to The New Vision, the English edition of Von Material zu Architektur, 
into which he inserted a section entitled “Biological needs” to define 
his termino logy for the American readership: “In this book the word 
‘biological’ stands generally for laws of life which guarantee an organic 
development. If the meaning of ‘biological’ were a conscious possession 
it would prevent many people from activities of damaging influence.”12 
In light of all this, Moholy’s interest at Chicago in John Dewey’s bio-
logically-based pedagogy seems inevitable, and given the pedagogical 
origins of his New Vision, it is less surprising that I should identify its 
origins partially in the discourse of bio centrism.

Since Moholy’s New Vision was at base pedagogical, it is less 
surpri sing that I would attempt a biocentric reading of it. It took form 
as part of what I term “Biocentric Constructivism,” which emerged in 
1923 among partici pants in the “Constructivist International” such as 
Moholy, Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, Ernő Kállai, Lazar El Lissitzky, 
Raoul Hausmann and Kurt Schwitters. The emergence of Biocentric 
Constructivism was marked by a shift in normative thinking from 
what Peter Collins, in his book Changing Ideals in Modern Architecture 
1750-1950, has termed the “machine analogy,” the idea that art and 
architecture should emulate machinery, towards a “biological analogy,” 
that nature’s structures and processes should act as models instead. 
It served to ground Constructivist artistic practices within an ideology 
of the natural, and to legitimize its geometric forms with respect to 
those who would see Constructivism as “anti-nature.” Because he was 
the best-known theorist of a biological basis for technology, Francé was 
a prin cipal inspiration for Biocentric Constructivism, the shift towards 
which was stimulated in January 1923 by the publication of a chapter 
of his 1920 book Die Pflanze als Erfinder [Plants as inventors] in the 
art journal Das Kunstblatt. In this chapter Francé discussed Biotechnik 
[biotechnics] (what we would now refer to as “bionics”), his explication 
of the biological analogy. He held that both natural and human tech-
nologies are rooted in the Bios or universal natural system; that the 
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prototypes of human technologies, e.g. the turbine, are to be found in 
nature. (fig. 27) “As Francé rightly said” wrote Fuhrmann in 1923 “there 
is no process, even in the most complex industry that has not been in 
continuous use by people, animals and plants.”13 Moholy’s interest in 
tech nology and its creative possibilities has typically been seen as an 
anti-natural, technocentric drive towards dehumanized automatism. 
Yet, like Francé, Moholy saw technology itself as organic. He writes: 
“Technical progress is a factor of life which develops organically. 
It stands in reciprocal relation to the increase in the number of human 
beings. That is its justifica tion.”14

Francé’s Kropotkinian biological determinism appealed to Leftist 
intel lectuals such as Fuhrmann, Lissitzky and Moholy because it held 
that all nature—including culture—is organized into nested hierarchies 
of eco systems, the tendency of which is to attain optimal or harmonious 
states through symbiotic cooperation, more than through competition. 
Awareness of this led Francé to set guidelines for living in harmony with 
one’s environment in his 1921 work Bios: Die Gesetze der Welt [Bios 
the laws of the world]. Francé’s ideas concerning towns as organisms 
appealed to völkisch bio centrics however, and his views, though influenced 
by Kropotkin, implicitly argued against revolutionary social change. 
It was for these reasons that Hausmann attacked Francé from a biocentric 
Anarchist position, arguing against social biological determinism. 
Though he was an anti-racialist who described himself as the ethnic 
Mischling he was, Francé later joined the National Socialists, presumably 
because of Walter Darré’s and Rudolf Hess’ support for ecological causes, 
only to be expelled in 1938.15 Francé’s politics and the political range of his 
admirers is typical of the indeterminacy and slippage along the bipolar 
political scale of 20th century biocentric intellectuals as traced by 
Bramwell, and it speaks for the adoption of Bramwell’s taxonomic system.

There is a possibility that Moholy met Francé, for Francé wrote 
his book Plasmatik in 1923 at Weimar, and he remembers visiting the 
Bauhaus at the time. Given that they were both from Budapest, it would 
not be surprising to me that he would have been introduced to Moholy 
at the time of his visit. In any case, after he was hired to the Bauhaus 
in April 1923, Moholy taught aspects of Francé’s biocentrism, particu-
larly biotechnics. In Von Material zu Architektur, the book based on his 
Bauhaus course, Moholy discussed Francé’s Grundformen, the seven 
forms of which all natural structures are built up, and in the English 
edition published as The New Vision he depicted them. In his books 

Moholy quoted from Bios. Die Gesetze der Welt, and he continued to 
teach Francé’s concepts in Chicago.

Though it appeared in 1925, Moholy completed the manuscript of 
his first book, Malerei, Photographie, Film [Painting, photography, film] 
during the summer of 1924, effectively at the Schwarzerden commune, 
because he finished it at Neuwart, which is a couple of kilometres away. 
(fig. 20) While the standard reading of the New Vision as promoting 
the creative exploitation of formal possibilities inherent in mechanical 
imaging technologies is correct, it is incomplete. Just as Francé explains 
ecosystems to be the optimal expres sions of biologically determined 
interacting elements, Moholy holds that, quote, “‘Art’ comes into being 
when expression is at its optimum, i.e. when at its highest intensity it is 
rooted in biological law, purposeful, unambiguous, pure.”16 As Francé 
promoted the integrated harmony of nature as a socio-cultural model, 
Moholy decried the overspecialization of knowledge, and called for the 
unity of culture. Employing Vitalist terminology he wrote: “What we 
need now is not the ‘Gesamtkunstwerk’ … separated from … life …, 
but a synthesis of all the vital impulses spontaneously forming itself into 
the all-embracing Gesamtwerk (life) which abolishes … isolation, in 
which all individual accomplishments proceed from a biological neces-
sity and culminate in a universal necessity.”17 With Moholy’s adoption 
of Francé’s biotechnics and his Vitalist poetics in mind, one can, despite 
his formalist captions, no longer read his photo-juxtaposition of a flock of 
geese and an aircraft forma tion in Malerei, Photographie, Film as merely 
illustrating rhyming contrasts of light and shadow; it also functions as an 
illustration of biotechnic principles and of the Monist idea of the “uni-
ty of nature.” (fig. 28) Knowing Francé’s illustration in Bios of galaxies 
as instances of natural spiral form, Moholy had more in mind than 
examples of telescopic photography as an alternative image-making 
device, or as found images with instructive visual values, when he com-
posed a similar layout in Malerei, Photographie, Film. (fig. 29) This is 
particularly apparent when Moholy juxtaposes his own photogram 
incorpora ting a spiral with a radiogram of a Triton shell first reproduced 
in the September 1923 “Schelpennummer” [Shell issue] issue of the Dutch 
periodical Wendingen. (fig. 30) In fact, Francé’s biocentric functionalist 
explanation of the spiral’s universality being due to it as the path of 
least resistance—illustrated in Die Pflanze als Erfinder by Francé— 
is in the paragraph immediately before the text on Grundformen that 
Moholy quoted. (fig. 31) With this in mind, one can better understand 
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the inclusion of no fewer than five photographs of spirals in Malerei, 
Photographie, Film. 

While advocating the creative exploitation of imaging technolo-
gies such as the telescope, microscope and x-ray, Moholy’s main creative 
sugges tion in Malerei, Photographie, Film was to view found photo-
graphs as sources of visual inspiration: “The camera has furnished us 
with surprising possibi lities, the exploitation of which is only just about 
to begin. These optical surprises latent in photographic processes were 
often realized in incidental work by amateurs … natural scientists … 
etc.” (fig. 24) Imaging technologies not only had the capacity to sup-
plement vision, they could actually re-educate it. Moholy’s approach 
derives from the late nineteenth-century phenomenon of aestheticized 
microscopic imagery—a biological analogy for art—epitomized by 
Ernst Haeckel in his 1899 album Kunstformen der Natur [Art forms of 
nature]. In his introduction to Lewis Wolberg’s 1978 book of micro-
scopic photography, Micro-Art: Art Images of a Hidden World, Brian 
O’Doherty called this phenomenon “the poetics of bourgeois wonder,” 
but as he points out, this wonder is not only one of formal values. 
It is also, “informed by a quasi-religious sense of a higher order revealed 
through the microscopic.” This sense led to the normative value which 
Haeckel—who coined the term “ecology” in the 1860s—ascribed to 
his images. As a founding member, along with Wilhelm Ostwald and 
Ernst Mach, of Haeckel’s Monist League, Francé elaborated Haeckel’s 
construct of ecology as well as his philosophy. As a scientific illustrator, 
Francé went beyond Haeckel’s pictorial strategies by representing entire 
ecosystems rather than artfully arranged, discrete creatures, as did 
Haeckel in Kunstformen der Natur.

Imbued with Francé’s ideas, Moholy’s concern with formal values 
in found photographs was rooted in the normative nature aesthetic of 
Monism. But how did this affect Moholy’s artistic practice? While I can’t 
deal with this question here, let me just say with reference to Moholy’s 
geometric work that biomorphism is no necessary corollary of a bio-
centric aesthetics. Put another way, Francé taught Moholy that geom-
etry is inherent in nature. Moholy’s late work was both biomorphic and 
abstract, and it is my view that as with Paul Klee, Wassily Kandinsky 
and Hans Arp, this style visualizes biocentrism; it is a Modernist re-
play of artistic Naturromantik; a Bioromantik as Kállai put it. In Chicago, 
Moholy’s stress on ergonomic design and his increasing concern with 
ecological issues, “the incoherent use of our rich resources” as he put it, 

underlines this.18 With this in mind, it seems reasonable to draw analo-
gies between Francé’s artful scientific illustrations of ecosystems and 
Moholy’s art. I do not see the visual parallels between, for example, 
Moholy’s three-dimensional plexiglas Space Modulator of 1945 and 
Francé’s image of a microscopic rotifer, as the random effect of Moholy’s 
biomorphic abstract style. (figs. 32, 33) While probably not based on 
specific graphic works by Francé, Moholy’s work may reflect his famili-
arity with Francé’s art, and the fact that Moholy’s worldview incorpo-
rated a biocentric concern for the microscopic in motion.

I am not promoting a wholesale repositioning of Moholy’s 
oeuvre into the biocentric discourse. I propose, rather, that to fully 
understand his oeuvre, it must be sited at the intersection of a wider 
range of discourses than hitherto acknowledged: of Naturromantik, 
biocentrism, the Schulreformbewegung, Lebensreform, the Youth 
Movement, Biocentric Constructivism and Bioro man ti cism, as well 
as Hungarian Activism, Marxism, Dada, Expressionism, the Neue 
Sachlichkeit and Constructivism, in the exclusive terms of which his 
oeuvre has been discussed to date. This enables a richer reading of his 
New Vision and his art. 

Few now recognize the centrality of Moholy’s leftist biocen-
trism: Findeli, who calls Moholy’s oeuvre “un fonctionnalisme orga-
nique” or “fonc tionalisme vitaliste” does so.19 Crucial in this connection 
is Andreas Haus’ analysis, which sees Moholy shifting from a dialectical 
and revolutionary organicism towards one co-opted by John Dewey’s 
concept of harmonious society.20 Yet Moholy’s contemporaries such as 
Menno ter Braak, Carola Giedeon-Welcker and Herbert Read took his 
biocentrism for granted, and in the introduction to her biography of 
László, Sibyl Moholy-Nagy placed Francé’s concept of Bios at the centre 
of Moholy’s thinking. She wrote: “He was Utopian, I a historian; he the 
vitalist and I the humanist.”21 

Thank you for your attention.

NOTES

 1 The full translation appeared in: Oliver A. I. Botar, editor and translator, “Four 
Poems of 1918 by László Moholy-Nagy,” Hungarian Studies Review 21, 1–2 (Spring-
Fall 1994), 108–09. Note that I have chosen to publish here the nearly unaltered confe-
rence paper I gave at the Delaware Conference in 1995. Aspects of this talk were worked 
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László Moholy-Nagy’s famous statement that “everyone is talented” is 
rooted as much in modern reform pedagogy as in the utopian spirit of 
the avant-garde of the early 1920s. The dual inspiration of this view refers 
to the dual roots of the utopias of the 1920s that, as this paper will argue, 
had ties to the past as much as to the future. “Every human being is open 
to sense impressions, to tone, color, touch, space experience, etc. The 
structure of a life is predeter mined in these sensibilities … But only art—
creation through the senses—can develop these dormant, native facul-
ties toward creative action …”1 wrote Moholy-Nagy, explaining what he 
meant by “talented.” Pestalozzi, Rousseau, Goethe, Rudolf Steiner, and 
others had based their pedagogical attitudes and methods on the concept 
that humans have great creative potential, they are good by nature, and 
education should help rather than block the development of their natural 
gifts and talents.
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outside the religious spheres of society and imagined a secular future 
for education. They wanted to keep children happy and turn the process 
of learning from hard and gruesome work into joyful activity, convinced 
that pleasure fosters creativity and ensures better results than pressure. 
They avoided censuring and humiliating students and emphasized 
encouragement, motivation, and freedom in education.

Although reform pedagogues received good marks from poster-
ity, their educational methods remained marginalized, and the main-
stream school system kept on firmly grounding education in discipline. 
Concepts like ‘joy’ and ‘happiness’ connoted sin or frivolousness rather 
than the desirable free atmosphere in schooling.

The fact that Moholy-Nagy followed, actually replaced, the 
Bauhaus’s reform-pedagogue Johannes Itten, who dominated the early 
Bauhaus, has some what blurred the fact that Moholy-Nagy himself was 
aware of, and deeply interested in, the philosophy and methodology of 
education. Later in life, he wrote about the individuals and institutions 
of reform pedagogy:

Our educators have the task of coordinating the requirements of a 
normal development of human powers, laying the foundation for a 
balanced life even in the elementary school.
 From Pestalozzi to Froebel up to the present time this 
problem has been in the foreground. This program extends from 
the kinder garten up to the university, from the single assignment 
up to the forma tion of the adult. We have sought to free the child’s 
capacities in drawing and manual training, in language, in the plan 
of teaching as a whole. Czizek [sic], Montessori, the Lichtwark 
school, Wendekreis, Worpswede, Lietz in Ilsenburg, Wyneken in 
Wickersdorf, Heinrich Jacoby in Hellerau-Berlin, the Dalton system–
country educational homes, work schools, experimental schools, 
etc., have in the last decade striven toward an organic structure of 
education for the child.
 Nevertheless, the oncoming generation is even today 
turned over, for the most part, to the traditional branches of study, 
which supply information without clarifying its position in the 
environment and in society.2

The program to raise free and creative citizens and thereby 
shape the future of society was the point where reform pedagogy and 

the social utopias of the post-World War I avant-garde crossed paths. 
While we have con sistently contrasted the early Expressionist Bauhaus 
to the post-1922 prag matic and increasingly Constructivist Bauhaus, 
their commonalties and simi lari ties are also worthy of attention. 
Moholy-Nagy, committed to new media and a future-bound spirit both 
as a teacher and as a progressive artist, in fact combined the two. When 
he took over the preliminary course from Itten in 1923, he proved to be 
pragmatic and rational, in contrast to Itten, as Gropius had expected. 
While his teaching differed from Itten’s in putting the social commit-
ment of art before self-expression, he also drew upon the innovative 
concepts of reform pedagogy and harnessed them in freeing the creative 
potential of his students. Moholy-Nagy was, according to many of his 
colleagues, an intuitively natural teacher,3 who encouraged the students’ 
unusual ideas, supported their radical views, and provided a student-
friendly atmosphere in class without Itten’s quasi-religious ideology.

 Having studied in Stuttgart with the painter and outstanding 
teacher, Adolf Hölzel, Itten also brought into the Bauhaus the teachings 
of the dualist quasi-religion, Mazdaznan, of which he was a priest, along 
with the principles and methods of reform pedagogy. The teaching of 
Mazdaznan aimed at freeing creative energies in order to help the “powers 
of light” to win victory over the “powers of darkness.” In that respect, 
it differed from the discip lining and oppressive tendencies of mainstream 
religious education. Repre senting this teaching along with the methods of 
reform pedagogy, Itten united spiritual exaltation and the modern attitude 
toward students in his personality; thus he was the incarnation of moder-
nity-in-the-appearance-of-medievalism in post-World War I Germany.

Medievalism was a major intellectual current in the wake of 
World War I.4 It swept through Germany from 1918 until 1921-1922. 
Postwar agony and disillusionment propelled most people’s thinking 
into the past to settle on the nearest solid philosophy unaffected by the 
nihilism of the present: that of the Middle Ages. The very name of the 
Bauhaus reflects Gropius’s nod to this, as the neologism “Bauhaus” plays 
on the word “Bauhütte” or “building huts” of the Middle Ages, meaning 
the lodgings of the medieval cathedral builders. Rediscovery of medi-
eval thinkers such as Meister Eckhardt and Jakob Böhme had an impact 
on the religious symbolism of the early Expressionist Bauhaus stage led 
by Lothar Schreyer. Schreyer himself remem bered the ambivalence of 
the Bauhaus population toward the ideas of the remote past in which 
they also recognized ties to concepts of the future:
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We plunged ourselves into the spiritual adventures of those hard 
times. The Bauhaus was the ‘fortress’ of Expressionism that was 
generally seen to signal the end of the world. In our artistic work 
we were hardly influenced by the various world views that stirred 
up the Bauhaus: Häuser, the wandering prophet with his vagabond 
life, the Mazdaznan teaching brought in by Itten…anthroposophy, 
theosophy, Catholicism, spiritualism—all driven by the hope of a 
new world.5

The various currents of postwar mysticism and irrationalism 
had a lot in common with the avant-garde’s hopes for a new world. 
Medievalist ideas and stylistic citations were part of the modern dis-
course on many occasions. Even utopian architecture had mystical con-
notations, as the February 1919 exhi bition of utopian architects showed; 
the catalogue essay was the first draft of Gropius’s Bauhaus Manifesto.6 
The architectural designs of Gropius’s colleagues in the Gläserne Kette 
[Glass Chain] society7 were also associated with vaguely medieval 
references, as was the 1921 hand-painted album edited by Itten titled, 
“Utopia—Dokumente der Wirklichkeit” [Utopia—Documents of Reality]. 
The ideas expressed in talks, discussions, and correspondence that con-
stituted discourse in the early Bauhaus were also part of mysticism-clad 
thinking and artistic expression for about three or four years into the 
Bauhaus’ existence. “Medievalist modernity,” the “dark matter” of the 
avant-garde, was the underside of the rationalism and pragmatism that 
were clearly the dominant driving forces of Modernist thinking and 
design from 1921–1922 on.

With very few exceptions, the student body, which had enrolled 
in the Bauhaus with the hope of building a future and of a new society, 
fell for Johannes Itten’s Mazdaznan teaching from day one. Walter Gropius 
also had to switch from pragmatism and dreams of high technology 
design concepts to a program that reckoned with both the reality of 
postwar poverty and the general philosophical disorientation. Gropius 
found a middle ground in the image of the Socialist Cathedral, which 
illustrated his Bauhaus Manifesto of April 1919. Lyonel Feininger’s 
woodcut visualized the emblematic embodi ment of both a collective 
engineering effort and a time-tested, Gothic-style symbol of a collective 
faith. (fig. 34)

The avant-garde of the 1920s reinterpreted the concepts of com-
munity, artist, and artistic talent. One of the key phrases of Gropius’s 

1919 Bauhaus Manifesto was that “art cannot be taught.” Instead he sug-
gested “the world of the pattern designer and the applied artist must 
become a world that builds again.” Right from the beginning, Gropius 
made it clear that the Bauhaus was not going to be a hothouse of geniuses. 
The very idea of the genius belonged to Expressionism and Romanticism. 
Gropius, and later Moholy-Nagy, replaced the concept of the artist who 
expresses individual creativity with a new type of creative man who was 
more an engineer and designer of the world than what used to be called 
the artist or artistic genius. Moholy-Nagy’s phrase “Everyone is talented” 
was also rooted in this post-romantic and post-expressionist concept.

 Nineteen twenty-three, when Gropius hired Moholy-Nagy as a 
professor at the Bauhaus, was a year of crisis in the school. Gropius had 
to announce the end of the subjectivist, Expressionist era and bring the 
Bauhaus community together for an exhibition and the building of a 
model house of the future. The Bauhaus that Moholy-Nagy joined was 
a school that restored the value of design, and put emphasis on those 
fields of creativity that were accessible to everyone who commanded 
imaginative pragmatism and common sense. 

In his first book Malerei, Photographie, Film [Painting, Photo-
graphy, Film] Moholy-Nagy argued that photography was superior to 
painting because it was objective.8 (fig. 20) Suggesting that artistic crea-
tion was an option for virtually everyone, he wrote “that painterly meth-
ods of representation sug gestive merely of past times and past ideologies 
shall disappear and their place will be taken by mechanical means of 
representation and their as yet unpredictable possibilities of extension.”9 
Everyone, he believed, can be taught to take a reasonably well-composed 
photo and develop it in a darkroom.

Moholy-Nagy, however, made use of light in painting, too. Trans-
parency, that is, dematerialization by light, appeared in his paintings, 
indicating a new concept of space. He pursued a synthesis of science, 
techno logy, and art for a happy, balanced future. It had to be possible, 
because “every one is talented”; “any healthy man can become a musician, 
painter, sculptor or architect, just as when he speaks he is ‘a speaker’.”10

Postwar poverty and medievalism notwithstanding, the scien-
tific and technological progress of the prewar years had so profoundly 
changed the world and the worldview of the progressive intelligentsia, 
that it was impossible not to consider, or be inspired by, its results. 
Scientific and techno logical progress had been out of view in the imme-
diate postwar turmoil, but made a triumphant comeback by 1921–1922. 
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Moholy-Nagy’s tenure at the Bauhaus started in 1923, when the school 
was finished with irrationalism and religious fervours both Christian 
and Mazdaznan, but the formative experience of Itten and the spiritual 
leanings of the artists on the faculty—particularly Kandinsky, Feininger, 
Klee, and Schlemmer—were far from being history. However, Moholy-
Nagy belonged to that younger generation that associated social progress 
with the new developments of the sciences and technology, because 
these had taken center stage by the time he came of age. 

The year of his birth, 1895, was the midpoint of two and a half 
decades of the most radical developments in science and technology 
prior to personal computers and the Internet, which significantly 
changed everyday life in the Western hemisphere. Not a single field of 
human knowledge remained without having been challenged, rewritten 
or revaluated during that period.

Let us look at a few examples. In 1877, eighteen years before 
Moholy-Nagy was born, Edison demonstrated the first phonograph. 
Two years later, in 1879, the first light bulb lit up. In 1884 the first syn-
thetic fibre was made. In 1885 emulsion-coated photography paper 
appeared in the shops, followed in 1888 by Kodak’s first portable box 
camera. The electric engine was also in vented in 1888. In the year 1893, 
Ford built the first successful gasoline-powered engine. The first radio 
broadcast aired in the year of Moholy-Nagy’s birth. This was the year 
of the first telegram, movie camera, magnetic sound recording, and the 
invention of the X-ray. A year later in 1896, Becquerel and the Curies 
discovered radioactivity. Freud published The Interpretation of Dreams 
in 1899. Moholy-Nagy was ten years old when Einstein created the 
Special Theory of Relativity.

The more distance we have from this historical period, the more 
we see how radical and transformative these changes were. Pure vision 
and optical observation, the most important instruments and methods 
of the visual arts from Leonardo to the Impressionists, became increas-
ingly irrelevant. For the first time in history, mere human eyesight proved 
to be inferior to mag nifiers, microscopes, optical lenses, and the X-ray. 
The eye could not but scan the surface, whereas the instruments were 
able to penetrate material and reveal the inner structure and its processes.

Hardly any significant artist was unaffected by these radical 
changes, which paved the way to an entirely new perception. In the wake 
of World War I, in spite of temporarily arrested industrial development, 
the rewritten map of Central Europe and the deep restructuring of 

societies from Russia to Germany amplified the impact of scientific 
progress and fostered Modernist visions of a new, technically advanced 
age, where the machine would replace labour and warrant for social 
equality. Everything technical, including such new media as photography, 
film, radio, and the telephone, projected that new vision. 

Soon after László Moholy-Nagy arrived in Berlin in 1920,11 
he expe rienced the tangible results of how technological development 
had transformed everyday life as well as artistic expression. Photography, 
film, Dada photo-collages, and phonographs were all around, and the 
use of the telephone had become part of everyday life. The first official 
radio broadcasts in Germany were made from the attic of the Vox build-
ing in Berlin on October 30, 1923,12 the year Moholy-Nagy joined the 
Bauhaus faculty. As though anti cipating Marshall McLuhan’s dictum 
that “the medium is the message,” Moholy-Nagy understood that new 
media, the use of new technologies and materials, provide just as accu-
rate information on a historic era and carry as much symbolism, as the 
artworks created through them. Photography, photo grams, film, and 
everything that could be set into motion mechanically or electrically, 
entailed the future world for Moholy-Nagy that he, like his fellow avant-
garde artists, saw as imminent. 

Everything mechanical and rationally organized was, for the 
avant-garde, the appropriate expression of modern times. Moholy-Nagy’s 
early Berlin pictures feature the imagery of railway systems that he ad-
mired in Germany; the immense pre-planned and engineered networks 
that spread out over whole continents worldwide as proof of the power of 
rational thinking and the constructive potential of humankind. (fig. 13) 
Moholy-Nagy saw an anticipation of the technological future in the 
encoded character of the system that operated with coordinated signs, 
semaphores that signalled instructions, and that kept a large system 
in harmonized movement. He admired the perfection of the closed 
mechanical system, which functioned according to man-invented, man-
made and mechanically transmitted rules. 

In 1921 in a short article, the first interpreter of Moholy-Nagy’s art, 
the critic Ernő (Ernst) Kállai, underlined the role of these motifs and the 
concepts they entailed in Moholy-Nagy’s paintings and drawings (fig. 35):

In his use of the landscape motifs of the railway tracks … [forces] are 
gathered into a compact architecture of form. Details of bridges and 
architectural structures, having lost all their utilitarian references and 
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practical functions, freely elevate themselves into a self-willed order 
… Semaphores of joys, forms and colors are standing on all points 
of space. … Anarchy is getting perceptibly arranged into a system of 
unified law. … Here, the mechanism of the modern machine and its 
kinetic system has been converted into art …13

Like many of his fellow avant-garde artists, Moholy-Nagy had 
a vision of the future that not only spelled turning the page on pre-
vious art, but also celebrated the end of the tragic dimension of life. 
“Everyone is talented” also entailed a new, shared joy of life in creativity. 
Anticipating the new man of the new era, Moholy-Nagy took science 
and technology as the tokens of social equality and a happy life. Just 
like the students of the reform pedago gues, the new man of the utopian 
future had to be free of pressure and hard work, the latter to be done by 
machines, and revel in the pleasures of new, liberated life. 

The ideas of scientific progress and the transcendence of the 
bounda ries of the material come across in a short programmatic piece of 
writing that Moholy-Nagy co-authored in Berlin with the Hungarian art 
critic, Alfréd Kemény. Intending to supersede even the latest development 
in progressive art, Russian Constructivism, the authors of Dynamic-
Constructive System of Forces14 contend that “the material is employed 
only as the carrier of forces.” Kemény was probably the first Westerner 
who had first-hand knowledge of Russian Constructivism, because 
he visited Moscow in December 1921 and gave a talk at INKhUK, the 
Institute of Artistic Culture, where he criticized the Constructivists for 
what he called their “technical naturalism.”15 Dynamic-Constructive 
System of Forces raises the sights higher than the creation of objects 
to “freely moving (free from mechanical and technical movement) 
works of art,” emphasizing the exploration and harnessing of the forces, 
as opposed to the material, of the universe.

Underpinning the pedagogical and philosophical view that 
“Everyone is talented” was the anonymous functionalism, beauty, and 
myth of the machine. From Raoul Hausmann’s 1920 collage Tatlin at 
Home, representing a fictitious Tatlin with a machine in his head, to the 
great number of Construc tivist images evocative of machines and Ernő 
Kállai’s series of essays on contemporary art, the motif of the machine 
dominated the imagination of progressive artists throughout most of 
the 1920s.

When Kállai, probably the first art critic to turn against this 

mecha nical vision of the new world, criticized it in 1923, as if returning 
to Moholy-Nagy’s early railway pictures, he once again invoked railway 
motifs:

This new-fangled pre-stabilized harmony would run human lives as 
smoothly as the carriages of toy electric railway systems, without 
collisions and catastrophes. And without community …. Without 
the dimensions of the past and the tragic, human relations cannot be 
but mechanical and superficial.16

Moholy-Nagy did not change his mind, however. In the midst of 
all his enthusiasm for the new perspectives opened up by the machine, 
he always believed what he put into words shortly before he died: that 
“it is industry that follows vision, and not vision that follows industry.”17
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The Philosophy behind the Pictures

This morning we all heard Lloyd Engelbrecht tell us that he has been 
studying Moholy for more than 25 years. For my part, I would say that 
I have been practicing Moholy for more than 15 years. This is indeed a 
little different than being an art historian (which I am not), because a 
design educator is closer to the practice of design. So please don’t ask 
me any questions about art history, because I don’t feel competent to 
answer them. 

A more provocative title of my talk this afternoon could have 
been “Why Moholy Was More Postmodern than Anybody Would Think.” 
By “Postmodern,” I don’t mean the style we see everywhere in architec-
ture and design, with those expressive and sometimes enigmatic fea-
tures that charac terize the outer shape of the products. By “Postmodern” 
I mean the break through in theory and philosophy that has challenged 
the so-called modern way of looking at the world. This is sometimes also 
called the new paradigm.

The title of my talk actually refers to one of Moholy-Nagy’s 
quotes and deep convictions. He used to say that he was convinced that 
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the educational aims of the Bauhaus were still universally valid. My pur-
pose is not only to prove that what Moholy said in the forties made 
sense; I am trying to demonstrate that what he said and what made 
sense in the forties can still be valid, relevant, and useful in the nineties. 
In other words, my working hypothesis is that Moholy’s deep and chal-
lenging philosophy contains some very useful concepts and a way of 
looking at things that could enrich not only design and architectural 
education, but education in general.

Let me start with an observation drawn from my own expe-
rience in design education. That the Bauhaus has been thrown out of 
the window everywhere in architecture and design schools, except 
in history courses, is quite easy to observe. Basic design courses have 
disappeared; studio teaching has gone back to the very traditional 
Beaux-Arts style. The concept of the atelier has made a comeback with 
the big boss in the front and the students trying to imitate what the big 
boss is (or was) doing, or copying what was published in architectural 
magazines, and so on. But how did we come to believe that Bau haus 
educational and pedagogical principles could not or should not con-
tinue to be valid today? The reason we tend to believe that Bauhaus edu-
cation is not good anymore is, I believe, because we have seen too much 
visual mate rial, too many pictures of and about the Bauhaus. It is possi-
ble that the Bauhaus style is somewhat outdated today (but isn’t that the 
fate of any style?) and that a Postmodern style was timely in furniture, 
architecture, and so on. But a change in style doesn’t necessary mean 
that the philosophy behind the objects must be changed as well and that 
the philosophy is not valid. Indeed, even in the German years, Bauhaus 
director Walter Gropius insisted on the fact that the Bauhaus should not 
be considered a style but rather a new way of looking at and acting in the 
world. I’m afraid that by throwing the Bauhaus out of the window, we’ve 
thrown the baby out with the bath water.

The problem is that the philosophy behind the picture takes more 
time and trouble to catch than the picture. You just can’t “see” Moholy’s 
philo sophy at a glance, like a photograph. Moholy left us with about two 
thousand pages of written material, and in order to really understand 
the philosophy behind the text it is not enough to read it, even closely; 
it is necessary to experience it deeply, that is, to practice it literally. 
Only by studying and inter preting Moholy by this method can one an-
swer some of this morning’s questions, for example, the following. It is 
indeed hard to believe that the style of abstract and geometrical painting 

Moholy did in the twenties is in line with the biocentric worldview 
Oliver has so convincingly described to us. Quite to the contrary, noth-
ing seems to be more foreign. But if we consider Moholy’s philosophy, 
it becomes easier to understand, as I will try to demon strate in my talk. 

The latter will consist of three parts. A short history of the New 
Bau haus/School of Design/Institute of Design will first be presented as 
context. I will then outline three central concepts of our Postmodern 
paradigm—phenomenology, complexity, and ethics—and finally I will 
try to show how these concepts relate to Moholy’s philosophy and art. 

An American Bauhaus in Chicago

As you know, Moholy was called to open the “New Bauhaus” in Chicago 
in 1937. (fig.36) During its first years, the institution moved five times to 
different areas of Chicago and its name was changed twice, a sign of an 
extremely difficult birth. First called the “New Bauhaus,” it was renamed 
“The School of Design in Chicago” a year later when it relocated to 
a downtown loft, a building still existing today. In 1949, under Serge 
Chermayeff, it lost its autonomy to become a department of the Illinois 
Institute of Technology, after its name had been changed in 1944 to 
“The Institute of Design,” by which it is still known today. Moholy was, 
of course, not alone in running the school. He hired a very impressive 
faculty of lecturers, teachers, and assistants. Three other important per-
sons were behind the founding of the New Bauhaus in Chicago: Walter 
Gropius, first director of the German Bauhaus, who acted as pedagogical 
consultant, especially during the first years; Walter Paepcke, president 
of the Container Corporation of America, who first secured the sur-
vival of the school after the withdrawal in 1938 of its original sponsors, 
the Association of Arts and Industries, then stabilized it in 1944 when 
he became president of the board, and finally facilitated its integration 
into IIT in 1949; and finally György Kepes, a good friend of Moholy 
since the Dessau period and reportedly one of the most respected teach-
ers at the School of Design. Kepes became particularly famous later as 
founder of MIT’s Center for Advanced Visual Studies. 

The structure of the curriculum was very much like that of the 
four-year structure of the original Bauhaus curriculum: a first-year 
preliminary course that would lead into four, five, or six workshops, 
depending on the period we’re considering. There are, however, various 
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differences in content between the German and the American Bauhaus, 
two of which I would like to emphasize.

Although the circular image illustrating the centripetal progres-
sion of the students through the curriculum remained identical, Moholy 
radically reconceived and updated the specialized workshops. (figs. 37, 38) 
At the German Bauhaus, the workshops were evntually named after the 
specific material the student-apprentices were working with (wood, clay, 
glass, etc.), a feature which gave it a kind of medieval atmosphere, where-
as in Chicago, the workshops were named according to the respective 
design professions they were leading to, such as product design, graphic 
design, architecture, textile design, photography, and so on.

The second important difference lies in the very basic concept 
of the curriculum, in its core philosophy. The original Bauhaus concept 
Éva just mentioned and discussed, “Art and Technology: A New Unity,” 
was conceived by Gropius as a fundamental polarity. (fig. 39) At the New 
Bauhaus, Moholy transformed it into a ternary model, in which science 
was added to art and technology. The difference is radical both in theo-
retical and pedagogical terms. The model is much more dynamic than 
a polarity, which has consequences for the underlying theory of design. 
This model was influenced and introduced by pragmatist philosopher 
Charles Morris of the University of Chicago, who not only lectured at 
the New Bauhaus, but was also in charge of the “intellectual integration” 
(Morris’s own term) of the three central poles of its curriculum. “Art, 
Science, and Technology: A New Unity,” such was the central concept of 
Morris’s philosophy. (fig. 42)

As in Weimar, the first published curriculum started with a 
manifesto, a feature that has somehow disappeared in our contempo-
rary schools. We don’t have time to read the manifesto here, but I must 
admit it is still a good idea to read it again in 1995, and maybe find some 
fresh inspiration there.

Form Does Not Follow Function

What, then, was the central design idea discussed in the studios in 
Chicago? It all revolved around the relationship between form and func-
tion. The legend goes that “form follows function” was the holy gospel 
of the Bauhaus, and that Sullivan’s famous dictum found its strongest 
field of application there. This is misleading. It is correct that there is 

indeed a relationship in any design pro duct between form and function; 
however, the relationship need not be of a causal, deductive, and deter-
ministic nature. In other words, form does not follow function; the 
matter is more complex. The central problem of the workshops at the 
Bauhaus was to find out what kind of relationship existed between form 
and function. In order to determine this relationship, said Moholy, you 
have to think about the “essence” of the product.

Now, what did he mean by the essence of the product? Let’s take 
the following example. If you go to a farmers market, you will find these 
nice little baskets of wood, and let’s say, for some reason, you have to de-
sign a new kind of basket. There can be many reasons for that redesign, 
but that’s not what interests you now. So, let’s say you have to make a new 
design, and this is your design workshop assignment for today. Moholy 
said you have to find the essence; not the function, but the essence of 
this product. If you use a new material, like plastic instead of wood, 
there is no reason to come up with the same shape, color, and manu-
facturing process as with wood, since this would be a mere imitation of 
what it was before, only in a new material (speaker exhibits two baskets: 
a traditional one of wood and another of red plastic of the same shape). The 
red basket is bad design because you were not looking for the essence. 
It is mere imitation, lacking both imagination and theoretical work. 
In order to find the essence, one has to look at things in a different way. 
And this is where Moholy’s philosophy comes in.

Moholy-Nagy’s Early Postmodernism: Phenomenology, 
Complexity, and Ethics

One of the first concepts of Postmodernism that can be related to 
Moholy’s philosophy is the idea of a new phenomenology of percep-
tion or of vision. Moholy first called it “New Vision,” later “Vision in 
Motion.” (fig. 18) He maintained that if we want to change the world 
(and designers do indeed want to change the world!), we must first 
look at it in a different way. Only then can we act responsibly in it. 
In order to look at the world in a different way, more “objectively,” 
we must become like children and forget what we already know or 
think we know. This principle can be found in Husserl’s philoso phical 
phenomenology, a philosophical framework much valued in Post-
modernist social science.
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Let’s take an example. Here is one of Moholy’s photographs. 
(fig. 40) Everybody will recognize a tree, its shadow, and so on. Wrong! 
Moholy would say it is not about a tree and its shadow. The way we 
should look at this photograph (speaker asks picture to be put slightly out 
of focus) is to forget what we know about this familiar scene and look at it 
as if we had never seen it before. And Moholy would add that if you look 
at the world in this way, you will discover a new world not only outside, 
but also inside, in your inner world. Moholy’s photographs tell a more 
objective story than the anecdotal one pictured by the figurative scene: 
the story of polarity, of black and white, of shadow and light, and so on. 
The same holds for the films we saw this morning. He even stated a bit 
provocatively that you can look at his pictures any way you want, upside 
down for instance, that it didn’t really matter because the artistic value 
of the picture remained the same. According to Moholy, one may use 
any visual medium—photography, photogram, painting, or whatever 
else—in order to reach the New Vision. In his writings he gives many 
clues for interpreting his own and the students’ visual produc tion. 
In substance we read that “one should see with the eyes, not with the 
mind” or “vision should be visual, not literal” or “pictures are not nar-
ratives, they are purely visual.” This is why he thought, as Éva told us 
earlier, that the camera should be preferred to the human eye and mind 
in order to see objectively, to acquire the New Vision. Indeed, Moholy 
would say, the camera is a lifeless artefact. It has no biography, no cul-
tural background, no feelings. 

Another typical example is the light modulator. We look at light 
modulators as sculptures, as plastic experiments, experiments with 
(new) material. Well, that’s not correct. (figs. 32, 41) A light modula-
tor should be considered a scientific instrument that reveals essential 
features of the world, like light qualities for instance (speaker exhib-
its a plexiglas light modulator he made for the conference and moves 
it in the beam of the slide projector). Play around with it, look at light 
reflections, moving patterns, and so on. This was Moholy’s concept: use 
whatever you feel is right in order to acquire the New Vision and make 
the familiar strange. 

Another aspect of the New Vision is that it has to be dynamic, 
it must be vision in motion, be simultaneous. This idea of vision in mo-
tion and of simultaneity, which Moholy adapted from Cubist principles, 
brings us to a second central concept of Postmodern theory: complexity. 
Complexity was central in Moholy’s writings and teaching. The point is 

that the world is too complex to be understood analytically; one must 
grasp it in a more global, “organic” way. On page 42 of his book Vision in 
Motion, we read the word “complex” three, four, or five times, pointing to 
an interrelated whole, which reminds us of what Oliver talked about this 
morning. In this context the organic idea has an epistemological status.

Let’s look at a design project, any design project. It is complex by 
nature because it has numerous, usually mutually conflicting dimensions: 
economic, technological, social, aesthetic, cultural, and so forth. You 
cannot understand a design project analytically, by breaking it into 
parts, by cutting it into slices. You have to look at it organically, topolog-
ically, so to speak. Here are pictures proposed by contemporary mathe-
maticians in order to try to understand complexity, because complexity 
is beyond the reach of analytical thinking (speaker shows mathematical 
curves and diagrams that look like geographical landscapes with peaks and 
valleys). This is precisely why Moholy insisted we educate contempo-
rary man (sic) as an “integrator.” An integrator is someone who has this 
New Vision, this vision in motion, some one who can grasp and under-
stand contemporary complexity. Moholy believed that intuition is the 
only proper way of looking at problems. The “whole man,” who is capa-
ble of “thinking in relationships,” is a key concept in Vision in Motion. 
To paraphrase him: if one doesn’t adopt such organic way of looking 
at the world, if one looks at it in an aggregative way, the world will 
remain meaningless and useless for the biological and cultural nourish-
ment of man. There is only one page in his book where he uses italics 
and bold characters to emphasize a passage, something which should 
therefore be considered the key phrase of the book: “the key to our age—
seeing every thing in relationship” (p. 68).

One pedagogical way of experiencing complexity is working 
with photograms, an exercise practiced by students during the prelimi-
nary year. (fig. 47) Aesthetic qualities of a photogram are not especially 
important, and this is true for all basic design assignments. Basic design 
has been widely misunderstood because emphasis has been put on the 
formal qualities of the student’s work. Again, this is the result of look-
ing at photographs without inquiring about the underlying pedagogical 
assignment. Basic design is a preparation for the understanding of sys-
temic theory and complexity.

Here, as an example, is a first-year assignment (speaker shows a 
Mondrian-like picture composed of two horizontal lines and one vertical 
line crossing each other). Students are asked to arrange the three lines 
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so that the system is in equilibrium. Then we ask them to add a second 
vertical line. This will disturb the previous system, so that they have to 
find a new equi librium by rearranging the lines. With such an extremely 
simple exercise one can discuss central issues of complexity, objectivity, 
subjectivity, organicity, wholeness, gestalt, aesthetics, all matters having 
to do with a biocentric approach. We may go on with this exercise and 
add colors to the rectangles, that is, add complexity to the picture. This 
explains, I think, how very abstract Constructivist art can be biocentric. 
Many other exercises could be considered along the same line. With this 
in mind, one is bound to understand Moholy’s projects, art works, and 
propositions in a new, more integrated way, in “totality.”

The third concept characteristic of our Postmodern sensibility 
is the concept of ethics. Ethics was very central to Moholy’s philosophy, 
although the term rarely appears explicitly. But by practicing Moholy, 
one understands the following: It is difficult to teach ethics to young 
people, since ethics cannot be taught like history or mathematics. Ethics 
has to do with practice and therefore must be experienced; otherwise 
one doesn’t really understand what is at stake. The same is true for art, 
says Moholy: “Art cannot be taught,” it has to be experienced. According 
to John Dewey, who praised the Chicago Bauhaus, the main task of edu-
cators is to make such experiences possible by providing adequate con-
textual conditions, both material and intellectual. (fig. 42) What holds 
for art holds for ethics. However, it is more difficult to design pedagogi-
cal situations for experiencing ethics. The idea, therefore, is to consider 
ethical decisions somehow analogous to aesthetic decisions. Both are 
value judgments, both deal with complex situations, and both need a 
kind of intuition to reach a satisfactory decision followed by action. 
A moral decision is indeed difficult to make, because the complexity of the 
situation is due to the influence of many conflicting factors. Although the 
analogy between aesthetic complexity and ethical complexity is formal, 
not substantial, what Moholy says between the lines is that if you edu-
cate young people in aesthetics, you prepare their education in ethics. 
This was a fundamental aspect of his pedagogical philosophy.

But, as we all know, ethics and the responsibility of designers 
were also substantially present in Chicago long before the issue of ethics 
emerged in the Postmodern world. Here is how things were considered 
by Moholy. We are used to looking at objects completely abstracted from 
their environment, like in these glossy magazines (speaker shows photo-
graph of a product in a typical design magazine). Again, we must beware 

of pictures! Products stand here in a completely abstract world, like on 
a cloud, detached from the context of the contemporary world. But for 
responsible designers this is the wrong way of looking at objects. Design 
products aren’t art works or merely techno logical performances. Design 
criteria are not restricted to technology, for instance, or aesthetics. 
To understand a design product, it must be put in its social, political, and 
cultural context. This is precisely what Moholy meant when he wrote 
that in design and therefore in design education “not the product, but 
man was the end in view,” because, eventually, the product was meant 
to be used by humans, individually and collectively, not to be put under 
glass in a gallery. A product, said Moholy, has to be both useful and 
meaning ful. He didn’t say form has to follow function, he didn’t say a 
product has only to be functional and useful; it must be meaningful, too. 
Meaningfulness has to do with culture, with the spiritual dimension 
of human social life. Moholy maintained that, due to the tremendous 
changes in the contemporary world, a new morality, a new ethics, 
was necessary for designers and artists. They must be socially conscious 
and concerned with their moral obligations toward the entire society. 
Art can press for social/biological solutions to problems, writes Moholy, 
just as efficiently as political action. I could present numerous quotes 
where terms like “responsibility,” “essential duties,” and so on appear 
in Moholy’s writings. Only by a careful examination of his pedagogical 
philo sophy can we imagine how they were put into action in educational 
situations and thereby understand why the practice of art, and even the 
contemplation of art works, can have a political dimension.

Moholy the Visionary

I have tried to show that Moholy-Nagy the educator was even more 
visionary in his worldview than the avant-garde artist praised by most 
art historians. Key concepts of his philosophy have only appeared 
recently in our Postmodern world. My argument has drawn heavily on 
a close consideration of his own writings when put into pedagogical 
situations, that is, the actual practice of his key concepts.

Of course the seemingly provocative and iconoclastic title of 
my talk should be qualified. Moholy would certainly have disagreed 
with many aspects of Postmodern design and, more generally, with 
the relativistic and sceptical character of our Postmodern worldview. 
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Utopian ideas were too important to him. But I hope I have shown 
that—when subsumed under concepts like the New Vision, complexity, 
and the social responsibility of the designer—his utopia could still be 
relevant for us today.

The constantly shifting career of László Moholy-Nagy suggests that he 
was a flexible individual capable of assuming a variety of perspec tives, 
often simul taneously, as he experienced in art and in life what he 
described as “vision in motion.” (Frontispiece) His photographs, for 
example—with their violations of “normal” perspective, their playing 
with vertigo—reveal an individual who exulted in the disruptive frag-
men tation of modern life even as he attempted to achieve a totalizing 
vision. (fig. 48) Like many another mig rant or exile, whether literal or 
figurative, he was constantly negotiating space between himself and the 
cultures in which he operated. In a life that contained so many career 
changes and physical removals, there must have been moments when 
Moholy himself took comfort in the energy, enthusiasm, and verbal 
incandescence that so often won others over to his visions. If so, then 
one of those moments might have occurred in 1937 when he accepted an 
invitation from a group of people he didn’t know to revive the Bauhaus in 
Chicago, in effect to establish a new Bauhaus in the New World.

That decision shaped the rest of Moholy’s short life, which ended 
in 1946 when leukemia took him at age 51. For nine years he struggled to 
preserve in America a vision destroyed by the Nazis in Europe—a vision 
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of universal liberation through humane, “bio technic” use of technology. 
The story is nothing short of heroic. After a successful first year, finan-
cial backing collapsed late in the summer of 1938, and the New Bauhaus 
dissolved. With little choice but to plunge ahead because he had burned 
his bridges, Moholy used personal savings to open the School of Design 
with a faculty of friends and acquaintances serving without pay. (fig. 36) 
Uncertain enrolments, frequent moves to new premises, the eternal 
pressure of fundraising, and wartime cutbacks marked the history of 
the school, which eventu ally gained a measure of security after being 
reorganized as the Institute of Design in 1944 with an outside Board of 
Directors. (fig. 41) But that story is not quite what I will focus on this 
afternoon. Instead I am going to explore a juxtaposition of the dominant 
design cultures of Europe and America during the immediate postwar 
years. Much of Moholy’s difficulty in Chicago arose from the fact that 
his revival of the utopian Bauhaus concept of design conflicted with a 
brashly commercial American method of practicing industrial design 
that had proven successful for over a decade.

As Moholy considered the offer of a new career, he concept-
ualized America in typically European fashion, as a tabula rasa. From a 
European perspective, Americans also often seemed like savages, noble 
savages, perhaps, considering their willingness to fund a new Bauhaus, 
but savages all the same. Writing to his wife, Sibyl, during the initial 
negotiations, Moholy was puzzled that the “future trustees” had invited 
him to Chicago at all, “knowing what I stand for,” because “their homes, 
the style of their furniture, their architectural preferences, [even] the pic-
tures they hang on their walls” revealed “not the slightest influence of 
any modern taste.” He couldn’t decide whether to assume, optimistically, 
that “everyone is a potential student” (and thus a tabula rasa), or pessi-
mistically to “forgive them for they know not what they are doing” (thus 
suggesting a lack of civilization).1 Choosing a more positive wording in 
1938, after a year of experience in Chicago, Moholy discussed a need 
to “keep alive in grownups the child’s sincerity of emotion, his truth of 
observation, his fantasy and creativeness,” a need to maintain, in other 
words, that “characteristic pioneer spirit which we find unimpaired in 
our American students.”2 Trying to remain open to the lessons of the 
New World, he told reporters that he disliked “foreigners who come to 
this country to criticize.” By contrast, he had come “not alone as a teach-
er, but as a pupil.” It was as an attentive student that he hoped “to learn 
as much from my pupils as they from me.”3

Even so, it is not clear that Moholy was ready or willing to learn 
the obvious design lessons of the New World. No matter how tradi tional 
the period furnishings of his wealthy patrons, no matter how compel-
ling the myth of the frontier, the United States was hardly a tabula rasa 
when it came to designing in response to the exhilarating, disorient-
ing forces of modernity. Europeans from Le Corbusier to Moholy had 
celebrated the efficiency of American engineering and the productive 
genius of Henry Ford. But European observers tended to disparage 
as too commercial the dominant American mode of modern design, 
which was organized around stimulating consumption rather than en-
gineering production. Rooted in the jazz age of the 1920s, and accepted 
as an indispensable business tool by the late 1930s, industrial design 
had evolved, in the United States, independently of the Bauhaus and of 
such Bauhaus champions as the Museum of Modern Art. The success of 
American industrial design, revealed in both the extravagant praise of 
business magazines like Fortune, and in a headlong rush to embrace it 
on the part of manufacturers of all sorts of products, suggests, in fact, 
that the United States was a decade or two ahead of Europe in devel-
oping a consumer economy, and thus could not afford the luxury of a 
utopian approach.

Dramatic proof of the economic benefit of designing for mass 
consumption had come in 1927, as Henry Ford learned the “most 
expensive art lesson in history” when he abandoned production of the 
Model T and spent eighteen million dollars retooling for the Model A. As 
the Depression took hold, manufacturers turned to product redesign as 
a tool for stimulating consumption. By the mid nineteen thirties, indus-
trial design often appeared as a panacea for restoring the nation’s eco-
nomic health. The new industrial designers, most of whom came from ca-
reers in advertising, illustration, or stage design, created a national style. 
Within a few years, streamlining spread from cars to trains to non-mov-
ing artefacts at every scale, from pencil sharpeners and vacuum cleaners 
to storefronts and gas stations. The most telling defense of industrial 
design as practiced in the 1930s came from a publicist who maintained 
that “streamlining a product and its methods of merchandising is bound 
to propel it quicker and more profitably through the channels of sales 
resistance.”5 As a nearly universal commercial style, streamlining also 
expres sed a widespread assumption that social processes had to be made 
smoother and less complex, frictionless, if at all possible. Above all, 
stream lining and the commercial design process that fostered it revealed 
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a Depression-era obsession with control, not so different, really, from 
the impetus behind much of Moholy’s work. It wouldn’t be far-fetched 
to suggest that designer Raymond Loewy’s famous promotional slogan, 
“everything from a lipstick to a loco motive,” was a breezy, less intellec-
tual version of Moholy’s invocation of the idea of “totality.”

In any event, by the time Moholy arrived in Chicago to recreate 
the ferment of the Bauhaus foundation course, American commercial 
designers were already busy defining a new profession. Although the 
organization of a professional society was still several years away, both 
the Carnegie Institute of Technology in Pittsburgh and Pratt Institute 
in Brooklyn had begun degree programs in industrial design. Even de-
signers who had emerged from adver tising or stage design recog nized 
that a rapidly expanding profession with clients at all scales of industry 
could no long rely on young, unemployed architecture gradu ates to fill 
its drafting rooms. In 1940 the profession gained its first textbook when 
Harold Van Doren published what he called a “prac tical guide.” (fig. 44) 
Covering everything from model making to cost accoun ting, he also 
discussed the current state of design education, including attempts to 
“transplant … Bauhaus methods to this country.” Although Van Doren 
admired Bauhaus dedication to “a philosophy of life as well as a method 
of design,” he warned that these attempts lacked “the realistic qualities 
that we Americans, rightly or wrongly, demand.” Characterizing the 
writings of many Bauhäusler as “vague to the point of complete unintel-
ligibility,” he concluded that it would prove “difficult … to acclimatize 
the esoteric ideas of the Bau haus in the factual atmosphere of American 
industry.”6 Van Doren’s comments echoed those of an art journalist who 
came away from a visit to the New Bauhaus warning of a “danger … that 
the progressive and wholly praise worthy point of view which motivates 
the enterprise may lose itself in theory and become a hot-house product 
too far removed from the ebb and flow of Ame rican life to influence it.”7

In fact, Moholy’s own rhetoric often did outrun the comprehen-
sion of ordinary businessmen seeking practical methods for stimulat-
ing sales and increasing profits. In 1945, for example, the head of Sears, 
Roebuck comp lained that none of seventy apparently “open-minded” 
Sears executives who attended lectures by Moholy “got anything out 
of it” because they couldn’t understand what he was talking about.8 
Nor did Moholy help matters by allowing journalists to publicize his 
Chicago school by spinning incredible tales similar to those that had 
plagued industrial design from its beginning. While cautious promoters 

like Van Doren were dismissing “eager prophets and over-fanciful press-
agentry” as destructive of a “serious profes sion,” Moholy gave Saturday 
Evening Post the impression that he was “a modernist … so far ahead 
that he is almost out of sight.” Rather than empha sizing practical im-
plications of work at the Institute of Design in the 1940s, journalists 
marvelled over light projection machines, machines “of emotional dis-
charge,” experimental wooden bedsprings, walls composed of jets of 
compres sed air, and an automobile, supposedly already realized, “that 
runs by sunlight.”9 Although Moholy could not dictate press coverage 
of his work, he seemed not to under stand the danger of such fantastic 
visions to his school’s reputation.

Equally significant was Moholy’s apparent ambivalence about the 
profit motive as a stimulus to design. In Vision in Motion, for example, 
a masterful summary of his philosophy written shortly before his death 
and posthumously published, he disparaged the “bid for a quick sale” as 
far too typical of contemporary design. (fig. 18) The only valid goal of 
design was “to produce for human needs, not for profit.” Even so, Moholy 
professed admira tion for the “successful industrial designers” of his 
adopted country, who were moving away from “imagi nation and fantasy” 
toward an awareness of “the demands of industrial production, its tech-
nology, sales and distribution techniques,” with his wording definitely 
suggesting a practical concern for the dictates of business, including 
profits.10 A few years earlier, looking back at the original Bauhaus, he had 
expressed pride that his “young apprentices” of the metal workshop 
had successfully produced ”models for industrial produc tion … which 
industry bought and for which royal ties were paid.”11 Profit was the sign 
of a job well done. But for the most part, especially after exposure to 
the commercial culture of the United States, Moholy attacked a narrow 
materi alism that ignored humanity’s real biological needs.

He stated this view most convincingly in Vision in Motion, in a 
passage that contrasted America’s economy of abundance with Europe’s 
economy of scarcity. Since the United States was “rich in resources, raw 
materials and human ingenuity,” its people could “afford to be wasteful,” 
he wrote. The result in terms of design was artificial obso les cence, the 
use of superficial styling changes to promote unnecessary consumption. 
Obsessed with stylistic novelty and technological gadgetry, Americans 
discarded perfectly functional possessions and replaced them with 
an ever-proliferating array of new products. In Europe, on the other 
hand, scarcity of resources had stimulated a reliance on true efficiency. 
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While Moholy couldn’t help admiring the bounteous wastefulness of 
Americans, he concluded that “artificial obsolescence leads—in the 
long run—to cultural and moral disintegration because it destroys the 
feeling for quality.”12 Returning to economics, he argued that competi-
tion for international markets would soon force Americans to abandon 
artificial obsolescence in favour of a more timeless functionalism. It was 
on exactly this point that Moholy’s analysis clashed with that of an up-
and-coming young American designer named J. Gordon Lippincott, 
a graduate of Pratt Institute’s new industrial design program. Lippincott’s 
provocatively titled book, Design for Business, was published in Chicago 
in 1947, almost simultaneously with Moholy’s Vision in Motion and by 
the same publisher. (fig. 45) Among other things, Lippincott offered a 
comparison of Europe and America that was identical to Moholy’s in 
every respect, except in its prediction that Europeans would have to 
adopt the American system of artificial obsolescence if they hoped to 
survive in global competition. Above all, Lippincott wrote in his book’s 
most quoted line: “There is only one reason for hiring an industrial de-
signer and that is to increase the sales of a product.”13

Such a straightforward cash value design philosophy would 
seem to indicate little or no common ground between the Bauhaus émi-
gré Moholy and the native-born Lippincott. A detailed comparison of 
their two design statements, Vision in Motion and Design for Business, 
would reveal much about the conflicted motives of postwar American 
designers, torn between their primary economic role as promoters of 
consumption and their secondary cultural role as shapers of the mate-
rial world of an expanding middle class. While there isn’t time for a 
detailed comparison this afternoon, I would like to discuss Lippincott’s 
book for a few minutes, paying particular attention to some rather 
unexpected parallels to Moholy’s ideas as expressed in Vision in Motion. 
(Not that Moholy and Lippincott were by any means theore tical, 
rhetorical, or pedagogical equals; they weren’t.)

Design curators and historians, including me, have tended to rep-
resent Lippincott as promoter of a narrow creed of artificial obsolescence. 
Aimed at potential clients, Design for Business is filled with snappy state-
ments that would have been distasteful to purists like Moholy. “Gadgets 
date a car stylewise,” Lippincott declares, and thus offer “a means of mov-
ing automotive merchandise.” 14 A successful designer is “a person who 
has his finger on the pulse of consumer acceptance.”15 A successfully de-
signed product may not always be one that its designer “thinks is good 

looking nor again something he would like in his own home.”16 And, to 
cite a final example, “since nearly 90 percent of all consumer products 
are bought by women, our problem of style forecasting is largely one of 
anticipating femi nine tastes.”17

Despite such statements, Lippincott often moved toward posi-
tions that echoed Moholy. In fact, it is possible to see Design for Business 
as a Trojan horse, pandering to businessmen with lots of cash value talk 
at the outset, but then smuggling in a host of contradictory ideas. On the 
issue of streamlining, for example, so often dismissed by purist critics 
as an applied style with no relevance for products that didn’t have to 
move swiftly through the air, Lippincott himself dis missed the once pop-
ular style as outmoded. But he also discussed a major ongoing shift in 
manufacturing and construction from “tectonic design,” the traditional 
assemblage of artefacts from various discrete parts bolted together, 
to “plastic design,” the moulding or welding of integral, one-piece mono-
coque structures supported by their own curving skins. Urging indus-
trial designers to “present” such innovative artefacts “in good taste” in 
order to win popular acceptance for them, Lippincott moved decisively 
beyond the narrow advocacy of profits.18 This discussion of tectonic and 
plastic design directly mirrored Moholy’s own defence of non-vehicular 
streamlining as the sign of a former “age of assemblage” yielding to tech-
nologies of “welding, molding, shaping and stamping.” Even the stream-
lining of an automobile rendered it “a kind of ‘steel egg,’ structurally 
sound.”19 Here I am reminded of Oliver Botar’s talk this morning about 
the biotechnic side of things and the evolution from an engineering 
perspective of assembling parts, and an Eiffel Tower type of design, 
to something that appears more organic, more holistic.

Even more astonishing was Lippincott’s insistence that “the purely 
creative artist working in abstract design is, in reality, the prime mover 
of nearly all the expressions of the industrial designer.” Accompanying 
his discussion of abstract art with photographs pairing Picasso with an 
amoeboid coffee table, Mondrian with the severe lines of an executive 
desk, and BrancuŞi with a streamlined toaster, Lippincott insisted that 
the industrial designer “primarily … is an artist.” Even more, he declared, 
“the distinction between the fine and the applied arts is so small that … 
no distinction whatever should be made.”20 While Lippincott nowhere 
approached the complexity of Moholy’s aesthetics, the American de-
signer’s insistence that the federal government should provide funds for 
education and research in the arts would have pleased Moholy, who was 
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looking nor again something he would like in his own home.”16 And, to 
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continually enmeshed in the uncertainty of fund-raising among the 
same businessmen likely to be impressed by Lippin cott’s book, those 
who would have found Moholy’s Vision in Motion to be impenetrable.

Most astounding of all were sections of Design for Business where 
Lippincott completely rejected the wastefulness of artificial obsolescence, 
which he had celebrated so enthusiastically in the opening chapters. 
“Every manufacturer who contemplates bringing out a new product,” 
Lippincott insisted, “should ask himself critically whether he is really 
contributing to the betterment of American living—whether it is really 
a necessity.” Even further, “is this object really necessary; does it really 
make living easier, more gracious and plea sant, or is it adding to the com-
plexity of daily existence?” Ironically contradicting his earlier rhetoric of 
artificial obsolescence, Lippincott main tained that “products … based on 
genuine human needs survive longer than products based on fancy, fad, 
or appeal to luxury” and ought to be encouraged. Because the industrial 
designer “is playing a key role in shaping tomorrow’s world,” Lippincott 
wrote, he must “eternally [ask] why we do things the way we do.” 
“Far more” than a mere “applied art,” industrial design offered a “con-
cept of living,” a conclusion not so far removed from Moholy’s concept of 
“design for life.” Lippincott ultimately pulled back, however, perhaps fear-
ful of alienating potential business clients, and concluded that Americans 
might also enjoy “a few gadgets thrown in.” Indeed, they had to have 
them in order to attain full “productive capacity” and thus “achieve full 
employment and national prosperity.”21 

The central point of my talk this afternoon is not that Design 
for Business in any way approaches the intellectual complexity or aes-
thetic significance of Vision in Motion. But I do want to suggest that the 
dichotomy of Bauhaus purism and American commercialism was never 
as clear-cut as is sometimes portrayed. Although Moholy’s approach to 
design had an imprac tical visionary side, his ideas were indeed mak-
ing their way in the world, if only by osmosis, as part of the general 
“atmospheric conditions” of the age, of which he viewed the artist as a 
“seismograph.”22 Had death not prematurely removed him from the 
scene, American commercial design might have developed somewhat 
differently. In November 1946, only a few days before his death, Moholy 
kept a commitment to attend a “Conference on Industrial Design as 
a New Profession” at the Museum of Modern Art in New York City. 
Actively participating, in spite of the fact that he was deathly ill, respond-
ing vigorously to sharp criticism and to what he described as “some nasty 

personal attacks,” Moholy argued against artificial obsolescence, against 
specialization, against narrow profes sional ism.23 As Edgar Kaufmann, Jr. 
recalled the debate in an obituary for Arts and Architecture, Moholy 
repeatedly “brought before the gathering the essential social, creative 
respon sibility of designers, urging more cogently than anyone else the 
obligations that make every designer, if he fulfills them, a professional 
man.” Regarding design education, to which he had devoted much of 
his life, Moholy “urged the teaching of fundamental attitudes as the only 
reliable learning in a world where technological change is so rapid that 
skills may easily become obsolete.” As Kaufmann reported, “even those 
who saw design education largely as training for earning a living, were at 
times won over.”24 Even so, with Moholy’s passing from the design scene, 
it was a lesson that went largely unheeded for the next two decades, as 
American designers dedicated themselves to fulfilling the least altruis tic 
aspects of Lippincott’s Design for Business agenda. 

Thank you.
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As we rapidly approach the dawning of the next millennium, we arrive 
at a moment of taking stock. Our legacy from the present millennium 
includes a long history of utopian thought that carries us from the 
mythic visions of ancient cultures to the humanistic hopes of recent 
times. Among those who have participated in this grand tradi tion of 
envisioning an ideal world is László Moholy-Nagy. He did so originally 
as a member of the artistic-social avant-garde of the 1920s, at a time 
when artists in Paris, Milan, Berlin, Vienna, and Moscow strove to 
turn the innovative art forms of their day into signi fiers of a new spirit. 
The ambition of these artists was to pursue a social purpose for art, 
one that secured for the artist a significant role in the organization and 
building of social life. We can still look back with excitement at the dra-
matic struggles of the 1920s, when it seemed that the avant-garde might 
actually endow art with a power to trans form culture. 

This was certainly the hope of Moholy-Nagy, a member of the 
first generation of artists that was in a position to test the relation of a 
radical art language to a terrain of revolutionary social practice. As an 
artist, Moholy rejected the received traditions of representational paint-
ing for a new visual language of abstraction. He also broadened his 
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praxis from the purely discur sive sphere of art to include various prag-
matic forms of design. He was a painter, sculptor, and photog rapher, 
as well as an advertising artist, exhibition designer, product designer, 
filmmaker, and creator of theatre sets. As an educator, he directed the 
metal workshop at the Bauhaus, supervised part of the school’s founda-
tion course, and then headed his own design schools in Chicago. 

What gave direction to all these activities and affirmed the rela-
tion between them was a set of convictions about the means and ends 
of the modern artist. The political and artistic events of Moholy’s early 
years formed the context for three beliefs that animated his subsequent 
praxis: 1) artists belonged in the vanguard of social change and should 
strive to make the characteristics of a utopian society visible through 
material practices; 2) art was not an isolated discursive activity on its 
own aesthetic terrain; 3) forms and images could be grounded in a 
shared universal perception.

From the beginning of his artistic career in Hungary to its end 
in Chicago, Moholy-Nagy sought to put these beliefs into action, albeit 
in vastly different social and political circumstances. He moved from the 
brief Communist regime of Béla Kun in Hungary to the social democ-
racy of the Weimar Republic, and when the Nazis came to power in 
Germany, he had to leave, passing through Holland and England before 
settling in Chicago and ending his career as head of a design school sup-
ported by American Capita lists.

There is much in Moholy-Nagy’s career that can serve as an exam-
ple for artists and indeed everyone: his intense curiosity, his flexibility in 
shifting between artistic media, his collapse of the boundaries between 
art and design, and most of all, his belief that human beings possess deep 
wells of creative energy, which they can use to transform themselves and 
their culture. As Moholy-Nagy moved from one situation to another, 
always exploring new media and forms of expression, he continued to 
confront the question of how he, as an artist and educator, might help 
to bring about a more egalitarian and humane society. (Frontispiece) 
He left us no explicit vision of society as did that earlier comprehensive 
artist, William Morris, whose work of utopian fiction, News from Nowhere, 
explicitly represented the bucolic, craft-based culture in which he 
believed. Instead, Moholy’s utopianism can be located more readily in 
the way he lived his life and in the values that animated his actions. 

However, the struggle for utopia proved to be a difficult and 
complex process for Moholy, as it did for others of the avant-garde, and 

he shifted his ideals and strategies many times during his life as the pos-
sibilities for action changed. He continually asserted his values in con-
crete situations where they came into relation with the equally strong 
values of others. This resulted in a tension between the meanings he 
intended his art and writings to have and the meanings they were given 
by those who sought to contextualize them. The result in each instance 
was some form of negotiation, where the vigour of Moholy-Nagy’s own 
intentions was inevitably tempered by the responses of others. It is to 
this process of negotiation that we have to look for the results that might 
still invigorate us today. 

When considering issues of contextualization, we need to real-
ize that meaning is a continually shifting phenomenon. As we all rec-
ognize, we continually give new meanings to works of art and to ideas, 
as we submit them to new scholarly investigations and bring them into 
relation with changing issues and interests. Thus, even if one can dem-
onstrate that Moholy’s own ambitious projects were often marginalized 
by his contemporaries, this does not mean that they cannot be rediscov-
ered by new generations who will find new value in them. 

My aim here is to briefly review certain incidents in Moholy-
Nagy’s life and to convey my sense of what in his career can guide us as 
we move forward in the twenty-first century. In late 1919 Moholy left 
Hungary, a few months after the short-lived Tanácsköztársaság [Soviet 
Republic] headed by Béla Kun collapsed. Moholy did not play an active 
role in the Kun regime, nor did he distinguish himself as an artist before 
his arrival in Germany, where he remained throughout the 1920s and 
into the early 1930s. In Berlin he became a non-objective artist, and first 
contributed to the German discourse about a new modern art when he 
and three other artists signed the manifesto “Aufruf zur elementaren 
Kunst” “A Call to Elementarist Art]” Published in Theo van Doesburg’s 
journal, De Stijl, it invoked an art that expressed an inner, universal spir-
itual feeling. The manifesto emphasized the term, “Elementarist art,” 
which the authors defined as an art that is “built up of its own elements 
alone.”1 The manifesto’s egalitarian vision of a universal creative spirit in 
which all can share remained part of Moholy-Nagy’s credo throughout 
his life. It came into play in his teaching at the Bauhaus between 1923 
and 1928 and was a cornerstone of his educational philosophy when he 
headed the New Bauhaus, School of Design, and Institute of Design in 
Chicago between 1937 and 1946. (figs. 36, 41)

While in Berlin, Moholy-Nagy was not aligned with a single 
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group of artists and, in fact, operated within several different alliances. 
During the early 1920s, the Hungarians in exile formed a particularly 
intense group. Initially, Moholy-Nagy affiliated himself with the art-
ists around Lajos Kassák, who resided in Vienna. (fig. 21) For a brief 
time, he was the Berlin corres pondent for Kassák’s journal, MA, and 
he was a signatory to a manifesto, most likely drafted by Kassák, that 
took issue with a proposal for a Constructivist International that Theo 
van Doesburg published in De Stijl. The Hungarians’ criticisms of van 
Doesburg’s proposal, which centered on the role of Construc tivist art-
ists in building a future society, seem highly nuanced and arcane to 
us today. Yet, in 1922 the debate about it took place on a battlefield of 
intense feelings, where the role of the artist in the society of the future 
was at stake. Neither the Hungarians nor those siding with van Doesburg 
espoused an alliance with the Soviet revolution, nor did they envision the 
artist as subservient to the tenets of any political order. The Hungarians 
called for a “permanent revolution” of creative expression that would 
allow artists their individuality, while still preserving the sense of a col-
lective endeavour. This argument, in which Moholy-Nagy played only a 
minor part, was characteristic of the way many artists of the early 1920s 
considered the relation of art to politics. After the initial volley be-
tween the Hungarians and the International Faction of Constructivists, 
the alliance of those who signed the Kassák manifesto fell apart, and 
within a year Moholy-Nagy had joined yet another configuration of 
Hungarian colleagues, who published a manifesto in the exile journal, 
Egység. There they were more explicit in promulgating a Constructi vist 
art that emanated from a Communist ideology, although one that was 
not identified with party politics. 

Throughout his career, Moholy-Nagy used left wing political 
termino logy to characterize the society of the future, although he joined 
neither the Communist Party nor the Socialist Party in Germany, 
England, or the United States. His advocacy of a collective avoidance 
of party politics might have been inspired by Lajos Kassák, an early 
influence, who, in 1919, spoke out against the restrictive measures of the 
Kun regime in Hungary.

During 1922 and 1923, the most intensive years of the 
Constructivist debates in Germany, Moholy-Nagy’s non-objective paint-
ings and sculptures were the result of his personal attempt, rather than 
that of a group, to express the values of contemporary life in art. (figs. 46, 
15) Therefore, he used the term “Constructivism” in an individual way, 

rather than as a description of a developed collective program. Because 
his work was not anchored in a con text that was framed by shared social 
aspirations, as was the case of the Russian Constructivists, it was open 
to multiple interpretations, not only by fellow artists, critics, and the 
general public, but by Moholy-Nagy himself. 

The issue of context was always central to Moholy-Nagy’s utopian 
projects, and his experience demonstrates the fragile relation between 
artistic discourse and a climate of reception for it. In numerous instanc-
es others reframed his utopian pronouncements so that their meaning 
became a support for someone else’s agenda. This is particularly true of 
his relation to the “new typography” and “new photography” in Germany 
during the 1920s. (figs. 8, 48) In the summer of 1923, shortly after he 
joined the Bauhaus faculty, Moholy-Nagy published a short manifesto 
entitled “The New Typography” in the catalogue for the first public 
Bauhaus exhibition, which was held in Weimar. Although the manifesto’s 
title suggests that it was about typography, the first line, “Typography is 
an instrument of communication,” placed Moholy-Nagy’s emphasis on 
the relations between people rather than on designed form.2 In the past, 
he said, society had evolved towards a “collective-amorphous” relation, 
just as humans were now moving towards a “collective-exact” one. The 
new “collective-exact” relation was characterized by photography, whose 
objectivity, he wrote, “liberates the receptive individual from the crutch-
es of the author’s personal description….”3 He ignored the typographer’s 
traditional concern with matters of letter forms and layout, predicting 
instead that in the future it would be as easy to make a film as to pro-
duce a book. What we can recognize in this brief manifesto is Moholy-
Nagy’s connection between vision and communication, how we see 
and how we relate to one another. This manifesto was closely related to 
“Production-Reproduction” which embodied the argument for a pho-
tographic practice that would break cleanly with the past by producing 
new sensory experiences rather than representing the world as it had 
already been processed by the senses. (fig. 47)

Moholy-Nagy’s emphasis on the liberation of the senses and 
the role that visual forms such as photographs could play in mediat-
ing relations between people was not addressed by the typography,  
Jan Tschichold, when he included Moholy’s essay on “elementary typog-
raphy” in a special issue of the German printing magazine, Typographische 
Mitteilungen, in 1925. What differentiated Tschichold’s approach from 
Moholy-Nagy’s was the former’s focus on the appearance of the 
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typographic page, rather than the issue of expanded human percep-
tion that Moholy-Nagy believed typographic reform would bring about. 
Moholy’s essay, entitled “Typo-Foto,” addressed the ques tion of how 
new media could represent an expanded consciousness that would ulti-
mately take the form of a collective and cooperative society. It thus en-
dowed Tschichold’s more pragmatic propositions with a visionary aura. 

A similar relation between Moholy’s idealistic vision and its 
materi alistic reception occurred with his discourse on photography 
during the 1920s. In his 1925 book, Malerei, Photografie, Film [Painting, 
Photography, Film], Moholy presented his argument for a new pho-
tography.4 (fig. 20) What made a photograph good, he claimed, was its 
capacity to kindle a new sensory experience in the viewer. He spoke of 
a “new feeling for the quality of chi aroscuro” and he found value in “the 
precise magic of the finest texture: in the framework of steel buildings 
just as much as in the foam of the sea—and all fixed in the hundredth 
or thousandth fraction of a second.”5 But these results could only be 
achieved when photography fulfilled its own special task. “The unity of 
life cannot emerge,” he wrote, “when the boundaries of the works cre-
ated are artificially blurred into one another. Rather will unity have to be 
produced by conceiving and carrying out every creation from within its 
fully active and therefore life-forming propensity and fitness.”6

We can see in Moholy-Nagy’s insistence on exploiting photog-
raphy’s unique properties the outline of a social vision. This vision, he 
argued, was to be objective and could best be produced by the camera. 
In that revised and expanded edition of his book, published in 1927 
as Malerei, Fotografie, Film, he described the consequences of this 
objectivity: “Everyone will be compelled to see objectively the optically 
true, when it is explicable in its own terms, before he can generally 
arrive at a subjective position.”7 This optical truth, which corresponds, 
he said, to the “collective-exact” social relations he called for in “The 
New Typography,” would thus draw people together in a community 
based on a shared relation to the world. Therefore, Moholy had much at 
stake in advancing photography as a new creative medium. He saw the 
camera as an extension of human vision, a physiologically enhancing 
prosthesis to present the world in ways that people had not seen before. 
It would expose what he called “the inexhaustible wonder of life.”

As the discourse on the new photography developed in Germany 
during the late 1920s, the emphasis came to be placed on how photog-
raphers could create innovative images, rather than on what it meant to 

see the world in a new way. This shift is not surprising, given the context 
in which the discourse developed. The new photography was processed 
into the larger discourse on modernization as a means of production. 
Photographers were admired for their ability to produce novel images, 
just as a manufacturer might invent a new product. 

The creation of new images was also consistent with the cul-
tural discourse on modernity, which argued that the forms of the past 
were no longer expressive of contemporary sensibilities and had to be 
replaced by new ones. Hence the artist and curator Walter Dexel saw 
Albert Renger-Patzsch and Moholy-Nagy, despite their profound differ-
ences, as both representing a cultural modernity that negated outmoded 
art forms of the past. The incorporation of the new photography into a 
discourse on modernity was also the basis for the summative photo-
graphic display known as FiFo” (Film und Foto), which was directed by 
Gustav Stotz, and for which Moholy-Nagy curated a major intro duc tory 
gallery. According to Stotz, “things are important to us today which were 
hardly noticed before, i.e., shoe trees, a gutter, spools of thread, material, 
machines, and so forth. They interest us in their material substance, in 
their simple thingness ….”8 Stotz’s emphasis on materiality was the very 
antithesis of what Moholy-Nagy was concerned with as a photographer, 
even though he played a leading role in the conceptualization of FiFo. 
His assimilation into the German discourse on modernity thus had the 
effect of suppressing his concern with photog raphy’s utopian potential. 
I don’t mean to sound harsh in my account of these negotiations, but 
I do want to emphasize the danger that all avant-garde artists faced in 
the 1920s of having their work framed by discourses that gave it entirely 
different meanings. 

When Moholy-Nagy came to Chicago in 1937, after having 
worked briefly in the Netherlands and England, he had to confront the 
fact that the New Bauhaus, which he was invited to head, was supported 
by a cadre of Chicago industrialists. Because he believed that educa-
tion should first and foremost be a transformative experience for the 
student, Moholy-Nagy resisted vocational training as his school’s pri-
mary concern. At a time when design education consisted of narrowly 
conceived vocational preparation, he brought in several professors from 
the University of Chicago, including Charles Morris, the noted phi-
losopher and semiotician, to create an intellectual frame work for the 
students that was grounded in a knowledge of science, techno logy, and 
philosophy. (fig. 42)
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Moholy’s curricular initiative was extremely important and has 
still not been fully digested by contemporary design educators. It was, 
however, not balanced by a strong grounding in design methods for 
industry. Moholy’s feelings about industry were, in fact, ambivalent. 
In his last book, Vision in Motion, which we can consider to be the sum-
mation of his life’s work, he referred to “the ruthless competitive system 
of capitalism”9 and warned of “the hazards of a planlessly expanding 
industry which, by the blind dynamics of competition and profit, auto-
matically leads to conflicts on a world scale.”10 (fig. 18) As an antidote, 
he speculated on the possibilities of a “planned cooperative economy.”11

While in Chicago, Moholy frequently spoke of a dichotomy 
between business profits and social needs. Discussing late 19th century 
design in Vision in Motion, he noted “the rise of socialist doctrines and 
antiauthoritarian repub lican tendencies supported a movement towards 
true, functional design.”12 The subtext of socialist idealism that runs 
through Vision in Motion echoes similar statements in some of his 
earlier writings and recalls his left-wing polemi cizing during the early 
1920s with Hungarian émigré colleagues.

Moholy’s political values did influence the philosophy and cur-
riculum of his schools in Chicago, though not explicitly. While he and 
his faculty encouraged students to create products to satisfy social needs, 
they did not teach the students how to relate the development of new 
products to the existing system of production. Design for Moholy-Nagy 
was meant to lead industry, not follow it. This was a difficult proposi-
tion to maintain, because he depended on industrialists for support and, 
in fact, his position did contri bute to frustrating relations between him 
and many of his corporate supporters. 

He was also reluctant to adopt the professionalism of the 
American consultant designers. At a conference convened by the 
Museum of Modern Art in 1946 to discuss industrial design as a new pro-
fession, Moholy listened attentively to the clear accounts that Raymond 
Loewy and Walter Dorwin Teague gave of their working methods, but he 
viewed their work as “appea rance design,” which he claimed was divorced 
from the real value of a product. In his final remarks to the conference, 
he proffered a critique of the conference agenda: “That is why I say that 
designing is not a profession, but that it is an attitude which everyone 
should have; namely the attitude of the planner—whether it is a mat-
ter of family relationships or labor relationships or the producing of an 
object of utilitarian character or of free art work, or whatever it may be.”13 

Perhaps we can see in Moholy’s role at the MOMA conference a micro-
cosmic picture of his larger social role as an artist and educator. From 
his first manifestos in Berlin twenty-five years earlier, he had forcefully 
and articulately voiced his belief that the role of the artist was to expand 
human consciousness. Moreover, he continued to emphasize in his writ-
ings and his actions the belief that artistic ability was not the province of 
the few, but that it was inherent in everyone. While his colleagues often 
ignored his opinions as oppositional or impractical, the way he lived his 
life by remaining open to new experiences, continually expanding his 
own horizons, and inspiring others to develop the best in themselves, 
made an enormous impact.

In assessing what we can carry forward into the future from 
Moholy’s life and career, perhaps we should consider his optimistic and 
humanistic spirit, rather than his ideological constructs, as that which can 
best nourish us. Moholy’s strong faith was in the individual’s capacity for 
transformation, rather than in the merits of a specific political system. 
Of course political systems are comprised of individuals, and if we had a 
world filled with the kind of people Moholy believed in, we would surely 
have the kind of political system for which he also yearned. 
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[Introduction by Stephen Mansbach missing from tape]

[Question from an unidentified speaker, addressed to Eleanor Hight]: 
In your presentation of the various media and materials, as well as 
the metaphors [Moholy-Nagy] used for motion, one of the things that 
seemed to register most effectively is the metaphoric use of trans  parency, 
that somehow motion through things tends to reinforce the sense of 
visual transparency. Can you say something about the rela tion ship 
between transparency, both literal and metaphoric, and how it might 
work with your notion of vision, as well as motion?

Eleanor Hight: That’s a very interesting [question] and a very impor-
tant concept here. Transparency is something that he probably got from 
Lissitzky, Lissitzky’s use of transparency around 1920, 1921, and 1922. 
He knew Lissitzky quite well. The writer Ilya Ehrenburg talked about how 
he would see Lis sitzky and Moholy arguing about art in the Romanisches 
Café in Berlin. And he corresponded with Malevich; he [edited] one of 
Malevich’s books [for publication as one of the Bauhausbücher]. He cor-
responded with Rodchenko, and there were other Russian artists going 
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back and forth through Berlin. Lissitzky used transparent planes in his 
paintings, the Prouns. There were two things: I think it became a way 
to show passing through one plane to something beyond, which moves 
you back in space, and also in his photo grams, they tended to be beams 
of light. He used transparency to create rays of light or to create his 
light forms moving through space. So it is an impor tant element of these 
compositions, both in Moholy’s paintings using trans parency and in his 
photograms, too.

[Same Questioner]: Might there be a metaphoric dimension to that as 
well? You mentioned quite effectively the role of X-rays as new modes 
through which you penetrate the surface into, let’s say, the heart of the 
matter. Can the metaphor be sustained in the work we saw today?

Eleanor Hight: That’s an interesting subject, and actually the spiritual 
world will be handled by the next talk, when Oliver Botar gets up to 
speak, but it is an interesting idea that while Moholy is so fascinated 
with technology and machinery, he uses it to take us into some higher 
place, which is actually separated from the material world.

[Same Questioner]: In the films we saw this morning, one of them, obvi-
ously, the one related to the light machine [Ein Lichtspiel schwarz weiss 
grau], is almost completely abstract, and the other two have abstract 
elements because he is emphasizing things like the falling of shadows 
across streets and things like that. But in the first film [Berliner Stilleben, 
1932], there’s a sort of anthropological social consciousness as well, 
which I don’t see as being con gruous with a Bauhaus background. But 
in the third film [Gross-Stadt Zigeu ner, 1932], it’s not anthropological, 
but it has a sort of romantic, pic turesque quality. I see that film as 
almost exploiting the sort of exoticism of these Gypsy bands, and I find 
that very incongruous with the Bauhaus philo sophy. Am I just reading 
something into this film?

Eleanor Hight: Let me talk about two things here, and even though 
[the program] says I am talking about films, I am not an expert on his 
films at all, except for the abstract film [Ein Lichtspiel schwarz weiss 
grau]. The [Berlin] film, and I’m not positive on this, but I believe it’s 
thought by some people such as Jan-Christopher Horak that it couldn’t 
have been made in 1926 and it was actually made later, possibly 1930 

[probably 1931]. It is essentially a series of still photographs. He directs 
the camera in one direction, stays there, then cuts to another one, and in 
those kinds of still photographs he creates with the [movie] camera, you 
see stylistic characteristics that are found in his camera photographs, 
which I didn’t talk about today, that is, the odd angles of view—the 
bird’s-eye view looking from above to below where the horizon is cut 
out—a way of turning the environment into a series of abstract, and in 
this case moving, patterns. 

Now for the last movie, the Gypsies, I don’t know too much about 
that either, except that I think there must have been a kind of personal 
identifica tion with the subject. He came from [what was then] Hungary, 
and some Gypsies [Roma or Sinti] also came [from] Hungary … so it was 
part of his culture that he was familiar with, and then I also wonder if may-
be he identified [with them]. So, on the one hand he would see the Gypsies 
and [they] would remind him of his old culture, and on the other hand, 
maybe he identified at least a little bit with their homelessness. When we 
think of Moholy moving from Szeged to Budapest to Vienna to Berlin 
to Weimar to Dessau, Amster dam, London, finally to Chicago, he was 
essentially a man without a country, and you could really understand why 
he wanted to create a kind of inter national language of art and vision. 
I thought of that, too, when I saw the film, all these scenes with fighting. 
You know it doesn’t really say good things about the Gypsies, but I think 
it’s probably a kind of affinity with them [that] I never really noticed 
before. Ellen Frank, who was his companion in the late twenties, and 
he took a number of photographs of her, was the [woman] who held 
out her [hand] to have her [palm] read. That’s something I had never 
[noticed]. I don’t know if that answers your question, I’m not a specialist 
on the films, really.

[Question from an unidentified member of the audience]: Just as an 
[aside] about the last [film]: in the late twenties there was a series of 
[German] laws to limit the influx of Gypsies for the winter. These same 
discussions are taking place today, and only this week was it resolved 
by the Berlin city council to allow Hungarian Gypsies to settle in Berlin 
for the winter months. And again, this is a kind of reprise of what took 
place earlier, and it [may] very well be as Eleanor [Hight] says, that [it] 
is a kind of personal identification [when] émigrés, particularly those 
from already dissolved empires to the east, were coming into Berlin in 
such huge numbers. More than 385,000 Russians had come within three 
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years, 260,000 from Hungary and Romania. So this was a problem in 
the late twenties and early thirties and remains a problem today.

Eleanor Hight: And how did Gypsies make money? Often through 
entertain ment, through kinds of circus acts, and through music. I grew 
up in Toledo, Ohio, which has a large Hungarian population, the Midwest 
does, and Gypsy violinists and musicians could be seen in various 
places. There was a long period when he focused on that aspect of 
Gypsies in the film, too. 

[Question from an unidentified speaker addressed to Eleanor Hight]: 
Could you develop further the connection between Man Ray and 
Moholy-Nagy? There seem to be a lot of sympathies and common inter-
ests in their work, but how much actual contact was there, and what are 
some of the important differences?

Eleanor Hight: As far as I know there was no contact. There might have 
been, Moholy did go to Paris, I mean it is possible, but as far as I know 
there was no contact. [They certainly met in the United States, as they 
were photographed together at an exhibition in Chicago in April, 1945.] 
There is a kind of competition, and you could see this in the litera-
ture of the sixties and seventies, for instance, about who invented the 
photogram.

Eleanor Hight [in response to a missing question concerning Moholy-
Nagy, Alexander Rodchenko and photography]: [… Moholy] really had 
completely developed his theory before Rodchenko started writing and 
publishing his photographs and articles in the late twenties. I maintain 
that while, in terms of photography, they developed somewhat separate 
although parallel paths, and their careers are also parallel in many ways, 
I think Moholy’s own develop ments were more original, and not tied to 
his in photography.

[Question from an identified speaker addressed to Oliver Botar]: 
You didn’t mention the Bauhaus connection and, as I guess everybody 
knows, Moholy came to the Bauhaus as a place to [missing words]. How 
does Itten fit in with all this pedagogical philosophy that influenced 
Moholy? It seems to me that he was like-minded, yet Moholy came and 
brought with him a complete shift. So did Moholy have to give up his 

beliefs in order to be accepted as a proponent of the new direction at 
the Bauhaus?

Oliver Botar: There is a lot that I wasn’t able to get into in this brief time. 
This is a very good question, because, in fact, Itten and Moholy shared 
many views. I think the chief difference between them was that Itten 
was more spiritually minded, if I can use that term. He was an adher-
ent of the Mazdaznan sect, some people would call it a “cult,” which 
was related to the Lebensreform movement and it had Youth Movement 
adherents, yet was more oriented towards the transcendental. Moholy, 
on the other hand, was not. What appealed to him in Monism, and espe-
cially in Haeckelian Monism, I would assume, is its materialism and 
its idea that matter and spirit are, so to speak, one and are manifest in 
matter, so that when you look at matter, then you find manifestations 
of basic structures throughout nature. Just to speak very briefly to the 
Gypsy film, I see that film not so much as purely anecdotal and anthro-
pological, but rather as a film that gives evidence of Moholy’s fascination 
with life and the patterns of life. If you look at the film you see that he 
collects actual snippets of similar types of activities, be it fighting or be 
it dancing, which of course was another interest of the Lebensreform 
movement: rhythms of life expressed in dance, and I see him looking 
for patterns, actually visual patterns, within these patterns of behav-
iour within communities. So, just to finish my answer: their ideas were 
related, but their approach was very different, and I think it was that 
difference in approach that was key to Gropius in his decision to hire 
Moholy. The biocentric Constructivist discourse emerged in 1923, coin-
cident with the point at which Moholy was hired to the Bauhaus. The 
appearance of the “Schelpennummer” [Shell Issue] of the Dutch journal 
Wendingen, the one that appeared with X-ray images of triton shells, 
was one of the impetuses to the development of this discourse as was the 
appearance in 1923 of [Raoul] Francé’s chapter in [the Berlin art jour-
nal] Das Kunstblatt, which everyone read. So these views were develop-
ing within Moholy as they were within Lissitzky at that time. Let me just 
emphasize that Francé was very popular with members of this circle. 
Mies van der Rohe owned almost every one of Francé’s books, and they 
are in his library at the University of Illinois, in Chicago. Hausmann was 
reading and rejecting him. Francé was quite popular. 

[Question from an unidentified speaker]: You talk about the movements 
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of Bioromanticism and Biocentrism in art. What are some other artists 
who might be associated with them?

Oliver Botar: First, I would hesitate to use the term “movement” with 
respect to either because they are historical or critical constructs. I am 
now reclaiming the German term Biozentrik from its early 20th century 
usage. Bioromantik was a critical construct proposed by Kállai in 1932, 
so it is not a “movement” in terms of a self-conscious group of people 
who shared ideas and put out a manifesto. Kállai, in defining Bioromantik, 
talks about the biocentric point of view combined with biomorphic 
abstract style. Everyone from Franz Marc to Brancuşi would be very 
typical; Henry Moore, Barbara Hepworth, the list could go on and on. 
Basically, classic Modernist artists who engaged in a stylistic discourse of 
biomorphic abstraction, and concomitantly shared one or another of the 
biocentric philosophical views, were part of it. It is this pairing of style and 
world view that Kállai would refer to as Bioromantik or “Bioromanticism.”

[Same questioner]: And it had to be abstract?

Oliver Botar: Actually, no. That is a very good question, because Kállai 
never insisted that it be abstract, and he included the work of Surrealists 
as well, but it had to be Modernist. “Biomorphic Modernism” may be a 
better term than “biomorphic abstraction.” 

[Same questioner]: Does Karl Blossfeldt, the photographer, fit in?

Oliver Botar: Karl Blossfeldt and photography would have been a whole 
other chapter that I would have liked to include in my talk. I will dis-
cuss it in my [Ph.D.] dissertation. Where I disagree with Kállai in some 
aspects of his view toward photography [which in general he felt was 
less expressive than painting as a medium]. Actually, Kállai really appre-
ciated Blossfeldt’s photographs, as did Moholy-Nagy. I mean [Moholy] 
included Blossfeldt’s work—that Kállai, as far as I can tell, brought to 
the Bauhaus in 1929—in the Film und Foto [FiFo] exhibition held in 
Stuttgart that year, in the room Moholy curated for that exhibition 
[Raum 1]. However Kállai appreciated Blossfeldt precisely because he 
wasn’t an art photographer, per se. He was a metal smith, and he took 
these photographs, close-ups of plants for those of you who don’t know 
Blossfeldt’s work, he took them mostly around the turn of the [19th–20th] 

century as models for his students to imitate in producing their metal-
work. They were “aestheticized” [and commercialized] by Karl Nieren-
dorf, a Berlin dealer and publisher, in the mid 20s and [that’s how] they 
became well-known. Blossfeldt then influenced photographers to work 
in a similar style. This whole aesthetic of close-up nature photography 
was practiced not only in Germany by Blossfeldt and later by Albert 
Renger-Patzsch (who, by the way, was discovered by Ernst Fuhrmann 
and first published by Moholy-Nagy within the discourse of the avant-
garde), but also in North America. I’m thinking of Imogen Cunningham, 
Edward Weston [and others in the F-64 Group]. These American pho-
tographers were then exhibited at the Film und Foto exhibition. And 
because some of these American photographers were also, in effect, 
“biocentric” in their world-views, I would actually describe their work 
as “Bioromantic Photography.” This is again, and I must emphasize this, 
a historical construct. 

[Question from an unidentified speaker]: How can geometric abstrac-
tions be “bioromantic?”

Oliver Botar: I hesitate to use the term “bioromantic” for geometric 
abstraction, just because that would cast the net too widely. However, 
for example Lissitzky was biocentric in 1924; I mean … his manifesto 
Nasci or “Nature” in Latin is a rejection of the machine analogy, a call 
for the adoption of the nature analogy, and clearly biocentric. Lissitzky 
was so enamoured of Francé that he sent this special issue of [Kurt 
Schwitters’ journal] Merz entitled Nasci to Francé [for his opinion]. 
We don’t know whether Francé got it or not, but Lissitzky was totally 
into Francé at that time. And yet his art continued to be geometric. 
If you think about [Francé’s seven] Grundformen that I showed, that 
Moholy drew very nicely—and you can see what pure geometric forms 
they are—you can understand that for artists who were really wanting 
to link themselves with a natural philosophy, with nature, to “re-link” 
themselves with nature, would have been ecstatic to discover this popu-
lar scientific writer who was saying that basic geometric forms are the 
building blocks of all nature. So that, then, would make their geometric 
paintings reflective of this idea.

[Same questioner?]: I think the purest form of your argument would be 
[Vladimir] Tatlin himself. 
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as “Bioromantic Photography.” This is again, and I must emphasize this, 
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[Question from an unidentified speaker]: How can geometric abstrac-
tions be “bioromantic?”

Oliver Botar: I hesitate to use the term “bioromantic” for geometric 
abstraction, just because that would cast the net too widely. However, 
for example Lissitzky was biocentric in 1924; I mean … his manifesto 
Nasci or “Nature” in Latin is a rejection of the machine analogy, a call 
for the adoption of the nature analogy, and clearly biocentric. Lissitzky 
was so enamoured of Francé that he sent this special issue of [Kurt 
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[Same questioner?]: I think the purest form of your argument would be 
[Vladimir] Tatlin himself. 
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Oliver Botar: In Tatlin’s case, I would argue that, intuitively or other-
wise, already his Monument to the Third International itself, as a spi-
ral, reflects this interest at that time. This doesn’t seem so far-fetched 
because one of the most important circles of organicist avant-garde 
artists was that around Mikhail Matyiushin and Pavel Filonov in what 
was then Petersburg, members of which were creating art parallel with 
this, in an even more biomorphic, abstract [manner]. Later on, Tatlin’s 
Letatlin which was ergonomic [would have demonstrated his interest 
in organicism].

Stephen Mansbach: If I were a bioromantic or biocentric artist, it wouldn’t 
just be forms that appealed to me, as you have beautifully demonstrated; 
it would be particular media that would have resonance. One would 
think of woodcuts, here as a medium that has a long history, but is by 
nature “natural.” Why was, for example, in Moholy’s vast experimen-
tation, such a little role devoted to something which, on the surface, 
particularly from Worpswede onwards, played such an instrumental 
role in, let’s say, Expressionism, that is, the woodcut? 

Oliver Botar: I would disagree with your premise [that the woodcut 
is by nature more “natural” than other media]. From the point of view 
of bio centrism, every material is natural. There is no privileged material, 
such as wood, apart from the fact that even if you use wood in the 
production of a woodcut, you are still actually applying pigment to 
paper, normally. 

[Question from an unidentified speaker]: Is there any relationship 
between Buckminster Fuller and this group, because he eventually came 
to teach [garbled recording] [at Moholy-Nagy’s Chicago schools?]

Oliver Botar: I actually haven’t had the chance to research the relation-
ship between Fuller and Moholy-Nagy yet, but maybe Alain or someone 
else might know about that. I am sure that Moholy-Nagy was interested 
in Fuller’s work. Fuller was definitely what I would term a “biocentric,” 
although let’s not forget that this is a German term, employed by Ludwig 
Klages, by Hans Prinzhorn, by Raoul Francé, and I am kind of reviving 
it and expanding it, I’m distorting it to some extent, but I would defi-
nitely describe Fuller as a “biocentric.” In fact, I would love to find out 
what the relationship between Fuller and Francé was, because Francé 

was not only promoting his idea of Biotechnik, that is learning from 
technology that was already being employed in nature, such as the tur-
bine—Francé made money by patenting various inventions, which he 
copied directly from nature. So the relationship between biotechnology 
[i.e. what is now termed “bionics”] and Francé is not just coincidental 
with his term Biotechnik.

[Comment addressed to Stephen Mansbach from an unidentified 
speaker]: Just a comment regarding your question. I think that these 
abstract prints from the twenties are sometimes woodcuts, sometimes 
linocuts. Linoleum is much easier to work with, the woodcut is very 
time-consuming, so that someone who was always in a hurry and doing 
a million things would not want to rework woodcuts when linoleum 
is much easier to rework. He [Moholy-Nagy] used a lot of man-made 
materials, plastic and linoleum, and [Indiscernible].

Oliver Botar: Let’s not forget that, from the biocentric point of view, 
anything made by people was itself organic, because we are part of that 
whole natural system. Is there time for one more question?

[Question from an unidentified speaker]: That was quite an impressive 
list of “isms” with most of which Moholy was connected. You mentioned 
that in one of his summer vacations he spent time with a group associ-
ated with anthroposophy. I was wondering if you could say a little more 
about what connections or affinities Moholy-Nagy had with them.

Oliver Botar: [The German women’s commune] … Loheland was 
inspired by Rudolph Steiner, that esoteric philosopher who was situated 
somewhere between the really “out-to-lunch” esoterics in theosophy 
(“out-to-lunch” from the point of view of a person who doesn’t appre-
ciate this kind of stuff), and let’s say a more scientifically based view 
of the world. Steiner was in between. Steiner wrote a dissertation on 
Goethe’s colour theory, he was a respected scientist, and he was, in fact, 
the inventor of organic farming. (The term “organic farming”—orga-
nische Landwirtschaft—was an adaptation by the Nazis of Steiner’s biod-
inamisches Landwirtschaft, or “biodynamic farming”). I don’t think that 
Moholy was really interested in anthroposophy, at least I have not found 
any evidence of this. On the other hand, one could describe Steiner as 
being biocentric … so that would be the connection. 
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[Question from an unidentified speaker or audience member]:Dr. 
Forgács, I wondered what role, if any, the KURI movement or Hungarian 
students at the Bauhaus might have had in Moholy’s appointment. 

Éva Forgács.: I don’t know of any evidence that the KURI group played 
a part in his appointment. Adolf Behne called Gropius’s attention to 
Moholy, and Gropius chose him over van Doesburg and El Lissitzky. 
Moholy’s exhibition at Der Sturm impressed Gropius. Nobody else 
could have really played a part in that; it was quite a special constella-
tion. I think the KURI group could not possibly have had much contact 
with Moholy-Nagy prior to his appointment. 

[same questioner]: So when they were pushing for Constructivism … 
[Indiscer nible]

Éva Forgács: [Indiscernible] … wanting to keep a balance between 
various Constructivist tendencies … [Indiscernible] Gropius seemed 
really anxious and wanted to secure that. Obviously, International 
Constructivism seemed to be so strong and significant in Germany that 
he certainly wanted someone in the Bauhaus who was an important rep-
resentative. The problem, as I said, was that he wanted an important 
representative of this important tendency, but not an all-too-powerful 
personality, and Moholy-Nagy was very young at that time. I’m not 
saying he was not a powerful personality; I am saying that in terms 
of prestige and a leading position in the international avant-garde, at 
the time he was hired for the Bauhaus faculty, he was not a leading 
personality. I think that was one of the very important reasons why he 
was selected. 

Oliver Botar: I have a comment for Éva Forgács. I was interested that 
you mentioned Kállai’s use of the word “objectivist.” It occurred to me 
that Francé’s philosophy was referred to as “objektive Philosophie” and 
this is, in fact, the exact term (Éva Forgács: Which year are you talk-
ing about? 1921-22. Good.), and he was trying to decide between [the 
terms] “objective philosophy” and “biocentric philosophy.” He actually 
decided on “objective.” I think it is a coincidence; I don’t think Kállai 
was reading Francé that early, if ever, so I just wanted to comment on 
that coincidence.
 I also wanted to comment on Alain’s talk. You mention the 

aesthe tics leading to the ethics. Again, an interesting parallel; this is 
exactly the idea of Ernst Haeckel, which is why he published the album, 
Kunstformen der Natur. He wanted to present to artists models from 
nature that were aesthetic, but would lead to an ethical sense of art. 
I thought it was an interesting parallel.

Alain Findeli: If you look at natural forms as the result of a process, it is 
easy to make the connection between aesthetics and ethics. If you look 
at the shape and the form you are in aesthetics, but if you look at the 
object as the result of a process, if you look at the process, you are in 
ethics. A process is active. This is how we can make the connection. 
(Oliver Botar: Right.) Absolutely, but on the problem of objectivity, this 
is why I used quotation marks when I was talking about objectivity. It is 
very dangerous to use this word because it can have opposite meanings 
depending on the context in which you use it. If you look at objectivity 
in the way the rationalists and positivists look at it, it has precisely the 
opposite meaning that Francé was talking about or Moholy when he was 
talking about exakt and objektiv. Objektiv, in this context, has more to 
do with phenomenology, that is, a way of looking at an object without 
prejudices, patterns, inherited methodology, and so on, so we have to be 
very careful about that. 

Éva Forgács: I should like to clarify that, because I don’t think it is 
confusing. We just need to know which year we are talking about. 
Because there were so many tendencies at the time and so many 
different currents of ideas, certain words seem to have different mean-
ings every year. This is precisely the case in the 1920s. When Kállai used 
the term “objectivity” in 1920-1921 in a series of articles titled “New 
Art”, he gave an account of what he knew of the latest contemporary 
tendencies to an émigré journal, MA, edited by Kassák and published 
in Vienna. He was the first to give a reasonable, comprehensible account 
of Cubism so late in 1920-1921. He called it “objectivism,” obviously 
not yet being familiar with the term “Constructivism.” But what he 
wanted to express, and did express, was that he was tired of Expressionism; 
he was tired of all kinds of emotionalism and subjectivism in art, 
because he thought that all of that belonged to a past era that was passé. 
He welcomed Moholy-Nagy as someone who was a representative of the 
new, fresh tendency that he identified with at that time. If we frame his 
usage this way, I think we avoid confusion. 
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[Question from an unidentified speaker addressed to Alain Findeli]: 
A point of disagreement: you talked about Raoul Francé’s Plants as 
Inventors. Moholy did not necessarily ascribe to the idea that “form 
follows function,” but if he taught Francé’s biotechnics and agreed 
with it, then he would have followed that idea, since Francé’s idea was 
that nature was a process within which form always directly followed 
function. I was wondering if you could clarify or discuss that. 

Alain Findeli: I should have my text, because I have a quotation by 
Moholy from Vision in Motion on this question. Moholy said that 
nature should be regarded as the ideal, and we as designers try to imitate 
nature. But we are not capable of doing so because nature is much more 
intelligent. (It doesn’t say “intelligent,” but that is what it means.) Nature 
is much more intelligent than we are, number one, and number two, 
nature has much more time to develop these ideal forms in a trial and 
error process than we do. So we, as designers, can imitate nature in this 
way, but it is not possible to attain the ideal. 
 On the question of “form follows function,” he does say, more 
or less, that form follows function, but function has to be taken not 
only on the material plane, but also on the psychological, the sociologi-
cal, and another one I don’t remember here. So, what the Postmodern 
designers say—one of the critiques the Postmodernists have made of 
the functionalists—is that the concept of function is taken too strictly 
by the Modernists. They propose to extend the concept of function to 
the symbolic aspects, as well. But Moholy already said this in 1940-1945. 
He didn’t use the word “symbolic.” He couldn’t use “symbolic” for the 
reasons that you mentioned; the term was too loaded. He said that func-
tion had to be considered not only as material, but also as psychological, 
social, and so on. Is that clear enough?

[Unidentified speaker or audience member]: I’d like to address my ques-
tion to Prof. Meikle. My question is that you talked about the theory 
of the Bauhaus in Chicago as being an influence on industrial design 
in the United States. I wondered if you could address the Bauhaus 
formulation of ideas and Moholy-Nagy’s theories before this period, 
whether designers such as Teague and Bel Geddes had all interacted 
with Bauhaus …

Jeffrey Meikle: That’s a good question. I think that in the last thirty or 

forty years, probably thirty years, we’ve schematized different styles, 
different approaches, made things far more categorized, far more than 
people did at the time they lived through it. When I think of the 1920s 
and 30s and the designers who were making a profession, like the peo-
ple you referred to (Teague, Dreyfuss, Raymond Loewy, Norman Bel 
Geddes were the major ones, Van Doren was another one), none of 
these people were trained as designers, they were advertising illustrators 
or stage designers, or whatever. Van Doren worked in an art museum 
doing design and came into it accidentally. The interesting thing is that 
these people were aware of what was happening in Europe, and they all 
had copies of Le Corbusier’s book Towards a New Architecture. They got 
it as soon as it came out in English in 1927. Some of them had been in 
Paris in 1925 for the Art Deco exposition. When Teague came back from 
Paris in 1925 a very successful ad illustrator, and his New York office 
already had French period furniture. He decided to become a designer 
and he refurnished his office with Bauhaus steel-tube chairs and French 
Art Deco cabinetry. This was a very eclectic approach, bringing in eve-
rything that was happening in Europe, using it in whatever way he saw 
fit. So I think they were aware of the Bauhaus. They were certainly aware 
of Corbusier, but they weren’t in any way aligning themselves with one 
intellectual school or another. It was very fluid, just taking things out 
of the air and using them. I guess it is a cliché, but in a very pragmatic, 
American way. 

[Same questioner]: Do you think … [Indiscernible] … were published 
in the 1930s, do you think that their writings and the style of their 
writings were very utopian, were they in any way influenced by the 
Bauhaus manifesto? 

Jeffrey Meikle: The only way I can answer that is that I don’t recall any 
real mentions or references. Norman Bel Geddes, for example, was very 
much influenced by Erich Mendelsohn. The connection is there. He met 
Mendelsohn in 1924 when the architect came to the States. I think it 
was Mendelsohn’s streamlined Expressionist style that led Bel Geddes to 
pick up on streamlining. In fact there is evidence that Mendelsohn gave 
Bel Geddes a sketch of his Einstein tower. For many years Teague corre-
sponded sporadically with Corbusier. I don’t recall specific references to 
people at the Bauhaus, and I don’t know the degree to which they were 
familiar with what was happening there.
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Lloyd Engelbrecht: Joseph Sinel, who was more or less part of the 
group Jeffrey was speaking about, had some contact with Moholy while 
Moholy was still living in Europe. On March 3, 1931, it was announced 
that Moholy had received honourable mention for his work shown at the 
Exhibition of Foreign Advertising Photography held at the Art Centre 
in New York. Among the judges were Joseph Sinel and famed motion-
picture director, D. W. Griffith. 

Jeffrey Meikle: That would be interesting. I hadn’t heard that. 

Oliver Botar: I think it was more people like Alfred Barr and Philip 
Johnson who were the first to really make the connection. During the 
twenties, Bauhaus knowledge filtered back in various ways, in a sort of 
random sense, but Johnson and Alfred Barr actually visited Dessau and 
kind of processed what was going on, and I think what they saw there 
was a big influence on what they conceived in the design department of 
MOMA when they opened it in 1929.

[Unidentified speaker or audience member]: I’m interested in the fact 
that one misconception about the Bauhaus has to do with the perceived 
style that results from the activities. What’s interesting to me in the suc-
cess or failure of the philosophy is that in Germany and Chicago, many 
of these ideas as taught in the foundation courses manifested themselves 
in very similar forms in the product. A hand sculpture was a hand 
sculpture in 1923 to, well, I don’t know the time line in Germany exactly, 
but say 1928, to the New Bauhaus in 1938. We tend to associate this 
particular outcome with this particular idea, and the Bauhaus philoso-
phy was meant to encompass many more things. It was about discovery. 
But for two generations you had students “discovering” the same thing. 
I’m wondering, by the time it was in Chicago, if they were really inclined 
to increase the range of solutions developed during the Bauhaus years 
in Germany.

Alain Findeli: I think Moholy is also partly responsible for these 
interpreta tions, because there are many aspects of what he writes 
about that I can’t agree with, and that we shouldn’t agree with today. 
One, specifically, is illustrated in a series of film strips mounted to illus-
trate the design process, the progression of the students from basic design 
to fourth-year workshop, from abstract forms to concrete recognizable 

products (pp. 410–411 of my book; see also Vision in Motion, p. 73). 
And then he adds in substance: “Well, first-year students play around 
with materials in abstract form.” He pictures two or three examples of 
basic design assignments and production. Then from these exercises 
they go to useful products, and that’s the error I’d like to point out. 
This is a very rationalistic, positivistic, and modernistic way of look-
ing at things, theore tically speaking. This is wrong today. Well, it is not 
wrong, because you can’t reproach him for having looked at things in 
this way, because in the contemporary Zeitgeist there are things you 
can’t think about because it is too early to think about more sophisti-
cated or more complex things. So there are many misinterpreted aspects 
of the teachings for which he is also responsible. Now, about formalism: 
If you think materialistically, you will end up with products, with mate-
rial objects, that will describe the philosophy you are relying on. You will 
end up with a style. And Gropius said, I don’t know how many times, 
“the Bauhaus is not a school for style,” but finally they ended up with 
a style. Of course! You can’t avoid it. Postmodernism means the same 
thing. You can take it seriously or you can take it superficially. If super-
ficially, you get the Postmodern style. But if you look at Postmodern 
philosophy, you will find things that are more universal than the cycle 
of styles. We must avoid remaining on the superficial level of style. 
We have to go deeper in order to find what is more universal.

Lloyd Engelbrecht: I think one of the things that is interesting in 
Chicago, when I talk to people, is that the New Bauhaus students 
also participated in the WPA, and the artist’s union of the time, and 
many, outside of school, produced what would be considered realist or 
Regionalist works, American scene works, and what I kind of find inter-
esting is that Moholy didn’t seem to mind that as long as it went on out-
side of the school. He was supportive of it, and the artists could resolve 
for themselves working with this sort of Constructivist language, on one 
hand, and this very realist language on the other. Part of the connection 
there, I think, has to do with what someone talked about: social respon-
sibility. They were, as American regionalists, responsible for speaking 
to their time and place, and in that case the environment of that time 
affected that form. I see them as connected, although art history is try-
ing to compart mentalize all this and not let us see Bauhaus-influenced 
objects outside the Constructivist types of very functional, very mini-
mal expressions. 
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[Unidentified speaker]: I have a question. I don’t know if Dr. Meikle or 
Dr. Fin deli could answer this. Both of you talked a lot about Vision in 
Motion, and the way I understand it, the book that had greater impact 
on art education in the United States from maybe the 40s on was The 
New Vision. Over the years, when I’ve worked with Moholy’s The New 
Vision, people in their late 50s and in their 60s say, “Oh, I remember, 
I used his book as my textbook.” Wasn’t it one of the only textbooks 
for art education, I don’t know when that would have been, in the 50s 
maybe? And, for instance, my copy was my brother-in-law’s, who is 
now sixty years old. There are places where he underlined it for study, 
and I just wonder if you could say what impact that English edition 
of From Material to Architecture had on design education here in 
the United States, rather than Vision in Motion, which is a hardback 
and more expensive?

Jeffrey Meikle: I’m sorry I can’t address your actual question as to how 
much impact one or the other of the works had. I chose Vision in Motion 
because it was published in 1947, it’s a postwar book and, in fact, my 
original compari son was going to be Harold Van Doren, and then I went 
back and looked at Lippincott just to get that one juicy quotation that 
everyone uses, and read the whole book, and realized, “Oh no, this says 
Paul Theobald, 1947. I’ve got to use this book.” There are more interest-
ing ideas in it. I took Vision in Motion abstractly as being a summing up 
of everything that Moholy stood for at the end of his life, and that’s why 
I used it. It may be an ahistorical choice on my part. 

[Same questioner]: I agree with that. I don’t know anything about the 
history of the time, but people have come up to me over the years and 
said they had this book in school. 

Jeffrey Meikle: That may be a result of the paperback price, as you 
suggest. I don’t know. 

Lloyd Engelbrecht: May I speak to that? There were three principal 
instructors, as we heard today, of the Foundation Course at the Bauhaus: 
Josef Albers, Itten, and Moholy. Unlike Moholy, the other two wrote only 
briefly about the foundation course prior to 1929; they wrote [about 
it] in some depth only after World War II, but even then, they wrote 
only about part of what their foundation course consisted of. Moholy 

brought out the last of the Bauhaus books in 1929, his From Material to 
Architecture, known in the United States as The New Vision, with illus-
trations, many of them of student work. And the first American edition 
came out in 1932, the second in 1938, with a lot of work of New Bauhaus 
students, and this is the book that had so much influence in the United 
States. Also, particularly art and architectural education was still tied to 
Beaux-Arts models and Moholy’s book provided both teachers and stu-
dents with an actual pedagogy that they could use, and they did. I hear 
the same thing, by the way, from people. Moholy-Nagy, and right away 
they talk. Allen Porter, you had a comment?

Allen Porter: I wanted to say that before I knew about Moholy’s book, 
it was Language of Vision that got me there. I discovered Kepes’ book 
while I was in the army, but when I was in school, all the way through 
high school, I wasn’t aware of even the earlier book. It was Language of 
Vision that started the spark of familiarity with what was going on, and 
no one even mentioned it.

Alain Findeli: I’m glad you brought up Language of Vision, because 
there you find the theory of the impact of visual arrangement of mate-
rial in a picture or in a poster or in a photograph. In the last chapter, 
Kepes explains how visual material can have psychological and politi-
cal effects; it is very clearly and unambiguously explained. This is what 
completes Moholy-Nagy’s theory of phenomenology of vision very well. 
They go together. It is very important to read the last chapter, absolutely. 
I’m glad you mentioned it. Now, The New Vision: Moholy’s key con-
cepts are already in The New Vision, especially in the second American 
edition of 1938 that Lloyd mentioned. It is only expanded in Vision in 
Motion. I didn’t mean to say that the two books were different, only that 
it was more convenient to use the more comprehensive Vision in Motion 
because everything is there. 

[Unidentified speaker or audience member]: Maybe Dr. Margolin can 
answer. What is going on in … [Indiscernible: the Institute of Design?] 
… the last reposi tory [indiscernible: of the ideas?] of Moholy-Nagy? 
Had it all evaporated, or was there anything explicit there?

Victor Margolin: I think the break came in the early 1950s when Jay 
Doblin came in. There was a real bloodletting and many of the people 
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who had studied under Moholy and were then teaching at the Institute 
of Design left. A number of them went down to Southern Illinois 
University, where Harold Cohen brought in Buckminster Fuller. That 
was all a direct outgrowth of Moholy’s teaching. At the Institute of 
Design Jay Doblin, who had come from Raymond Loewy’s office in New 
York, began to move in a very different direction, though not explicitly 
toward a model of commercial design. He became very interested in 
computers, for example, and ID became one of the first schools to really 
start doing software design. Then they got involved in training a lot of 
people from Japan and so forth, and so from the time Doblin came in, 
there wasn’t a connection anymore to the old ID. Of course now, for 
public relations purposes, the Institute of Design has reclaimed Moholy 
and it serves them well to have him as a predecessor, but after Doblin 
arrived they never took his ideas very seriously. Now they emphasize 
the computer kind of high-tech CAD, corporate orientation, design 
management, things of that sort.

[Same questioner]: So Southern Illinois, Carbondale, is a place to go.

Victor Margolin: It was, but is no longer. Many places have their moment 
and then people disperse. But Carbondale was really kind of exciting at 
one time. I don’t remember what year it was, around 1955, when Davis 
Pratt and his wife, a graphic designer named Elsa Kula, went down there, 
and Harold Cohen persuaded the president of SIU to bring Bucky Fuller 
in as a distinguished university professor, which he did, and Fuller built 
a geodesic house there and used it to hang his hat while he was traveling 
all over the world. They did a lot of things down at Southern Illinois 
University that really grew out of the Moholy spirit. I heard a very good 
talk on that topic by Al Gowan, who teaches at the Massachusetts College 
of Art and who had studied at SIU. There was also a group in Chicago 
that coalesced around Jay Doblin. Larry Keeley was one. He didn’t go to 
the ID, but he learned a lot from Doblin about strategic planning. There 
is a whole line of thinking that came from Doblin, but that led into cor-
porate planning, and it had no reference to the earlier Moholy period.

[Same questioner]: So there is no place now, is what I’m trying to say. 

Victor Margolin: Not that I know of. Alain Findeli may know better 
than I do. 

Lloyd Engelbrecht: A lot of people did go to the University of Illinois. 

Victor Margolin: Forgive me. This is a classic case of suppressing your 
identity, I guess! [Laughter] In fact, yes, well, we were, my school contin-
ued a Moholy legacy. Anyway, maybe I didn’t think of it as such, because 
the University of Illinois, Chicago (UIC) is a big university and, yes, a 
number of people came from the Institute of Design to the art depart-
ment there. When Hans Wingler wrote his book about the Bauhaus, 
he missed Southern Illinois but put UIC in the lineage. He said that it 
went from Weimar to Dessau to Berlin to Chicago and UIC came after 
the New Bauhaus, School of Design, and Institute of Design. Wingler 
also left out the Hochschule für Gestaltung, Ulm. UIC had a number of 
people, not many who had studied under Moholy, but some who had 
come just after that, who did, for a number of years after that, try to keep 
the ID spirit going.

Lloyd Engelbrecht: John Walley was one.

Victor Margolin: Yes. Lloyd Engelbrecht is, of course, the one who really 
studied all of this some years ago. I don’t have any evidence that there 
was a cadre of students who came out representing a UIC approach. The 
School of Art and Design became part of the big university program, 
and until very recently, there have been, and still are, people on the UIC 
faculty who reference back to that earlier period, but the School of Art 
and Design doesn’t represent that Moholy influence today.

[Unidentified speaker or member of the audience]: There was an article 
in the paper recently that said in Southern Illinois apparently there is 
some kind of dispute going on about whether to tear down the Porter 
House or not. The odd thing is, there are people who would just as soon 
see it torn down and not to be left to disintegrate. The other comment 
was that nobody in Carbondale even knows who Porter is anymore.

Steven Mansbach: Allow me, then, to pose a question to the panel. 
The nature of the symposium we’ve celebrated today, and indeed the 
commemorative exhibition that we’ll see at the reception in a few min-
utes, focuses on Moholy the individual. As a result, we have a natu-
ral tendency to celebrate his signal accomplishments and influence. 
I wonder whether his greatness may lie not so much in originality, 
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but in his unique ability to synthesize. To what extent might we rec-
ognize that one of his greatest accomplishments is his singular ability, 
or certainly distinctive ability, to bring together opposing ideologies, 
conflicting thought patterns, and resolve these in a way that has served 
as a foundation, as opposed to creating a series of original events, 
or perhaps original thoughts, or original works of art. So much perhaps 
may stem ultimately from his ability to synthesize the work of many 
others, and through that synthesis to establish something that might be, 
as pointed out this morning, the very foundation for modern creativity. 

Éva Forgács: You have halfway answered your own question. (Stephen 
Mansbach: That’s why I asked it! [Laughter]) Of course it is a very com-
plex question and not easy to answer, but I will give two answers to it. 
One is that I think that Moholy-Nagy was, in a way, a very original and 
very innovative artist, because he seemed to be so receptive to every-
thing technical and new. He also had a feeling for exactly what technical 
novelty stands for. I think we can see evidence in his work that he found 
that everything technical and new was a metaphor for previously unex-
pressed states of mind. That was something that he was very strongly 
aware of and did convey. On the other hand, as far as his painting is con-
cerned, and in a way his achievement as an artist, I would say, if you’ll 
excuse the simile, that if he were a musician, I’d rather compare him to 
a soloist than to a composer. I think that in this sense I would rather say 
he was a synthesizer. He was very sensitive to playing tunes that other 
people composed. But I would partly attribute this to his sense for inno-
vative thinking, his technical ingenuity. 

Victor Margolin: In fact, I would respond to that by looking at particu-
lar media, and I’d like to bring up a body of Moholy’s work that mostly 
falls between the cracks, because it never really fits the grid of how we 
define him, and that’s the photoplastics, which I think are extraordinary, 
brilliant works. They are full of narrative that also gets suppressed in 
most readings, because there is no good way of reading Moholy-Nagy 
in terms of narrative. Everyone tries to relate things to the abstract and 
the universal. I rather enjoyed seeing that photomontage image where a 
man is looking at a woman in the photo plastic entitled Jealousy. I think 
there are all kinds of narrative elements that are yet to be extracted from 
those works, which I feel would bring Moholy to the fore of narrative 
modern art. I find the photoplastics really quite extra ordinary. Some of 

his photographs also come to that level. As far as the painting, I would 
agree with Éva Forgács. None of his paintings really get me going in the 
sense of being works that are uniquely expressive or defining a direction 
in a way that will make them stand out. In response to your question, 
I would say that in some areas Moholy is a synthesizer, and yet I would 
like us not to forget the particular bodies of work that may well be redis-
covered with some new reading that would reposition him. 

Éva Forgács: May I just add something? I think it is important at this point. 
One of his key abilities was that he was able to have certain visions that 
nobody else apparently had, like when he made his telephone pictures. 
I don’t think the great achievement was that he created geometric com-
positions that other artists also created, but the fact that he got the idea 
of translating the visual signs into sound signs, so to speak, coding them, 
having the image created in another system of codes, and retranslating 
those codes into images. If you want to push it a little bit far—but it is 
not really too far—we can say he anticipated computer thinking. That is 
exactly what it was about. As far as I know, this was a vision that no 
other artist had at that time. 

Jeffrey Meikle: I’d like to add something to what has been said so far. I don’t 
know if I see him as effecting a synthesis so much as himself serving as 
a kind of example of what can be done in an era in which people tend to 
be overspecialized, and I think we are becoming more [words missing] 
you don’t have to be narrow; you can be a broad individual. In that regard 
I think he escapes synthesis, because he was involved in so many areas.

Lloyd Engelbrecht: Let me just make one point, since Victor raised the 
point about innovative artwork. I think it should be obvious for a special 
reason that he did something else. Alain, you brought that little mock-up 
of the Chicago-era bent Plexiglas sculpture. I think that was innovative. 
For one thing, there were very few artworks in which a plate is bent into 
complex curves, and that is the case here, and also that was intellectu-
ally, I think, part of some of the design of those post-world war chairs, 
such as those by Charles and Ray Eames, where the plywood was bent 
into complex curves. Also, some of those Plexiglas sculptures were com-
bined with metal, and of course metal and fibreglass furniture evolved 
in the few years after Moholy’s death. So I would place the Chicago-era 
Plexiglas sculptures as innovative artworks.
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Victor Margolin: Maybe we could heat this up a little; it’s been a very 
even day. Now it might be fun to raise some issue where we disagree. 
In a way, Moholy has benefited justifiably from the kinds of readings of 
his career that we’ve been giving in the sense that he represents, as Jeff 
Meikle says, a kind of comprehensive artist and obviously does stand 
as an example to anyone today, as an inspiration for what can be done, 
and against much specialization. On the other hand, I think by award-
ing that kind of identity, we perhaps don’t look closely enough at par-
ticular works. I mean, for example, he wasn’t a very good typographer 
in my estimation; there were a few pieces out of many that he did that 
I would really put with what I consider the best. If I compare his work 
to Lissitzky’s, for example, I feel Lissitzky was much more inventive and 
contributed more to the field of typography. On the other hand, there 
are other fields where he did make really good contributions, and maybe 
the next step in all of this is, as Eleanor Hight has done with photogra-
phy, to look more closely at works in relation to other works of their 
type, acknowledging, of course, this broader sense, but then trying to 
understand particular aspects of Moholy’s career.

Stephen Mansbach: One of the reasons why I think it is a worthy topic to 
pursue, as you are doing, is that during his mature phase, as all of us have 
discussed in one way or another, that is, primarily in the 1920s although 
it continued to the end of his life, the era was characterized by an intol-
erance, an aesthetic absolutism, where so many theoreticians, so many 
innovators, took a very hard line on everything, were extraordinarily 
intolerant, unsympathetic, indeed fundamentally antipathetic towards 
embracing larger visions. As we’ve dissected Moholy and presented him 
today in various talks, we tended to focus on his breadth of vision, as well 
as his depth, and I wonder whether that is in some way the result of his abil-
ity to synthesize so many things, as opposed to identifying himself with, 
or limiting himself to, one or two rather restrictive stances as one might 
say, for example, van Doesburg, with whom he was in interaction for 
a great deal of time. He’d celebrate and cite many figures who contributed 
in manifold ways to the evolution of what we understand as Modernism 
and modern art. And yet, many of these individuals were extra ordinarily 
narrow-minded and restrictive in their views, and yet this is a man who, 
I think, we all recognize as perhaps best characterized by the breadth of 
his vision. And I wonder whether that, indeed, is a partial result of his 
ability to embrace so many different sources and reconcile them.

[Unidentified speaker]: I was going to ask, before you mentioned this 
issue of complexity: I wasn’t even thinking about other debates of 
Modernism, for example, the debate over Moholy’s work and Lissitzky’s. 
I remember the same question was asked about Lissitzky in another 
symposium. Are we to understand him as a great synthesizer in terms of 
what you mentioned about Moholy? 

Alain Findeli: I can try to answer the question. The way I look at it is 
the following. We cannot use traditional concepts and categories to 
try to circum scribe what can be called the complexity of an artist like 
Moholy or Lissitzky. I used the term “complexity” because it is a con-
temporary concept we can use to understand artists who are difficult to 
understand. The term “synthesis” is not good enough because we have 
read many times that Moholy was an eclectic, a jack-of-all-trades, and 
so on. His activity was spread out on a horizontal plane, so this read-
ing of the horizontal plane—breadth, as you say—results in complexity. 
But we have to look at complexity on a vertical plane, too, which makes 
Moholy’s complexity more complex. This is why I used the metaphor 
of the alchemist, why I present Moholy as an alchemist. He was not 
only working on the horizontal plane, he was also working on the ver-
tical plane. The horizontal plane, from a logical standpoint—I borrow 
the term from rhetoric—is the topical plane. The vertical plane is the 
hermeneu tical plane. 
 Let’s take a concept like transparency. You can read transparency 
in the material world in Moholy’s work, but then you can climb the lad-
der and go higher and higher (i.e., deeper and deeper) into the concept. 
You can track the concept of transparency in the activity of the artist. 
Then you look for the concept of transparency in his teaching, for 
instance, on the psychological level, like transparency as an ideal to obtain 
in each student. Then you can use the concept of transparency on the 
social and collective level, where it can be looked at as an ideal that has to 
be achieved in political, social, and collective action. This is the vertical, 
hermeneutical dimension that makes complexity even more complex.

Stephen Mansbach: As you can see, we need another symposium to 
follow up on this, but may I ask you to join me in thanking all the 
speakers for their contribution to today’s gathering, and our thanks to 
the organizers for making it possible.
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These three stories appeared in Moholy-Nagy’s friend Iván Hevesy’s 
journal Jelenkor [The Present Age], of which Moholy-Nagy was himself 
an Editorial Board member, and perhaps more significantly in A hét 
[The Week], the liberal Budapest literary journal edited by Ferenc Kiss 
that had been an impor tant precursor to Nyugat [Occident], the jour-
nal to whose stable of writers Moholy-Nagy aspired the most during 
this period. The fact that Moholy-Nagy was the member of the Editorial 
Board of a not-insignificant Budapest literary journal is an indication of 
how seriously he took literature around 1917-1918. As I have discussed 
at length elsewhere, it is crucial for those interested in Moholy-Nagy to 
understand that his early ambitions were first and foremost literary, and 
that he maintained this interest in literature, particularly drama, poetry 
and experimental prose, throughout his career.1

There are a number of themes raised by Moholy-Nagy in these 
stories. They include his relationship with his absent father, his con-
cern with the rigid class structure of Hungary and his place within that 
structure, gender politics during an age of rapid social change, his own 
sexuality, and the relationship between eroticism and sensual experi-
ence, particularly of vision. I will only be able to touch on some of these 
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themes in this short introduction, focusing on the last of them, because 
it relates to Moholy-Nagy’s place within the early 20th cen tury Biocentric 
discourse, the focus of my research on Moholy-Nagy. Given that I in-
troduced this research topic publicly in the talk I gave at the Delaware 
Symposium published in this volume of the HSR, I think it is appropri-
ate to focus on that theme here.

Perhaps the most poignant tale—at least from the point of view 
of Moholy-Nagy’s own life—is “Meeting,” in which the budding writer 
pub lishes an account of two boys’ encounter with their otherwise absent 
father. Given that Moholy-Nagy’s narrator is a small boy and that in 
the story he actually uses the first names of his two brothers in real life, 
we can only assume that this is, in effect, a first-hand account of his own 
boyhood expe rience. It is the most penetrating glimpse into his longing 
for a father that we have. Seen this way, it is also one of the few autobio-
graphical writings by him that remains to us.

The voices he assumes in “Meeting” and “The Wonderful 
English Dance Troupe”—that of himself as a rural middle-class boy 
and that of an urban middle-class young man—are his own. In “Maris,” 
however, Moholy-Nagy assumes a working-class voice. One would have 
thought that he would do so in order to demonstrate his (essentially 
non-existent) working-class bona fides at a time (late 1917) when he 
was being increasingly drawn into the Leftist circles of the Budapest 
avant-garde.2 However, rather than an edifying picture of struggle 
against oppression, this glimpse into the world of young (probably 
suburban) butchers and house-maids reveals a sordid pattern of eroti-
cally driven misogyny, even on the part of the narrator, whose attitudes 
echo those of Corley, a young man who exploits young working-class 
women for sex and money in James Joyce’s short story “Two Gallants” 
published in his seminal 1914 collection Dubliners. While it is unlikely 
Moholy-Nagy knew Joyce’s story at the time, it is uncanny how close 
they are in mood and theme.

A similar pattern of erotically driven misogyny, more than 
tinged with class snobbery, is presented to the reader in the remarkably 
mature telling of “The Wonderful English Dance Troupe.” Like much of 
his poetry of the time,3 both “Maris” and “Dance Troupe” are permeated 
with (his own) late ado lescent sexual tension. In “Maris” there is even a 
decidedly Freudian pas sage in which the narrator relates a dream he had 
of his fellow worker and rival for a girl’s affections, Jóska: “That night I 
dreamt of a large, naked pig. I must have tossed about a lot because in the 

morning the quilt was completely twisted up. As I stared, scared, at the pig, 
it suddenly turns into a big, naked man. So big that I was barely able to turn 
my head to look up at him. He was like Jóska, but it was as if it wasn’t 
him after all. I run to the door, I want to yell, but he’s already caught me, 
choking me like a kitten. From outside I thought I heard Jóska laugh. 
What could this mean?” But Jóska is only one of the foci in this story, 
the other is Maris, the pretty young maid from across the way with a 
secret. Moholy-Nagy clearly felt that women were getting the short 
end of the stick, so to speak, in the sexual politics of the time: these are 
stories of appalling misogyny and do not portray the male youth of the 
time—working class or middle class—in a positive light. They are either 
callous, or cowardly, or both. They are unable to channel their erotic 
impulses into healthy, balanced relationships with women. Moholy-
Nagy is clearly sympa the tic towards the women in these stories, and 
critical of the men. One cannot help but think that Moholy-Nagy’s 
engagement with the Feminist photog raphers of Olga Máté’s circle 
through his friendship with Erzsébet (later Ergy) Landau), and his later 
ready willingness to engage with the Feminist women’s communes of 
central Germany, were in part spurred on by this sympathy.4 While the 
break between the mother and father in “Meeting” is not specified (the 
boys were ignorant on this count), the Grandmother’s suggestion that 
the boys’ father is a csavargó (translatable as bum, but also as tramp) 
hints at unrecorded sexual transgressions as much as it does of a father 
who abandons the family. 

“The Wonderful English Dance Troupe” also manifests the 
young Moholy-Nagy’s fascination with big-city life, from its public 
entertainments and public transportation systems (especially street-
cars) to its telephone system—and this combination of the erotic and 
metropolitan calls to mind some of the poems, such as “Like a Telegraph 
Wire Conveying Strange Secrets” and “Together All Day, and Now 
Homebound Alone”5 that he was publishing in Jelenkor at the time. 
For Moholy-Nagy, Budapest represented a utopian dystopia or rather a 
dystopian utopia that was both highly technologized and intensely erot-
icized, and this eroticization of the technological, this combination (in 
other words) of the biological and the technological, is perhaps one of 
the keys to understanding his subsequent oeuvre. In a sense, the erotic 
charge of his youth folded—after he moved to Berlin in 1920 and began 
his married life with Lucia Schulz (they wed in January of 1921)—into 
his engagement with the Biozentrik (Biocentrism) of Raoul Heinrich 
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Francé (Francé Henrik Rezső), who held that all technology, including 
the “human” variety, was “natural.” 

Thus it may be worth reading Moholy-Nagy’s engagement with 
technology and nature not only through Francé (as I have done)6, 
but also through the thinking of another apostle of biocentric thought in 
early twentieth century Central Europe, Francé’s one-time collaborator 
Wilhelm Bölsche. Bölsche held that the “life force” was literally identical 
with the sex drive, and he revolutionized the thinking of many a young 
person at the time through his influential books such the turn-of-the-
century Liebesleben in der Natur, publi shed in Hungarian as Szerelem 
az élők világában in 1913. Given Böl sche’s popularity in Hungary at the 
time,7 it is worth speculating that Moholy-Nagy read Bölsche’s books 
while he was still in Hungary. There certainly seem to be echoes of 
Bölsche’s conception of the life force as the sex drive in Moholy-Nagy’s 
review of his fellow Jelenkor Editorial Board member László Garami’s 
poems of adolescent sexual awakening, published in the April 1918 edi-
tion of Jelenkor. As I have already stated elsewhere, this review clearly 
demonstrated Moholy-Nagy’s early engagement with European nature-
centric thought.8 Thus, when Moholy-Nagy writes of the “mysterious 
force” which causes the woman’s thighs to “vibrate,” he seems to be 
referring to Bölsche’s sexual/life-force as much as to (or even rather 
than) Bergson’s élan vital.9

Elsewhere (for example in my contribution to this volume) I have 
discussed the ways in which Moholy-Nagy’s interest in our sensory 
apparatus and its training, indeed expansion, was rooted in his essen-
tially rational and biocentric view of the world, and the way in which 
this pedago gical notion came to be a central part of his aesthetic con-
ception by the summer of 1922.10 But there is clear evidence in these 
stories that his notion of the close association between the rational, 
the sensory and the erotic, indeed the notion that the heightening of 
the rational and the sensory was achieved through the erotic, is present 
in his thinking as early as 1918. Hesitant to approach a young dancer 
in whom he had an intense sexual interest, but anxious to have her 
explain why she had stood him up a couple of days before, the young 
protagonist of “The Wonderful English Dance Troupe” confronts the 
girl nervously in a popular restaurant. When she responds favourably 
to him, his nervousness is transformed into a kind of erotic/perceptual 
frenzy: “I drew out a card and next to the address I added my telephone 
number. I said goodbye and bolted like a half-wit. I think I was feverish, 

but this fever was pure, one that enhanced reason and intensified my 
senses. The scene of the two girls and four young men sitting at the table 
was fixed clearly in my consciousness…. The whole room etched itself 
sharply into my vision with its overflowing, foamy beer, gaping mouths 
and fluttering waiters; the defini tively outlined pattern of a colourful 
kaleidoscope.” It was the young man’s erotic and emotional frenzy that 
cast everything around him into such high—and kinetic—relief. 

One cannot help but notice that this state was immediately pre-
ceded by the protagonist’s addition of his office telephone number to 
his name card: his access to this relatively new communication device 
is clearly linked to the experience described in the story. Indeed, later 
in the story, the telephone becomes the direct conveyor of sexual ten-
sion in what must be one of the earliest descriptions of such an exchange 
in Hungarian literature: “The next day at three in the afternoon she 
telephoned me. I should bring along the poem this evening, the Ann Lee. 
‘Couldn’t we meet this afternoon,’ I asked? ‘No, no,’ and her voice sound-
ed uncertain through the receiver. ‘Oh, why not?’ I badgered, I insisted. 
‘No, no, it’s not possible. But you’ll bring it this evening? You’ll come, 
won’t you?’ she purred. I promised.” The eroticiza tion of communication 
technologies such as the telephone and the internet during the late 20th 
century are suggested and predicted by Annie’s sensual invitation at the 
end of this conversation.

These moments of heightened perception became the goal for 
the more mature Moholy-Nagy. But rather than through late-adolescent 
horniness — presumably as his own hormonal states slowly subsided, 
he sought to achieve them, and to teach others to achieve them, through 
a “New Vision,” a “Vision in Motion,” as he later termed it. This “Vision 
in Motion” was first expressed within Moholy’s oeuvre as a “colourful 
kaleidoscope” brought on by erotic desire. If the sensory is always, to 
some extent, erotic, Moholy-Nagy’s “Vision in Motion” always carries 
with it a certain erotic charge and the erotic charge of Moholy-Nagy’s 
entire oeuvre cannot be ignored.

As mentioned, I have only been able to discuss a few of the sev-
eral impor tant themes that Moholy-Nagy introduces in these stories. 
It is to be hoped that the re-publication of these stories will spur fur-
ther scholarly interest in them. Along with his poems and early critical 
writing, they both prefigure and begin his life-long artistic project, and 
thus take on a greater importance than mere juvenilia would.
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Translated by Hattula Moholy-Nagy, translation corrected by Levente 
Nagy and George Bisztray, final edit by Oliver A. I. Botar.

The factory was close to the butcher shop, and if the girls came, we stood 
in the doorway, our aprons and our caps beautifully white, we were 
really some handsome. A lot of girls flirted with us and we talked with 
them and teased them.

 Once a really good-looking girl with a polka-dot head scarf 
came for some meat, and as I’m joking with her—the owner wasn’t 
there, he wouldn’t have approved—well, I see that Jóska’s staring at her. 
I think to myself, “Let ‘im look, he can look all right!” But as the girl is 
saying that she needs a thick cut of sirloin for a roast and not to give her 
make-weight, well, if he doesn’t shout across the room, “Come to me, 
my chickadee, here’s the best cut for a roast.” The girl laughs at him—she 
really was a pretty pink—and turns to him, “Well, where is it?” I get mad 
at him for interfering with my fun, this is no way to behave, but I don’t 
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show it. I ask, “What’s your name, little girl?” “Not telling,” she says. 
“You can’t make me.” But she’s blushing and she laughs. “Well, what is 
your name?” I inquire, but she just giggles. “What’s it to you, what good 
will it do you?” she taunts. “But let’s hear it!” Finally she blurts out that 
she’s Maris. This pleases me because it’s a pretty name. I told her, too. 
Jóska also grins, then sulks and I see him pulling the ring off his finger. 
So, I think, this sure is going well, but I say nothing. I could almost pic-
ture his wife, such a withered sort. No wonder.

 As Maris paid, both of us looked to see which way she headed. 
Well, she lived just across from here. Going home, she swayed like a 
hollyhock. As she reaches her gate, she turns, looks back, and glows. 
I really fancied her. So did Jóska. We both exchanged smiles with her 
from the doorway, but as she vanished we stared each other down as 
mad as two stags. Though we usually did, we didn’t discuss this girl.

 The next day as Maris chooses among the marrow bones—just 
then Jóska’s in the cold room—I whisper to her to be at the corner by 
the vacant lot at eight o’clock that evening. “Can’t”—she pouts—“only at 
quarter after nine.” Then Jóska comes, eyeing us suspiciously, wonder-
ing what we could’ve been talking about, carrying a large side of veal on 
his shoulder and brushing it against Maris out of fun. She says angrily, 
“Can’t you watch out?” At which the blockhead is completely crestfallen. 
As I recall, I was pleased at this. As the girl left, Jóska watched me rather 
than her. I felt his eyes burning.

 We had a lot to do ‘till evening. We moved a new ice-box into the 
pantry and we got miserably hot. Jóska kept his distance, saying very little, 
and as we’re about to screw the lead panel into the wall, as I was bent over, 
I happened to glance up and saw that he held it like he wanted to drop it on 
me. Thanks a lot, I thought—four hundred pounds—and quickly jumped 
away from underneath and grabbed the other side of it. Jóska looks at the 
ground darkly and gives a little cough: “So, you got scared, what?” At half 
past seven he asks me to go over to their place to talk a bit, but he lives far 
and I was worried that I wouldn’t be able to get back by nine fifteen, so I 
said no. “Let’s go to Horváth’s for a spritzer instead.” That he didn’t want to 
do. The courtyard’s too dusty at Horváth’s. Let’s just go to his place. I keep 
saying, “No, no.” He looks at me. “You’re meeting with Maris!” he says sud-
denly, like a detective. “No, no I’m not!” I say suddenly, not really knowing 
why I’m lying. “No?” he shakes his head. “Well, see ya.” With this he left. 
I shrugged my shoulders, but by no means liked the matter. Even as I was 
with Maris, I wondered why he’d be so damned smitten by this girl.

 At a quarter after nine Maris was there at the corner in her head 
scarf. I would’ve preferred her to be bare-headed, but she said she pre-
ferred it so. Well, so be it. I proposed that we go to the Green Hunter to 
jump around a bit, but she wasn’t for it, so we headed over to Horváth’s. 
A couple of train cleaning women and conductors were there talking 
way too loudly. We just kept sipping our wine quietly, maybe three bot-
tles worth. Suddenly Maris says, “Look, what beautiful blonde hair,” and 
pointed to a woman with really ugly yellow hair. “You think it’s pret-
ty? It’s dyed for sure, look at how rusty and dark the roots are,” I say. 
“Yours is prettier for sure. Let me see,” and I want to look, but she grabs 
her head. “Boy, are you worried about you hairdo!” But from under 
the scarf she pulled out a lock, pretty, chestnut brown. “Like mine.” 
“Yes,” she answers, “but yours is much nicer.” “Why would it be nicer?” 
But she just keeps on insisting and pouts. “Typical female,” I think to 
myself, I better drop it, especially since she’s already a bit tipsy. So was I. 
I was scarcely able to get her home. On the way she kept mumbling that 
she liked me a lot, but by the time we reached her gate she was already 
almost asleep. “Tomorrow night I’ll come and see you,” and with that I 
left, staggering a bit as I trudged homeward.

 That night I dreamt of a large, naked pig. I must have tossed 
about a lot because in the morning the quilt was completely twisted up. 
As I stared, scared, at the pig, it suddenly turns into a big, naked man. 
So big that I was barely able to turn my head to look up at him. He was 
like Jóska, but it was as if it wasn’t him after all. I run to the door, I want 
to yell, but he’s already caught me, choking me like a kitten. From out-
side I thought I heard Jóska laugh. What could this mean? I was really 
upset by it. At the shop I was quiet and scrutinized Jóska, but I couldn’t 
see anything about him that would resemble a pig. He stood around all 
day like an idiot, as if he were waiting for Maris. I really didn’t know what 
to do, though I would’ve liked to chum around with him like we used to, 
but I didn’t know how to go about it. We hardly talked to each other all day, 
and when we did, it was reluctantly. In the evening as we put our aprons in 
the drawer, he says, “Aren’t you coming tonight either?” “No,” I stammered, 
but I was such a blockhead that he immediately figured out why. He boiled 
with rage, then burst out laughing, and walked out. “Boy, are you caught 
up with her!” I thought, and the pig came to mind. What could that’ve 
been? If only there’d been a Gypsy nearby, I would’ve gone to see her.

 As I’m there with Maris, I see that her head’s covered again. 
I’m surprised. “You know, you could take the scarf off,” but she just resists. 
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I joked, “Are you scared I’ll cut your hair off and sell it to the barber?” 
But no, still she’d rather wear a scarf. We kept horsing around till sud-
denly I snatched it from her head. Well, son of a…! Her hair came off 
with it. There she stood in front of me, bald. I got real mad that she 
fooled me like this. I turned on her, and hit her good. But she just stands 
there, not saying a word, not even crying, looking really silly standing 
in her wide skirt and bodice, nothing on her head but the downy fluff of 
a baby. “So that’s why you wanted to be in a shawl, that’s why you liked 
my hair!” I say. She says nothing to this either. I’m about to go, I’m not 
sticking around, when all of a sudden she cries out and throws herself 
face-down on the floor wailing and moaning, “Oh my God, oh my God, 
look upon your unfortunate daughter,” crying, heaving like a swing.

 I didn’t know what to do. There she bawled, shrieked, “Oh my God, 
you’ve punished me so, oh my God,” and beat her head on the ground 
so hard that I was afraid someone would come out. Maris had just been 
telling me what a shrew of a mistress she had, this situation didn’t suit me 
at all. I left her there and that was that. In the yard I could still hear her 
crying. Such a cheat! I was real angry at having been so taken in, and on 
top of that, I even fell out with Jóska on account of her. No matter, at least 
he showed his true colours as a friend. It was no accident that I dreamt 
of a pig. He would’ve strangled me, if he could have. I kept thinking of 
Maris. So pink and pretty, and bald! The hell! What a girl’s capable of! 
And then she’s the one doing the crying! I’ll be! …

  I didn’t know where I should head then. It was the fourth day 
I hadn’t gone out with Jóska. He wouldn’t have wanted me to go to his 
place. Any way, tomorrow we’re butchering a steer. We’ll have enough 
trouble with that. I went to bed. I thought I’d dream again, but I didn’t.

 In the morning, as we’re leading the animal, I see Jóska staring 
piercingly, angrily, just like the steer. 

“What are you fuming about?” I say to him. “You’re mad about 
nothing. She’s bald.” “Who’s bald?” “Well, Maris.” “Maris?” And he looks 
dumb founded like a calf. “She’s bald, not a bit of hair.” “Well, what does 
she have on her head?” “Fake hair. It’s all fake.” “Fake?” And he laughs 
so hard that he almost lets go of the steer. Of course I laughed along 
with him. Mean while Jóska grunted and sniggered “Bald, heh, heh, 
d’you hear? Bald? But how could she have gotten bald? Heh, heh, how? 
She probably ate a lot of potatoes, or because she fancies the lads.”

 The steer lunged and bucked, we had to pay it more attention. 
Well, we didn’t talk much anymore. From then on Jóska was friendlier, 

but I didn’t much dare to trust him since he’d already once shown his 
true hand. Then we started talking about Maris sometimes and waited 
for her to come to the butcher stall so that we could make fun of her. 
But she didn’t come. But one time, one of the housemaids, as I grandly 
recite to her “I’m eating your precious little ruby-red mouth, ’Cause nine 
jam dumplings it ate in one gulp,” leaves off her giggling and says—as 
I’m still laughing at her—“You’re a real scoundrel!” Chuckling, I ask, 
“Why?” “It’s really not nice that you’re laughing about poor Maris, now 
that she’s thrown herself in the Danube.”

 “You don’t say!” I was real surprised, I stood there gaping. “But 
she was such a cheerful girl.”
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Jelenkor [The Present Age], vol. 1, no. 5, pp. 138–141, April, 1918, Buda pest

Translated by Hattula Moholy-Nagy, translation corrected by Levente 
Nagy, editing by George Bisztray, final edit by Oliver A. I. Botar

Mother stood next to the apple tree and took from Ákos those apricots that 
were still green. Zsuzsi and I were selecting the ripe ones for cooking jam 
and my face was already a yellow mess from all the tasting. Grandmother 
sat at the end of the table and fumbled with the bean-slicing machine. 
Shadows of leaves scampered on her face as she kept swatting a stub-
born fly from the red wart at the base of her nose. Buzzing bees from the 
rose garden circled above us, in the vineyard the cat vexed two cheeping 
chicks and Grandmother furiously commanded the yardman to chase the 
chicks into the poultry yard and not to let her catch sight of them inside 
again. “They pluck off the grafts from the vine stocks!” A wormy apple 
plopped from the tree, Ákos immedi ately pocketed it. We played with 
these while swimming, when Uncle Hor váth took us down to the Tisza.

True, it was sad that our father didn’t take us to the pool like 
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the other children’s fathers did. We were taken as a favour by others. 
But then we didn’t have a father. Only since we began school did we 
write two letters to him. “Thanks to God we are well and we wish you 
all the best, your loving sons Dezső and Ákos kiss your hand.” Mother 
ruled lines on the paper with a hairpin so that the letters would run 
in straight rows. Mother and Grand mother never spoke of him. Once, 
when Grandmother scolded Ákos for eating too many green plums, 
she said that he’d become a bum like his father. That was all. So we 
thought that Father was a bum. On the other hand we were surprised, 
because Ákos and I knew that we were princes and that we were only 
boarding out with Mother’s family. But once Mother had told us of a 
king, who had been a bum, and then we knew for sure.

Uncle Holló chased the chickens and had already upset four 
stakes when, to his shame, he somehow trampled one of the chicks. Well, 
Grand mother noticed right away, went red as a poppy, and shouted, 
“It just had to be the leghorn, of which there was only one,” which 
she had gotten from Mrs. Bizinger, the rarest one! and she practically 
choked with rage. Uncle Pista, the overseer, came with a letter and deliv-
ered it to Grandmother. Someone had summoned the young gentlemen. 
Grandmother slashed open the letter, read it, and impatiently tossed it 
to Mother. What a time for this to happen! Mother read it, sat down on 
the bench saying nothing and stared sadly. “Well,” said Grandmother, 
“what are you staring at? We’ll just have to send them.” Mother didn’t 
answer, got up as if shaking something off. “Leave the apricots, come to 
the bathroom,” and Grandmother nodded in approval and summoned 
Uncle Holló (who was in the process of slinking away) and pro mised 
him three slaps in the face. We were pleased at this because recently, 
when Csákó had a little calf, Uncle Holló didn’t want to let us in the 
barn. Serves him right! In the corridor Ákos asked Mother, “Who 
wrote?” “Your father,” said Mother. “He wants to see you.” We were 
surprised. We didn’t know whether we should be happy or not. What 
could he be like? Did he really want to see us? Did he have a mous-
tache like Uncle Horváth, and did he have a pince-nez and can he blink 
like Uncle Macskáski? As Mother washed us, Ákos didn’t cry as he usu-
ally did, and we wondered if from then on he’d be taking us swimming. 
Mother instructed us to kiss his hand nicely, not to shout, and not to 
start off with what he had brought us, but rather to behave politely. “And 
if he asks about me—” here she sighed deeply and forgot what she was 
going to say, just staring into the bath. Ákos asked if we had to cross 

our arms on our chests. I said, “You dummy, we’re not going to school,” 
and Mother smiled, but then was sad again. “But why isn’t he coming 
here?” I really was curious. Mother thought about it. “Because Grandma 
is angry with him,” she said. Immediately we felt sorry for him and Ákos 
asked, “He’s been a bum since then, hasn’t he?” Mother looked sur prised 
and exclaimed immediately that we shouldn’t dare to speak such stu-
pidity and from whom did these children learn such things? Though I 
remembered that we had heard it from Grandmother.

Uncle Pista escorted us to the restaurant. I was very proud of my 
piqué spencer and that my trousers had small red speckles, which Ákos’ 
trousers didn’t have. Mother had tied our neckties the same way, but 
Ákos had a short neck and so his stuck out like a bun. I made fun of him, 
calling him “bun-head” and we almost got into a fight, but then Uncle 
Pista shook his head disapprovingly, “Weren’t the young gentlemen 
ashamed, at a time like this?” And surely enough we were stirred into 
good behaviour, and when we encountered Jani Göblös and he asked us 
where we were going, Ákos and I only looked at each other and we said, 
“To the restaurant,” and didn’t say anything else.

At the restaurant Father came towards us. 
He had a big gray moustache and his eyes ran back and forth over 

us like small mice. It was very odd. And as he kissed us, his moustache 
felt prickly. We weren’t used to this. Mother and Grandmother didn’t 
have mous taches. And he said, “Hello, lads.” You must be Dezső, and 
you must be Ákos, right? But he had gotten us mixed up and we laughed 
hard that he gotten it wrong. This confused him and he apologized. 
And I told him (so that he wouldn’t be embarrassed) that it didn’t mat-
ter, that Uncle Jani had also mixed us up the other day, it was no prob-
lem. “No problem, is it, my little Dezső, no problem?” and he laughed 
with a little cough. But I saw he wasn’t pleased. How we had grown. 
“And what is Jenő doing?” he said. Jenő is our big brother. He was in 
Budapest at school. We said it too: “He’s in Budapest with Aunt Sárika, 
he’ll be home in August.” Up to that point we had behaved properly, 
but that monkey, Ákos suddenly began to giggle. Father was surprised, 
“what’s he laughing at?” Ákos laughed so hard that he could barely say 
that then, that in Aug - - - ust - - - he - - - would - - - come - - -“ 
“But why is that funny?” Of course Father could not have known, ‘cause 
he didn’t know Uncle Macskáski, but I knew, so I started to grin, ‘cause 
he had taught us “O du lieber Augustine, keldesztin,” and the necktie was 
choking me so much I could barely tell him, and as I looked at Ákos he 
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was already as red as a balloon, I had to giggle and laugh even harder. 
Father also laughed a little and kept saying, “Well, this really is a big 
laugh, really!” And slowly we grew abashed at such bad behaviour and 
I looked angrily at Ákos and he signalled with his eyes that I should lay 
off, which I did. But then we went into a room where the curtains were 
drawn so that the sun wouldn’t shine in. But the curtains were ripped 
and so the sun shone in through the tear and flickered on Ákos’s nose 
like when were playing with mirrors, and we heard the zither players 
bowling in the courtyard. There was a red cloth on the table, half of 
which was faded by the sun like ours in the maid’s room at home. 
Father fumbled with the match holder, and we didn’t know what to say, 
because by then, we really weren’t laughing any more. So we just stared 
at him. Strangely enough, there were two furrows on his face, just like 
the ones we’d seen Thursday in a picture in the Sunday paper, and now 
his eyes no longer darted about, but were as if they had clouded over. 
Maybe he had looked into the sun, that would sometimes make you cry. 
At the pool Uncle Horváth always put green mulberry leaves over his 
eyes when he lay in the sun. “Ring that bell over there,” Father turned to 
Ákos, and Ákos rang and Csillag came in, “What would the esteemed 
gentleman care for?” “Two bottles of beer and pretzels,” said Father. 
“Do you like that?” And he kept rapping the table with the porcelain 
match holder. We’d never had beer before, we said “yes” at the same 
time, and could hardly wait to try it. “So, tell me something about your-
selves, children.” “So you little Dezső, you’re a big boy. So, what’s going 
on?” We really didn’t know what to tell him. Then Csillag brought the 
beer and three glasses and we had some too, not daring to mention that 
it was bitter. It was really very bitter. And Ákos had also thought that its 
foam would be sweet.

Father then asked us which books we’d like, and Ákos asked for 
The Three Gallant Hungarian Soldiers, I for Sir Bruin’s Travels. Father took 
out his notebook, it was a beautiful shiny brown leather notebook, and 
he made a note in it, and the coach came because he now had to go to 
the railway station, and he took us home in it. He kissed us and sent 
regards to Mother as well as to Grandmother, and let us off at the gate. 
We watched him as he left and thought, “This is what a father is like?” 
Mother and Grandmother asked, what happened? Well, what hap-
pened, nothing really happened, and did he ask about them? He didn’t, 
however, ask anything about them and that after noon we went swim-
ming with Uncle Horváth, and from then on we waited for the books. 

Finally they arrived. The cover of The Three Gallant Hungarian Soldiers 
was a beautiful red, that of Sir Bruin was blue.
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A Hét [The Week], 1918, pp. 351-354, Budapest

Translated by Hattula Moholy-Nagy, translation corrected by Anna 
Cseke-Gál and Oliver Botar, final edit by Oliver Botar

I.
When I became acquainted with them, “the famous English dance 
troupe,” they were without an engagement. Makói introduced me to them 
and jokingly remarked that I would be able to get them in somewhere.

 A young man was already with them; next to the table was a 
champagne bucket and the gypsy fawningly playing from afar. The girls 
gathered around with exuberant gaiety and discombobulated me with a 
hundred questions. Whom did I know? Which manager? Where could 
I get them in? And the eldest snatched up her small handbag, took out 
photographs in which the costumed, sparkling troupe shone forth.

 In the heat of the moment I did not dare to admit how little I 
had to do with artistes and furthermore that I hadn’t any connections 
that would be useful to them. I only made excuses with exaggerated, but 
completely understandable modesty.

A csodálatos angol tánczcsoport
[THE WONDERFUL ENGLISH DANCE TROUPE]

by László Moholy Nagy

Hungarian Studies Review, Vol. XXXVII, Nos. 1–2 (2010)
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 Their passionate desire for an engagement was at last set to rest, 
the unknown young man became my good friend and the revelry flowed 
back into its previous quietly merry channel. On that evening I didn’t 
talk a lot, although, to judge by their behaviour, it was apparent that 
the girls accorded me special attention. This was a little worrisome, but 
then I began to pay attention to them with decidedly intensifying cheer. 
I soon knew that there was absolutely nothing English about them, and 
that only Annie understood a little English, I liked Annie the best and 
to my good fortune she fell to me, because Makói was with Clara, and 
Sáros, the young man who was already seated, occupied himself with 
Mary. As far as I could see, they were on very good terms.

 Annie seemed like a cheerful and talkative girl. She was the 
smallest and the youngest. Still, she, as well as Clara, doted on Mary, 
the middle one. Annie was always smiling, her forehead exuded clar-
ity while her hair gave off a fresh scent. In those days I would soon get 
slightly worse for drink and at such times would become quite happy. 
Now as well, after a couple of glasses, I sat so cheerfully that my face 
strained from the self-satisfied smile fixed onto it. Annie’s chin jutted 
forward so provocatively, her face flushed so red, that I would have 
loved to take a bite out of her. However, I guarded the sweet thought 
and looked at the other two girls with the pleasure of concealed ap-
praisal. Makói had a disgusting habit of drinking nothing but cham-
pagne; the next two glasses stoked me up still higher and already I 
began to fear I would misbehave. As I remember, Annie slapped my 
hand away three times. Clara’s narrow oval face, her small blonde 
curls dangling on her forehead, her longish nose, very thin mouth and 
pointed chin made an unpleasant impression on me. Drunk as I was 
I could somehow only imagine her as an old woman with a thousand 
wrinkles on her withered face, and shuddering, I was wryly surprised 
that that ass Makói was wooing such an old prune. I turned my gaze 
from them and marvelled at Annie. What a charming, incomparably 
sweet little woman. As I glanced at Mary, I was actually taken aback. 
They, she and Sáros, submerged themselves in one another with such 
drunken enthusiasm and with eyes so inflamed, that perhaps they 
hadn’t been drinking from just one glass when they clinked glasses 
with us, but from five. I grew serious and with uncertain hands I kept 
swirling the champagne, the little pearls danced wildly in the whirl, 
they jostled upwards, the small stirred spoon clinked sharply. These 
two must love each other.

 “Aren’t you drunk?” I asked Annie with curiosity.
 “By no means,” whispered Annie. “I’m just happy,” and she 

flicked my nose.
 “Very happy?” I inquired enthusiastically and I caught her wrist, 

at which she laughed with bubbling, sibilant gaiety. I myself couldn’t 
resist this laughter and giggled along with her. From that moment we 
laughed at everything. The gypsy suddenly looked like a barrel, golden 
chains around its staves. I called some ladies cows as a joke. I think I 
must have been seriously drunk, because on hearing the word “nosy” 
I laughed so hard that my eyes started tearing, and I wasn’t even able 
to tell Annie what I was guffawing about. Later we accompanied them 
home. 30 Liget Street, echoed in my head.

II.
I didn’t see the troupe for a while after that. Nor did I run into Makói. 
I didn’t think about them. In retrospect, however, it seems to me that 
at the Octogon,* taking the streetcar home, I once saw Mary and Sáros 
in the jostle, with arms around each other, laughing at the crowd, their 
faces shining with happiness and the secure feeling of belonging to each 
other. But being in a rush I only wondered about their familiar faces for 
a moment and so did not realize who they were. But that was a good 
while ago, perhaps two or three months back.

 A few days later I passed by the Royal** when unexpectedly 
among the photographs the three familiar faces flashed at me and the 
posters suddenly glittered with little ballerina skirts, snowy pink legs, 
and the sweet charm of the three girls’ heads. It really was them:

MARY, ANNIE, CLARA
! 3 SISTERS 3 !

THE WONDERFUL ENGLISH DANCE TROUPE.

 I decided then and there to look them up and renew the old 
acquaintance. I didn’t succeed.  I received a telegram that I would have 
to go away on official business; later some relatives arrived; then I didn’t 
feel well and that condition dragged on for about two weeks, meanwhile, 
however, it was constantly running through me that finally I should go, 
finally I should go, until finally I did get there.

 Annie was still the old charmer; Clara smiled rather affectedly, 
and it was on their own like this, that it became apparent that she was the 
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head of the family, the nurturing, doting one, but I scarcely recognized 
Mary. Her face was shrunken, her eyes downcast, her mouth as if narrowed 
and her glance was so strange, absent-minded, that my heart constricted.

 “How are you, Mary? Mary?” I asked with an anxiety not even 
entirely comprehensible to myself.

 “Oh, I’m all right,” she said and something of a fearsome beauty 
spread over her face as a faint smile shone upon it.

 Annie nudged me under the table. I looked at her. She made a 
sign for silence. I was surprised. She pressed a small note into my hand. 
“Tomorrow afternoon at five by the Memorial.” I was a little indignant: 
why didn’t she wait for me to extort this rendezvous? But my vanity 
immediately overcame my astonishment. She wants to meet with me. 
With me! And all evening long I flirted with the next day. The girls 
spoke about their contract, about life abroad, about their acquaintances, 
asked some questions about Makói, at which point Sáros came to mind: 
Well, where is that black-haired boy? Annie immediately knew who 
was meant and looked alarmed. Also horrified, Clara threw back her 
head, warning me with wide open eyes, and looked at Mary, who with 
downcast eyes, absent-mindedly fiddled with her napkin. I still hadn’t 
come to my senses: “What’s going on? Why?” Annie shoved my leg, re-
proachful that she always had to remind me (and I began to feel shame 
at this myself) and with ebbing enthusiasm related how they had starved 
in Brno, how very badly they had eaten, and they were there for three 
weeks, but that they had still managed to spend 1200 crowns of their 
savings just for meals. Imagine! I imagined it in my discomfort and felt 
weighed down by the forced cheer.

 Later a railroad official came to the table, bringing Mary flow-
ers and sugar. We introduced ourselves. The girls must have known him 
well for a long time, because all they discussed were household mat-
ters. The official apologized that the coal could not be delivered that day, 
but there was no one at the co-operative. They should let him know 
again if they needed more lard and he went on about trivial matters 
that didn’t interest me nor, I noticed, Annie. Mary continued to sit sol-
emnly, only Clara brightened up a little, despite the fact that the rail-
road man was evidently paying court to Mary addressing her in a gentle, 
respectful tone.

 I was fired up about the next day and felt uncomfortable. I didn’t 
believe that the evening would bring anything new that was any good, 
at most yet more awkwardness and excuses. I leaned towards Annie.

 “Who is he?”
 “Her fiancé!” and raised a precautionary finger to her mouth.
 Aha, her fiancé! It dawned on me and I regarded them. The fiancé 

was what one would consider a “good-looking” young man. His small, 
black, curly moustache was the focal point of his face and his other, 
rather less sympathetic features branched out from it. And yet the face 
as a whole, his ordinary forehead, neither too high, nor too low, assured 
one of some tranquil goodness.

 The veins showed through Mary’s wan skin, branching out on 
her temples like crestfallen, hazy saplings and shrubs emerging from 
some fog. The large, crimson mouth glowing on her pale face and the 
clear blue of her eyes flooded me. A regal, beautiful woman, I mused, 
and a chill ran through me. I looked at my dear Annie and sunshine and 
blonde gold showered me intoxicatingly.

 “What about Sáros?” I asked.
 Annie became serious. She encircled her left ring finger with 

the fingertips of her right hand.
 “Married!”
 The light-bulb finally lit up in my head. Now I understood: 

Sáros abandoned Mary, who is still in love with him. Does this ex-
plain this evening’s alarm-bells and sheltering gestures? The wound 
still aches. “Now I understand,” I nodded repeatedly. “I understand 
completely.”

 But none of this was amusing. I was a bit bored. If I conversed 
with my dear little Annie, Clara looked at us so intently and earnestly, 
that the possibility of any kind of closeness, hand-holding, caressing, 
was excluded. This was annoying. After all they’re only dancers— 
I thought to myself, and we’re at the Royal, in a booth. Well, what do 
you expect?—And the drunken vision of an old woman rose up again. 
You old prune, jealous …? I fumed. If Annie’s mouth hadn’t been so pro-
vocative, flaming with so much passion, the promise of so much pleasure, 
I would have gone home long ago. But then the following day came to 
mind and the possibilities of our walk home ….

 “Annie, have you ever read ‘Annabel Lee’? Poe wrote it, a beauti-
ful poem.”

 “No, no. Bring it along, Sanyi, will you bring it?”
 “I will, I will. Tomorrow at five o’clock,” I forced my words 

through my teeth so that Clara would suspect nothing. I don’t know if 
she heard me. Not even her eyes showed any reaction.
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 “Oh, let’s go home already!” whined Mary and then she stretched 
with pursed lips and fluttering eyes. “Let’s go!” 

 Annie was in white, from head to toe. From her fluffed up fur 
only the tip of her nose appeared with merciless cheer. Why are the oth-
ers here? Oh, to take her in my arms! To rush away! I shivered at the 
thought that I must take the lead with Annie. How could I avoid it? 

“Onward, youngsters!” I commanded with a smile and pushed 
Mary and the railroad man with two hands to the fore. Clara? Ah, she’ll 
remain with us anyway. My head drooped: there’s no cure for death. I took 
Clara’s and Annie’s arms. Clara was a bit reluctant. Annie’s hand reposed 
in my mine—I glanced sideways carefully: did her sister notice?—and 
impatiently, with finger-wringing excitement, I twisted, curled, clasped, 
and fondled her fingers within mine; unforgettable sweetness.

 “Poor Annie Lee,” I murmured and my hand slipped out of hers 
and flitted about beneath the fur in happy ardour and I felt the silk of 
her blouse and the velvet of her skin—Annie, Annie … I became aware 
of the cool left side and began also to squeeze and knead Clara’s hand.

 Ahead of us Mary tottered peculiarly with her fiancé: they were 
also arm in arm, but at times Mary would pull an arm away, which would 
then swing up wildly. The stars glittered frigidly, the moon twinkled. 

“Clara!” Mary turned back to her, “come here a moment,” and 
they stopped. The girl went forward. They were right at the corner. 
We’ll have to turn the corner. Trembling, we slowed down. I was almost 
angry with myself for being so excited and I vibrated with the useless 
counter-argument: “she’s only a dancer,” “she’s only a dancer,” “she’s 
only …” As her white skirts gleamed before the edge of the dark house, 
I swooped down to her mouth and not knowing what came over me, 
I thought I’d go crazy if I had to end this kiss. Languidly, reeling, I saw 
the pleasure smouldering in the girl, and was astonished, in the white 
heat of my passion, to feel her breast against my chest. Suddenly she 
pulled her mouth away from mine; like a light flickering out—Ann–ie 
—I caught my breath and she rushed ‘round the corner after the others, 
dragging me helplessly after her.

 “Sanyi, come on!” She pulled me with emotion, almost sobbing 
—“come on—do you love me?” Why didn’t you come earlier?

III.
I was at the Memorial at five o’clock. I waited for her until half past five. 
She didn’t come. Yet hope penetrated the despair and anger. Her form 

flickered at the end of the row of trees; then she seemed to appear by 
the side of the museum, behind the narrow bridge, perhaps she was the 
veiled lady? Trembling, my illusory glance rushed to and fro about the 
darkening landscape. It’s so sad when one is duped.

 Growing numb, I rambled among the trees alongside the 
Memorial. I made excuses for Annie and consoled myself. Surely Clara had 
not let her leave. Or visitors had come just then, or God knows what else? 
Annie would have come, would come, surely, only some important 
matter detains her. But is this really true? I was frightened and began to 
shiver with cold. She had stood me up.

 In the evening I hung around the Royal. My pride wrestled with 
my feverish blood. I went in. On the stage, in the brilliance of the splen-
did, magnificent lighting danced the three sisters. Annie, the girlish ad-
olescent, moved stiffly and earnestly, pulsating between her older sisters, 
her gestures mimicking those of a woman. My eyes teared up. Stirred up 
and furious, I went out for my overcoat. I wanted to punish myself for 
this weakness. Despondent, my head swimming, I went home.

 For two days I didn’t look in their direction. I worked restlessly. 
I wrote, I read without pause. In the evening it came to me that I hadn’t 
understood the book. The unintelligible lines sailed away from my eyes 
and I would have to recommence each sentence four times so that it 
wouldn’t slip, wouldn’t drop from my brain. Later I went to dinner with 
my mother. But I must have been very distracted, because all I can recall 
is that I suddenly jumped up and took leave of my greatly surprised 
mother, dashing off to the Royal.

 Four young men sat at the girls’ table. I was taken aback and 
circled around Annie’s blonde head distractedly, but I didn’t want to 
mingle with so many strangers. Annie caught sight of me and hurried 
over to me with a joyful mien. I stammered something; I didn’t like 
the newcomers and quickly passed on to the burning question: Where 
was she the day before yesterday? Why hadn’t she come? The girl grew 
serious and pursing her lips as if about to whine, stammered some lie, 
I no longer even know what sweet nothings. I was happy, but also 
excited and nervous, I couldn’t find my bearings. I was loath to converse 
standing there among the tables, but I couldn’t sit down with them, 
I hated the unfamiliar faces so much. I also heard her mention that she 
would have notified me, but she didn’t know my address. I drew out 
a card and next to the address I added my telephone number. I said 
goodbye and bolted like a half-wit. I think I was feverish, but this 
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fever was pure, one that enhanced reason and intensified my senses. 
The scene of the two girls and four young men sitting at the table was fixed 
clearly in my consciousness. Mary leaned with resignation towards the 
sleek, stylish young man, who—face frozen—feasted his eyes on them. 
Clara stared worriedly and ignored the chattering, muscular youth 
whose weight nearly crushed the chair. The other two regarded Annie 
and me with the inane smile of the disappointed. The whole room 
etched itself sharply into my vision with its overflowing, foamy beer, 
gaping mouths and fluttering waiters; the definitively outlined pattern 
of a colourful kaleidoscope.

 On the stairs I sensed that Annie, offended and on the verge of 
tears, stared at me dumbfounded. The sight of her dear blue eyes burned 
shame onto my face. I had never regarded her more warmly or with 
such intense longing and I beat my head at the thought that I would 
abandon the one I love the most in such a stupid manner. Even the cold 
wind couldn’t bring me to my senses. My face burning, I hurried over 
the bridge, ghostly reflections of the lamplights undulating down below, 
and groaning, sighing, I threw myself on my bed.

 The next day at three in the afternoon she telephoned me. 
I should bring along the poem this evening, the Ann Lee. “Couldn’t we 
meet this afternoon,” I asked? “No, no,” and her voice sounded uncer-
tain through the receiver. “Oh, why not?” I badgered, I insisted. “No, 
no, it’s not possible. But you’ll bring it this evening? You’ll come, won’t 
you?” she purred. I promised. But I wasn’t able to go after all. I called 
for a messenger boy and sent the poem to her. But in the meantime I 
became completely delirious. Annie reeled before my eyes, a mono-
tone orchestra clattered within me, this is no joke! I was panicking, this 
is no joke. I applied a cold compress to my head, I shivered feverishly, 
tomorrow I’d go to the doctor. By morning I had calmed down. By noon 
a tormenting restlessness came over me again. “Annie, Annie, Annie, 
Annie,” I murmured, trying to soothe myself with the thought of her 
face, her snow-white body. 30 Liget Street—the afternoon swirled 
around me in eddies, but it was simply not possible to leave the office. 
Important work was stacked on my desk. The mass of numbers, the 
repetitious pages managed to narcotize me. Around six o’clock I was 
called to the telephone.

 “Annie?” my heart stopped beating.
 “Come. Mary drank sublimate. We’ve already called the 

ambulance!” she cried into my ear.

 “Sublimate?” I stared into the dark mouthpiece, but the other 
apparatus had already clicked. She was gone.

 The tram churned, clattered. As if carried by some icy channel 
hurling its dreadful flood at me, choking, gasping for breath, incapable 
of thinking I arrived at the house. The ambulance was already there. 
A crowd was around it.

 A small, dark foyer. From within, from the bedroom, gurgling, 
splashing fragments of sound poured out. Through the open kitchen 
door to the left a crystalline flow of water from the open tap. Before me, 
something like a bathroom. The door burst open. An ambulance man 
came out with a basin. Annie beside him with red eyes.

 “My God, my God!” she greeted me wailing.
 In the bedroom’s mire, the ambulance doctor’s cap glimmered 

bluish. Next to the window, a sewing machine, in front of it on a small 
chair was Mary, on the floor a pink bucket. The doctor stood next to 
her, a red rubber hose in one hand, the other holding the poor girl’s 
sunken head. Anxiously I drew back, the ambulance man went in, Annie 
remained outside with me.

 “The poor thing is having her fourth stomach lavage,” and she 
began to sob. “Imagine, in the afternoon she dissolved twelve tablets and 
drank them. We didn’t notice. Around four o’clock she began to feel dizzy 
and fell on the sofa. “What’s wrong? What’s with you?” we asked, but 
she just said, nothing. Her voice was but a whisper by then. Her throat 
was completely consumed. At half past four she became very ill and in 
the bathroom Clara chanced upon the jar, its bottom completely red. 
Then we instantly saw what she had drunk. Oh no, what shall we do?” She 
began to wail without any transition. “Oh dear Sanyi, what a way to meet!”

 The icy flood kept gushing within me, already racing through 
my throat. And not a word about why?

 “I’ll go to the Charité and get a bed for her!” I said and was 
already giddy from the acrid, salty damp that slicked my forehead.

 An hour later she was at the hospital.
 “She went down to the car on her own two feet,” Annie whispered. 

“She didn’t allow us to carry her.”
 Clara didn’t say a word. She sat there at the head of the bed and 

looked at Mary’s colourless, convulsed face distorted in pain.
 “I really want to live!” she breathed.
 She couldn’t talk, the sublimate had completely ruined her lar-

ynx. “I really want to live!”
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 We were quiet and looked at each other surreptitiously.
 “I can’t bear this!”
 I went out into the corridor with Annie. Clara looked at us 

aghast. We stood in the large bay window. She pressed her head against 
my chest and her trembling, twitching little breast kept beating against 
my arm. I nervously caressed, calmed her and my body burned.

 “That wretch! … Sáros … son of a bitch … rascal!” she was crying.
 Yes. Sáros. Or me! … I thought to myself. Truly we were 

despicable.
 Clara opened the door. I blushed. We went in on tiptoes. Mary 

was talking in a confused way. Clara choked back her tears. I saw that 
her eyes were bleary.

 “Now my feet are getting cold!” panicked Mary. “The … now 
my legs … oh … now my stomach … now my…”

 She flung her head back into the pillow. Clara caressed and 
stroked her.

 “Nonsense! You’ll be all right. Even the doctor said that every-
thing is fine now.”

 Mary breathed deeply and painfully.
 Annie turned her tearful eyes to me and I thought of Sáros’ cold, 

sharp-featured face when I first met him. What sort of coldness was it 
then? I asked her as if in trance. He just mirrored the girl’s happiness.

 I hung my head. What was I doing here? I looked at Annie, 
the picture of devotion, and the other two “dancers,” one struggling 
with death and the other a haggard old maid. I was afraid of them. 
Ungrateful girls! They pay for love with death. And I was afraid of 
Annie, too.

 I slunk out of the room and ran down the corridor so quickly 
that I became dizzy at the confluence of the disappearing and reap-
pearing glare of the windows. I stopped a moment on the street and 
pondered: what? why? The railroad official—oh, helpless fiancé!—his 
drawn, frightened face shocked me as he stormed past. I threw myself 
into a tram and I let my head, my tired, tortured head bounce, rattle 
along with the flickering coach.

 The next day I read that Mary had died. Since then I have not 
met with the girls. Once Annie telephoned. I wanted to go to the tel-
ephone, but on the way my legs failed me and became so heavy that I 
had to sit down and like a coward, trembling, I had them telephone her 
back that I was no longer in this office.

NOTES

*A well-known public plaza in Budapest.
**A well-known Budapest hotel and cafe.
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